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ABSTRACT 

As discourses of desire, sonnet squences contain vmious power relations. In traditional 

sequences (such as those authoreci by Petrarch, Philip Sidney, and Edmund Spenser), the 

male poet-lover seems to exalt the f d e  beloved, claiming that she captivates him. 

However, in bis p r a k  of her, he subjugates her to his desire. That is, he primarily 

desires to explore and fashion his self while the woman merely serves as a kind of false- 

fiont, the ostensible occasion prompting his poetry. The beloved is actuaüy the poet's 

self and the woman is a passive object whose shape the p e t  determines according to his 

own needs. Considering each sequence as a poet's contribution to a dialogue reveais that 

poets like Shakespeare, Mary Wroth, Elizabeth Barreît Browning and Rossetti use the 

genre to articulate responses to the woman and the beloved selfwhom the traditional 

(read male) authors create; they write within the genre in order to h t e  against it Their 

responses d i q t  the power-relations typicaily contained within sonnet sequences in 

order to recreate the beioved and, in the poems of Wroth, Barrett Browning, and Rossetti, 

to reclaim female subjectivity. 
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Chapter One 

Prevaricated Desire: Establishing the Presence of the Beloved in Petrarch's 
tella, and b u n d  Spenser's &noretti Sir Philip Sidney's Astrophel and S 

1 will cal1 her beloved who is not beloved. 
-Romans 9:25 

Not only will you confess to acts contravening the law, but you 
wiU seek to transfomi your desire, your every desire, into 
discourse 

f Sexuality -Michel Foucault The History O 

which accompany expressions or feelings of desire, Foucault argues that desire engenders 

language, that extemalizing desire creates a discourse that wilI be used by the audience or 

hearer in order to examine and judge the speaking subject, and that the expression of 

desire transfomis both the desire itself and the desiring individual: 

one does not confess without the presence (or vimial 
presence) of a partner who is not simply the interiocutor but 
authority who requires the confession, presrribes and 
appreciates it, and intervenes in order to judge, punish, 
forgive, console, and reconcile . . . [Furthemore,] the 
expression alone, independently of its extemal 
consequences, produces intrinsic modifications in the 
person who articulates it: it exonerates, redeems, and 
purifies him; it unburdens him of his wrongs, liberates him, 
and promises hirn salvation. (62) 

The relationship between confesser and hearer which Foucault identifies provides a 

starting point for examinhg the interactions of love, desire. and power which result in the 

construction of the beloved in Pemch's Rime Sir Philip Sidney's &JQ&&& 

S t e h  and Edrnund Spenser's Amoreni and Epithwiori. 



The need or desire to confess, and indeed, the treatment of the sonnets as 

confessional discomes, irnply a fault, a transgression, and in the Christian sense, a sin; 

that transgression is inîimately connected to the objets of the lovers' desire and each 

lover's means of constructing that object. Furthemore, because Petrarch, Sidney and 

Spenser, as sonneteers, seek to confess desire of and to a beloved woman (Laura, Stella 

and Elizabeth respectively); the question of who the subject of the sonnets is, the desired 

beloved or desiring lover, evades certain definition. As Michael Spiller notes in 

D e v e l o o m m o f  an important component of the sonnets is 

the expression of the "self as desiring entity " (1 25). Subjectivity varies in the sonnet 

sequences between the lover who desires, and who-in desiring-empowers himself over 

the woman by constructkg a predorninantly silent, 'fetishized and dismembered . . . 

fernale body" (Enterline 127), and the beloved woman who ostensibly is desired, but is 

(passively) ernpowered by her disdain of the man's love which consequently forces him 

into a state of despair. In Women. Love. and Power: Li~erature and PsvchoanaJbi(; 

Perspectives, Elaine Baruch asserts 'that it wodd be well to remember thaî in love, the 

'objet,' meanùig the person longed for, is sometimes more important than the subject, 

more important than life itself for many a male lover, in Lirerature and sometimes in iife" 

(3). Such is not the case in the sonnets written by Pemch, Sidney and Spenser; instead, 

they create a discome in which the beloved only seerns to be esteemed over the male 

lover. Self-consideration motivates the confession (for instance, the Petsarchan lover 

declares "1 am ashamed of myselfwithin" ( h e  11, emphasis added)), but the beloved also 



plays a crucial role, for she initiates the cupidinous desire that enables the lover to create 

a discourse which revolves around hs seif. 

The ambiguous nature of subjectivity in the sequences results, in part, h m  the 

poets' awareness and manipulation of the etymology of the word 'subject." As Ashraf 

Rushdy assens in The Empy Garden, an important distinction must be made beniveen 

being a subject of and being subject to an authorîty. That is, "subject of signifies only 

subjectivity " (6 1) while subjecr to suggests subjec tion (Le. servility). The poet-loves 

create discounes of which the beloved seems to be the subject. As a cc..ptivafing woman, 

she ensnares and subjects him to her authority and desires. In fact, the woman is 

subjected to (and consequently consmcted by) the poet-lover's desires while he himself 

is the actuai subject of the sonnets. 

Subjective arnbiguity also allows the poets to inscribe their sonnets with an 

explicitly dual audience. As Wendy Wall notes in The 1-t of Gender. Authorship 

, sonnet "writers inscribe a double audience: 

the spectating and morally critical male public, and the cruel and resisting mistress who 

ostensibiy receives the verse" (40). Thus. the sonnets simultaneously confess and 

perform desire (and its discontents), while the reader becornes both a voyeur (or 

eavesdropper) and the authority (Le. outside reference) who validates the poet-lover's 

experiences and confessions. 

From the outset of the Rime sparse, Petrarch cleariy perceives the effects of desire 

on the lover's self as king of greater importance than the actual-or ostensible-source of 

the desire, the beloved mistress. Petrarch addresses Laura in the third sonnet: "1 did not 



defend myself against [Love] ,/ for your lovely eyes, Lady, bound me" (3.3-4). However, 

before he addresses her, he makes it clear that he is primarily concemeci about his self. 

As Lynn Enterline notes in "Embodied Voices: P e m h  Reading (HimseIf Readjing) 

Ovid," "Petrarch attempts to 'create' himself in relation to . . . laura" (133).' And, as 

Thomas Roche points out in Petrarch and the English Sonnet Sapence: 

Sonnet 1 makes no mention of a beloveci wornan or of a 
Laura; for the reader she is reduced or abstracted to 
Penarch's erore.  In fact it might aImost be said that Laura 
exists only insofar as Petrarch responds to her. (5) 

The same is m e  of Sidney's and Spenser's pet-lovers. While Astrophel s e a n s  to 

give the woman prevalence by establishing her as the poems' prirnary subject, buried 

within his rhetoric is the importance of himself, a fact made clear by even the title: 

Astrophel and Stella. Asnophel is emphasized and must be considered before Stella. 

The f i t  two lines of the first sonnet (and therefore of the entire sequence) are about the 

lover, not the beloved: "Loving in mith, and faine in verse my love to show J That the 

deare She might take some pleasure of my paine" (ernphasis added). Astrophel's love 

and pain will shape the sequence which speaks ro Steila but of Astmphel's desire. 

Spenser employs a similar rhetorical scheme. At the end of the fmt sonnet the 

lover cl- that he cares for no-one besides the wornan for whom the poems are written. 

He addresses the poem's components: "Leaves, lines, and rymes, seeke her to please 

done,/ whom if ye please, 1 care for other none* (13-4). While the lover seems to care 

- 

1 In her argument, Enterline asserts the autobiographicd nature of the Rime . She understands the 
sonnets as the pet's representation of himself "as the subject of language and of desire" (120). This is a 
matter of some debate that aiso extends to Sidney and Spenser. For instance, as Anthony Low notes, 
Sidney seems to keep a critical distance berween hhself and Astrophel but the fact that Asnophel 
'containsw "Phil" and alludes to Penelope Rich cornpiicates a dean division between autobiography and 
poetic fiction. 



only for the beloved mistress, the poemTs construction suggests that this is not the case. 

That is, that he certainly does care for someone besides her is made clear by the emphasis 

of his own self in each quatrain. The woman's hands, which will handle the leaves Wre 

"captives trembling at the victon sight" (4), hold the lover's "iïfe in their dead doing 

might" (2). Through the "happy lines" (5) the woman will 'reade the sorrowes of [his] 

dying spright" (7, emphasis added). And, when the woman beholds the rhymes, his sud  

will receive "long lacked foode" (12). Although the reader leams Little about the woman 

in this sonnet (except that she possesses 'lilly hands" (1) of "dead doing rnight" (2), and 

"lamping eyes" (6). and that she is, in his eyes, an 'Angel" (1 1)). he or she discovers a 

great deal about the lover himself; indeed, "[the lover's] self will exist [and continues to 

exist] if the leaves are readw (Spiller 145). The next sonnet addresses the lover's own 

'Unquiet thought" (1): the passion which "he no longer controls" (Dunlop 601). The 

rapid transition from a poern which seems to stress the beloved to one which addresses 

the lover's own passion emphasizes the importance of the lover hunself. 

In all three sequences, then, the woman becomes a reference grounded outside the 

lover's self who ignites his desire and so creates an occasion to or space in which he can 

speak. Consequently, what "beloveci" signifies becomes unstable in the sonnets; the 

signified shifts between a narcissistic lover and a (predominantiy) silent mistress as the 

lover consmicts a self which depends on the woman but sirnuïtaneously transcends her. 

She is thereby rendered insignificant as the lover explores the b e r  throes of his self and 

no Longer requires the outside reference. The Peaarchan lover's queries of "what am I? 

what was I?" (23. 30) after considering the effects of mequiteci love on him and the self 



that evolved h m  his youthful "error" illustrates the woman's role as an outside reference 

which creates the poems' (and the self's) occasion. As Guiseppi Mazzotta notes in 

Worldc of Peîmrck the lover becomes "an autonomous, isolated subject who reflects on 

his mernories. impulses and desires and fin& in the consciousness of his individuality, 

severed from a l l  extemal ties, accidental precxcupations and concerns, his pure selF (3). 

The lovers of the sonnets therefore 'deïiberately [enter] the region of desire and suffering, 

writing in order to experïence the fullest intensity of being* (Goodheart 7). To return to 

Foucault's point, then, the sonnets as discourse certainly originate in desire, but desire 

also originates within the sonnets in order to becorne the mûuis by which the lover 

fashions a self. 

The paradox that shapes the expressions of love and desire in the sonnets is that 

the woman's virtue which initially inspireci the man's admiration prevents requitai of the 

Love, thereby strengthening his concupiscent longings and forcing him into despair. The 

ensuing discourse (Le. the sonnets) confesses the struggle between desire and reason or 

WU and wit which itself results fiom the lover's experiences of a 'labyrinth of various 

loves" (Johnson 99). including courtly and Neoplatonic love as well as the two categones 

of love which Thomas Roche identifies in -&the Sonnet Sequenc-: 

cupiditrrs and caricas (5). Thus, while the "strange social system" Barry 3) of courtly 

love contributes to the lover's cupidinous desires, his experiences of love go beyond the 

limits it defines. In his introduction to UA John P q  asserts that 

c o d y  Love is 'frankly sensual, . . . extramarital and does not contemplate maaimony as 

its object" (4). For the woman to remain vimious. she must not accede to this type of 



love. Philippa Berry notes in Of C'hast& and Powet that 'while the lady of cointly love 

was usually depicted as ody tempordy unavailable, the fernale object of Petrarchan and 

Renaissance Neoplatonic love was defined as unequivocally chaste" (18). The man's 

desire for sennial (extramarital) love and, simultaneously, for a chaste woman maintah 

the woman's position as one who is subjecr ro another. That is, by maintahhg her 

chastity, she strengthens the poet-lover's longings, leading hirn to evenrually rail against 

her (as 1 s h d  consider later). However, sixteenth-century moral strictures dictateci that if 

a woman did s m n d e r  her self to a man's (and her own) physical appetite, she would 

become a worthless whore. Either way, the woman is subject to and constructed by male 

authority . 

Roche cites St. Augustine's On Christian Doctrine to clarify the difference 

between cupiditos and caritas: 

I call "charity" the motion of the sou1 toward the enjoyment 
of God for His own sake, and the enjoyment of one's self 
and of one's neighbour for the sake of God; but *cupidityn 
is a motion of the soui toward the enjoyment of one's own 
self, one's neighbour, or any corporeal thing for the sake of 
something other than God. (6) 

These beliefs were also an important component of the Protestant religion which 

influenced Sidney's and Spenser's lives and wriùng, as a sermon on 'Charity" read in 

churches during the sixteen th-cenhiry indicates : 

Charity is to love God with a i l  our heart, ail our heart, all our life, 
and all our powers and strength. With ail our hem: that is to Say, 
al1 our heart's rnind and study be set to believe his word, to trust in 
him, and ro love him above al1 other things that we love b m  in 
heaven or  in emth. (Society for R O ~ O M ~  Christian Knowledge 
63. emphasis added) 



Cuptdr'tas. the idolatmus love for 'any created thmg for its own sake . . . [replacing] God 

with a .  object of His creation" (Roche 6) which characterizes the error of Petrarch's 

youthful love, the non-virtuous love which Astrophel craves and never moves beyond in 

Astrophei and Stella. and the 'unquiet thought" which the lover of horetti  and 

ithalamion experiences, is not consurnrnated in Petrarch's, Spenser's or Sidney's 

sequence. Petrarch's insistence on and tum to cadkzs as an older man who reflects upon 

the love of his youth, Spenser's repeated reference to virtuous love and its consummation 

in divinely sanctioned mamage, and Astrophel's continued state of "Most rude dispaire" 

(108.7) at the sequence's end ali  suggest that cupidinous love transgresses values of each 

pet 's society and therefore cannot be condoned. 

The loven of aU tbree sonnet sequences experience a variation of cupiditm and 

the physical appetite which accompanies it. The emphasis in the sonnets on the ways in 

which cupidinous love affects or affected the shaping of the self once again suggests that 

the lover, not the woman, is the beloved subject of the sonnets. Spenser's description of 

the process by which the physical desire is inciteci and the emotional and physid States it 

produces in An H-mne in Honour of I ,ove resonates koughout the m e  sp- 

Astro~hei and Stella, and 

. . . that imperious boy [Cupid] 
Doth therwith tip his sharp empoisned darts; 
Which glancing through the eyes with countenance coy. 
Rest not, till they have pierst the trembling ham. 
And kùrdZedflame in ail their inner parts, 
m c h  suckes the blood. and dn'nkerh up the Ide 
Of carefll wetches with consuming griefe. (120-6, emphasis added) 



All three lovers experience the emotional state of despair accompanied by physical 

decline as a consequence of unquiteci love. The two points which this passage of 

Spenser's Hymn exemplifies, and which reverberate through the sonnets, is that the lover- 

-in partidar, the effem of mequiteci love on him-is the primary focus of the sonnets. 

and that the lover is disempowered by this love, as I shall discuss later. 

The discourse revolves around and is made coherent by the lover's desire to 

fashion a self. In his use of Petrarch's Canzone 360 to differentiate cupiditas h m  

carzcarz&zs, Roche exposes the primary importance of the lover. In this poem, a debate 

between the lover and his 'old sweer c d  Lord," Love (l), judged by Reason, the lover 

declares that he has led a life of wretchedness under Cupid's yoke. As a youth. he gave in 

to will and subsequently disdaineci "many virtuous paths . . . [and] many joys. to serve 

this cruel flatterer" (17-9). The lover believes that he "was of a nature [Le. a wit] to raise 

[himself] hi& above earth" (29-30, emphasis added) but has not because he has rested 

beneath Love's "harsh fierce yoke" (38). Love "has made [him] love God las than [he] 

ought and be less concemed for [himself]: for a lady [he has] equally disregarded alI 

cares" (31-4). His desire to raise himself 'high above the earth" (30) expoimds not just 

desire to achieve purely charitable love, but also a desire for fame. Berry observes that 

"A heightened bterest in individual self-determination was artidated in several 

Renaissance texts (such as Petrarch's Rime ~ a r s e )  in ternis of the search for material 

success, for wealth and fame" (17). The lover, not the woman, is the focus of the debate 

with love; he has hdeed been (and continues to be) concemed for himseff. 



Cupidinous Love which incites desire characterized by physical and sensual 

appetite, is dnven by wiil (longing and desire) at the expense of wit (reason) and vïrtue 

(defined by the OED as 'voluntary observance of the recognized moral laws or standards 

of right conduct"); thus, Spenser d e s m i  the darts that inspire such love as "empoisnecl" 

in An Hymn in Honour of Love. Furthemore, the conception of cupidinous love in 

opposition to chaste love or ciuitns reflects Plato's discussion in the a text 

which influenced ail three sonneteers: 

when the charioteer sees the vision of the loved one, so that 
a sensation of warmth spreads from him over the whole 
sou1 and he begins to feel an itching and the stings of 
desire, the obedient horse, constrained now as always by a 
sense of shame, holds hirnself back f'rom springing upon 
the beloved; but the other, ueteriy h d e s s  now of the 
driver's whip and goad, rushes forward prancing, and to the 
great discornfort of his yoke-fellow and the charioteer 
drives them to approach the lad and make mention of the 
sweetness of physical love. (62) 

Physical desire therefore becomes a transgression, and as such a motivation for the 

confession, shame, and repentance which the lover of the Rime s m  expresses in 

Sonnet #l when he describes his love as an "enor." In Sonnet #4, Asmphel declares '1 

doe confesse-pardon a fault confest J My mouth too tender is for thy [Virtue's] hard bit" 

(7-8). He requests VUtue's pardon even though he has no intention of modifying his 

behavior. He uses the idea of the confession to unburden himself of the sinfd nature of 

his desire and, paradoxically, to strengthen that desire. 

Like the Petrarchan lover's appeal to Reason, Astrophel's confession issues h m  

the stmggle between 'WU and wit" (BS 4.2). Fatigueci (by only the fourth sonnet) h m  

trying to love (and write of love) virtuously, Astrophel desires to give reign to his WU or 



desire. The division between love and virtue is made clear in the 1st h e  of sonnet 

once V i e  sees Stella who 'shrines in flesh so m e  a Deitiel. . . V i  shah [alsol be in 

lovew (134). Astrophel echoes and intensifies those sentiments in Sonnet #14; he is 

grieved by the accusation that "Desire/ Doth plunge [hi4 wel-fomi'd soule even in the 

mird Of sinfidl thoughts, which do in ruine end" (6-8). Like the Petrarchan lover who 

seems to repent his cupidinous love, Astrophel acknowledges that his love may be a 

transgression because it forces the sacrifice of his wit. However, unlike the Petrarchan 

lover, he does not care: "Then Love is sinne, and let me sinfull be" (14). Astrophel's 

conception of love is neither chaste nor virtuous, but rests on physical appetite; the 

pleasure or satisfaction expected from anaining the object of desire is of a physical 

nature, a type of satiation. Thus, he declares "But, ah, Desire st i l l  cries 'give me some 

food"' (71. 14) after observing that SteUa's "beautie drawes the hart to love, [and]/ As 

fast [her] Vertue bends that love to good* (71. 12-3). AstmphelTs awareness that his 

capricious desire is a fault, a transgression, is made clear in his assertions: "1 do confesse" 

(4.7) and "let me sinfull ben (14. 14). Similarly, Petrarch's description of his desire for 

L a m  as his " f i t  youthful emor* (1.3) indicates that his cupidinous desire for L a m  was 

a transgression; in Canzone 360 he restates and builds upon the sentiments of the first 

sonnet: '1 make my plaint, laden withpairz, fear, and h o m r ,  Like a man who fears death 

and begs for justice* (5-8; emphasis added): the lover is painfully aware of the sinful 

name of his love and desires Reason to "unburden him . . . hierate him . . . and promise 

him salvation" (Foucauit 62). The transgression lies in not fulf111ing his intellectuai and 

spiritual potential, in seemingly wasting his talents on cupidinous love, and thus, in being 



unreasonable. By t-g to Reason, the Petrarchan lover hopes to "tum from [his] 

obstinate will" (360.42), and regain a balance between his will and his wit Thus, the 

cupidinous love itself is not the only transgression, iîs (ostensibly negative) effects in the 

shaping of the lover's self also become a transgression. The Petrarchan lover and 

Asmphel (albeit reluctantly and indirectiy) confess the seeming failme to achieve the 

potential afforded them by their wit Now, the Petrarchan lover desires a kind of love, 

which will enable him to reach his intellectual and spiritual potential: caritas. 

The "SM" nature of the lovers' failures blurs the boundq between secular and 

sacreci love, once again emphasizes the effects of love on the iashioning of a self and, at 

least in Petrarch's sonnets, induces the lover to look beyond cupiditas to txzritas. 

However, the debate which Petrarch composes in Canzone 360 complicates a neat 

division between cupiditas and curitas. Love claims that the lover has "risen to some 

fame through me [Love], who have raised up his intellect to where it could never have 

raised iwlf  . . . [and that] Now he has forgotten me dong with the lady whom 1 gave him 

as the support of his frai1 Life" (88. 145-7). The only point in Love's argument which the 

lover contests is that Love soon took Laura back after 'givhg" her to hïm: 'He gave her 

to me indeed, but soon he took her back!" (149-50). The lover fails to counter the 

accusation that he used Lama and Love as mere stimuli which ailowed him not only to 

achieve farne, but also to aim inward to explore and fashion his self and consequently 

experience regeneration by tlnning to charitable, sacred love. Furthemore, the sonnets 

themselves stand as evidence that without the inspiration afforded by cupidinous desire, 



P e m h ' s  name would not rest 'among brilliant wits" ( 1 1 3 ) ~ ~  Tn Sonnet #25, the speaker 

reassures another who suffers. or has suffered due to Cupidinous love: 

And if, retuming to the iife of Love, you have fomd in your way 
ditches or hills that try to make you abandon your lovely desire, 

it was to show how thorny the path is, how mountainous and 
hard the ascent by whkh one must rise to me worth. (9-14) 

Here. love and desire are the love of mercifui God, and the desire to achieve àigher moral 

wonh: -m. The lover's 'error" is metaphorized as "ditches or hills": necessary tests 

of an individual's wit as he rises to moral rejuvenation in reconciliation with G d  

Reaiming to the debate between Love and the lover, then, Love's assertion-the final 

argument in the debate-that he did not take Laura back, "but One who desired her for 

Himself" (150) suggests two conclusions: that both the lover and Love err (God twk 

Laura back because she was worshipped in an idolatrous nature), and that even this late in 

his developrnent, the lover has not yet learned the enonmus nature of his love for her. 

Unlike Astrophel, or even the Petrarchan lover, the lover of Spenser's m r e t t i  

d E~ithalamion insisu that the beloved 'hath kindled heavenly me" (III. 3, emphasis 

added), that Love in the form of Cupid wounds 'base affections" which can be eased or 

overcome by the contemplation of "chast desires" (Vm. 6 and 8), and that his love is "not 

lyke to lusts of baser kynd" (W. 3). The lover of the Amoretti seemingly differentiates 

2 This assertion within the sonnets themselves cails attention ro Peuarch's awareness of metatexftiality- 
"tems which ded with their own starus as texo" (Spiiler 215). It aiso incteases the tension between the 
narrating "in and Petrarch himself. Petrarch's name most certainly rests 'among brilliant wits." His 
awareness of the sonnets' success and the statu subsequently afforded to him combined with critical 
uncertainty regarding the factud basis of components of the sonnets (e.g. the existence of Laura hetseIf) 
has led to extendeci debates regarding the autobiographical nanue of the Rime this debate exfends 
to other sonner sequences, irtcluding AsffaDhel- . . - Shakespeare's 
Sonnets. Wrotb's mis to and also (or perhaps especially) Barrett Browning's Sonnets 
from Pomr-, and Christina Rossetti's 



the flames of his desire from the "sensation of wannth" (62) which Plato ascn'bes to the 

cupidinously desiring lover, the flames which '[suck] the blcmd, and drinketh up the Ise/ 

Of [even] carefull. wretches" (Hyme t 25-61. He d e s m i  the fire of his desire as "living 

fire" (VII. 12, W. 1) which is "Kindled above unto the maker neere" (VIII. 2). 

However, the fact that he too experiences (and even addresses) "Unquiet thought" (ILI), 

passion frorn which he anempts to segregate and differentiate himself, suggests that 

cupiduious desires afflict hirn too. Evidence of nich desire exists later in the sequence. 

In Sonnet XVI the lover declares that he "hardly scap't with painen the 'legions of loves" 

who ' [darted] their deadly arrowes brightw (6, 7. 14). Furthemore, in S o ~ e t  XVLII 

he describes his love as a "plaint" (7); he joins Sidney and Petnuch in experiencing the 

despair that results from the mistress's cold cruel disdain of his love: "So doe I weepe, 

and wayle, and pleade in vainJ whiles she as steele and flint doth still remayne" (XVIII .  

13-4). In Sonnet XXX the cupidinous nature of his desire is made explicit: 

My love is lyke to yse, and 1 to m e ;  
how cornes it then that this ber cold so great 
is not dissolv'd through my so hot desyre, 
but harder grows the more 1 her intreat? (1-4) 

The f i e  is not of a divine nature, but is kindled by " hot desire" (1. 3) or "lusts of baser 

kynci" (VI. 3). In Sonnet XXX, the lover who seerningly pursues only chaste love 

experiences the pain of unrequited capricious desire; the chaste thoughts which he 

mentions earlier do nothing to dispel the heat of his desire at this moment. 

Jon Quitslund's summary of Plato 's conception of love in the Republic clarifies 

the seeming disparities in Spenser's treatment of love in his sonnets: "Vimie is descri'bed 

as a harmony of parts in a hierarchy, the three parts of the sou1 king reasm, noble 



irascibility and concupiscence" (547). The Platonic idea of virtuous love fol& into 

Spenser's understanding and treatment of Petrarchanism and cmitas in the horetti 

&&aiarnioq. As William Kennedy notes in butho- Pe- * .  "Spenser absorbed 

that mode1 [of matory poetry provided by the Erne sparsd directly and, through many 

Petrarc han imitations, indirectly " (539). These Petrarchan motifs include the "speaker's 

inner turmoil," his falling "captive to personifid Love," and the idea that 'Love 

ambushes the speaker, binds his eyes to the beloved's and subjects him to a passion of 

oxymoronic contraries that she in her proud disdain wiil not requite" (Kennedy 539). 

Spenser also counters elements of the Rime sparse in order to break away h m  the "set of 

clichés" (Kennedy 540) which characterized Peaarchanism. The most obvious example 

of this strategy is the consummation of love in the virtuous and charitable marriage in the 

thalamion while the Peîrarchan lover achieves moral and spinnial regmeration in 

God's grace, or caritas. Thus, in the words of William Johnson, in the b o r e t t i  

Epithalarnioa 'the lover displays how he has worked himself into the labyrinth of 

various loves-courtly, Petrarchan, [and] neo-Platonic" (99). He &O moves away from 

the brand of "Petrarchanism" employed by Sidney. That is, while Sidney's sequences 

tends to mock the Petrarchan and comly traditions in a witty and salacious manner, the 

Arnoretti arises from and focuses upon a Christian matrix. For instance, Sonnet LXW 

blends the Petrarchan and Christian traditions. Roche diarizes a Chrisrianized calendrical 

structure within the Amoretti and Epithalamion (534-5). According to his findings, 

sonnets UNII and LXVm are Easter sonnets, occuring after Lent (Le. sonnets XW- 

LXVm are Lenten), and in which voluntary submission to God and his teachings provide 



the mode1 by which the man should structure his love for the beloved womaa In sonnet 

LnVII the woman submits, of her own wiîl, to captivity: 

There she beholdulg me with mylder Iooke, 
sought not to fly, but fearelesse still did bide: 
tUI in hand her yet haife trembhg tooke, 
and with her owne goodwille hir fjmneiy tyde. (9-12) 

The imagery of the (dear) deer and her voIuntary subrnission are not only drawn from the 

sonnet convention, but they are also "those of the medieval liturgid tradition of the 

Easter Eve bapcism of the catechumanes* (Duniop 641). The Spenserian lover therefore 

cornes to understand love as the interconnection of different types of love, a fact made 

explicit in sonnet UCVIII. His love for Elizabeth evolves fiom hû understanding of 

God's love for humanity: 30 let us love, deare love, lyke as we ou@& / love is the lesson 

which the Lord us taught" (13-4). Unlike the Petrarchan lover, then, the Spenserian lover 

moves beyond cylidiras to a fonn of C ~ K Z S  which does not deny earthly love. However, 

despite the Christian overtones to the Spenserian lover's understanding of love, the fact 

remains that the woman submits to him: she is caught and "tyde" (12) whüe he remains 

in the capairuig (Le. authoritative or powerful) position which allows hirn to constnict 

and guide her. 

It is important to a consideration of constructions of the beloved (both self and 

mistress) to note that the lovers of all rhree sequences assert a desire, indeed a need, for 

pity. How and why each lover requires pity depends on the love which he expresses and 

desires; indeed, pity is not a static concept, but changes throughout the sequences. In the 

fint sonnet, the speaker of the Rime Tarse declares: 

1 weep and speak between vain 



hopes and vain somw, where there is anyone who 
understands 
Love through experience, 1 hope tofindpig, not on& 
pardon (5-8) 

As an'older man recapitdating upon his experiences of cupidinous love when he was a 

younger man-his "enor" (1.3)-he desires that his readers pardon him for embg (Le. for 

idoliung and cupidinously desking Laina), but he also desires (Le. attempts to persuade) 

the reader to pity him. Although Astrophel and the speaker of the 

E~ithalarnion never actually ask the reader to pity them, they use pathos within the 

irnagery and conceits in order to persuade the reader to pity. For example, the image of a 

restless Astrophel in Sonnet #4 who d e n  inner tumoi1 as a result of the debate 

between 'WU and wit" (2), who has 'iitle reason . . . left" (IO), and whose "simple soule 

[is] opprest" by 'vaine love" (3) is certainly pathetic; if the reader fails io pity Astrophel 

because Stella refuses to requite his love, he or she can certainly pity the mental and 

emotional state which he experiences as a result of Stella's disdain. The image of the 

pleading, weeping, sighing, wailing lover in Spenser's Sonnet XVClI similarly pries a 

fom of pity from the reader the pity of "anyone who understands love [at Least of the 

unrequited variety] through experience" 1. 8). Pity is intimately ~ 0 ~ e ~ t e d  to the 

confessional nature of the discourses, for in pitying, the reader acts as the interlocutive 

authority who intervenes b y "judging , punishing , forgiving , consoling and reconcilùign 

(Foucault 62) in order to allow for the "intrinsic modifications" in the self of the 

confessor. Petrarch makes the link between confession and the desire for pity explicit-he 

desires pity and pardon. His "hope" for 'pity" and 'pardonw (8) indicates that the reader 

will judge both his desire and him, the desiring individual. Furthermore, his assertions "1 



was in part another man from what I am now" (4) and W u t  now 1 see weU how for a long 

tirne 1 was the talle of the/ crowd" (9-10, ernphasis added) idenrify how the lover, as an 

older man retrospectively consmicting a discourse of his youthful desire, experiences 

'intrinsic modifications"-the discourse 'unburdens him of his wrongs" or emrs in 

pursuing a 'cupidinous and idolatrous" Love for L a m  which made her *the sole object of 

his desires" (Roche 6) .  Recogninng the nature of his love for Lama allows him to 

redirect his love towards God. The assertions which he makes in Sonnet 1 indicate 

Petrarch's understanding of love (both physical and spintual) as a 'subjective 

association" that, though painful, *involves the whole of oneseif and Împeis one to shatfer 

the walls around oneself and discover within oneself new worlds and new, unsuspecteci 

States of the soul" (Mazzotta 9). The Lover of Petrarch's Rime SDB is changed by 

transforming his desire into language; the "new worldsw and "states of the sod" which he 

discovers are Christian ones, 

If, after reading the sonnets, the audience accepts both that the lover is "ashameci 

of [himself] within" (1.11) for desiring in a cupidinous way, and that he seeks 

*repentance" (l3), he or she pardons him and thereby acts as the authority whom 

Foucauit desmies who does not necessarilypwikh the lover, but may judge, forgive, and 

reconcile him. The poet-lover thereby manipulates the reader into vaüdating the self 

which he constructs, 

By unering a discoune that requires a virtual interlocutor, the sonneteers use a 

rhetorical scheme that mates a type of dialogue out of a dramatic monologue. That is, as 

a lengthy speech by a single person which therefore limits the audience's knowledge of 



the subject and tells the audience more about the speaker than the ostensible subject of 

the poems (the beloved) and which also acts to soficit a specifc respouse from the reader 

(and thereiore requins the reader's interaction with the discourse), each sonnet sequence 

becomes a hybridization of the monologue and dialogue, of the public with the private. 

The poerns as drarnatic monologue are heard; as  the utterances of a private disocourse or 

soliloquay, they are overheard As Wendy Wall notes, in the sixteenth-century, the 

sonnets were "part of a Mdespread system of reading and writing that prized the text as a 

catalyst for production and appropriation rather than an autonomous finished artifact"; 

they became a type of 'participatory poetics" in which writing is "an intemention hto 

other texts made possible by the fluid texnialit- of manuscript cultltre . . . individual 

poems behaved as textuaiiy permeable forms, editorially open to amendation, dialogue 

and conversation" (33-34). 

Each sonneteer desires that his beloved (as well as the reader) pity him. Astrophel 

ernphasizes such pity in the f i t  quatrain of the f i t  sonnet: 

Loving in mith, and faine in verse my love to show, 
That the deare She might take some pleasure of rny paine, 
Pleasure rnight cause her to reade, reading might make her kriow, 
Knowledge rnightpitie winne, andpihe grace obtaine. (1-4) 

Through pity he intends to gain grace-itself a complex, multilayered term which 

simultaneously suggests secular and Chris tianized mercy as weU as sexud gratification. 

Astrophel believes that pity will lead to the relationship's consmunation. The Lover of 

rnoretti and declares: 

Yet cannot 1 wîth many a dropping teare, 
and long intreaty soften her hard hart: 
that she will once vouchsafe my plaint to heare, 



or looke withpitty on my paynefid srniut. (XVIIL 5-43) 

Two sonnets later he cries, 'In vain 1 seeke and sew to her for grace" (XX. 1). In 

Canzone 23 the Petrarchan lover descn'bes how his lady "moved with pity, deigned to 

gaze on me and recognized and saw that the punishment was equal to sin, benigniy she 

reduced me to my first state" (132-35). In the same poem. he d e s m i  how he 'sang 

always, calling for mercy" (631, and attempted and hoped to make himself 'in her eyes 

h m  unworthy, worth of mercy" (101-2) by makhg his "amorous woes resound in so 

sweet or soft a temper that her harsh and ferocious heart was humbled" (64-6, emphasis 

added). 

The role of the woman in aii  three sonnet sequences is complicated by the lover's 

desire for her pity: she is the object of his capricious desire and as such is a subject of the 

discourse which each lover creates. But the lover's cornplainu, which assert desire for 

her pity, subsequently make the discourse confessional in nature and place the male 

speaker in the subjective position, so the beloved becornes the authori~ or judge whom 

Foucault identifies. The lover's rhetoric establishes a dynamic exchange-the woman is 

more than a virtual presence. Indeeà, as Wall notes, 'the active reader vital to the 

practice of coterie exchange [of which sonnets were a part] is pewasively figured as the 

comed woman" (38, emphasis added). Thus, while the Lover's prirnary desire is to 

fashion a self within the sonnet sequences, the desire for the woman's love, achieved by 

gaining her pity, is required in order to facilitate the achievernent of and to validate that 

primary desire. 



By seeking merciful love in the fonn of pity, each lover fol& a Christianized 

discourse into the discourse of bis predominantly capricious desire. Pity is defineci by the 

OED as "a feeling or emotion of tendemess aroused by the suffering, disaess, or 

misfortune of another, and prompting a desire for a relief" (932). In demonstrating mercy 

by pitying the lover, the beloved would allow him to obtain grace which is not only 

secular, "the condition or fact of being favoured" (OED 719). but which also resonates 

with scriptural tones, W e  free and unmenteci favour of God as manifested in the 

salvation of sinnen" (OED 719). As considered eariier, such grace (or favorn) is also 

sexuai. Thus, if the beloved pitied the lover and so requited his lovea  chan'table 

response to cupidinous lust- then the beloved would indicate that she had heard and 

judged the lover's confession and, in a God-like fashion, desireci to "forgive, console and 

reconcile him" to both her and himself (Foucault 63). Indeed, by pitying the lover, the 

beloved's desire would be nothing more than the "desire for a relief" (OED 932) of the 

lover's s u f f e ~ g ,  a selfles fom of desire and love. 

InL u : Lam 

Esrrin insists that "we . . . stop to think about what the woman . . . in Peaarchan poetry is 

doing" (1). She evokeS the idea of "irnbricated meaning of gender" (7) in her perception 

a series of anarnorphic representations irnbricated by three 
principal spaces: the main plot with Laura as Daphne, or 
woman who denies sexuality; and the two subplots-with 
Lam as Eve, or woman who retums sexuality; and Laura 
as Mercury, or woman who invents her own Life by 
escaping configuration altogether. The process of 
anamorphosis . . . involves redefining the position of the 
correspondhg Petrarch, as respectively: Apollo, whose 
sublimateci desire becornes the poem, Adam, whose 



returned desire renders the poem superfiuous; and Battus, 
who as v i c h  of Lam-Mercuiy's rock punishment . . . 
bears witness to his own ambivalence. (9) 

In other words. E s h  argues that Laura-the beloved-as a constnict of Petrarchanism, 

possesses agency which causes, or itseif is the result of, the speaker's LOSS of agency. In 

re : Heather Dubrow 

adopts a simiiar argument: T h e  paradigm of the dominant and manipuiative poet and 

silenceci mistress is deceptive not merely because it neglects that variety . . . of registers 

within the female speech constructeci in Petrarchan texts . . . but also because it typicaiiy 

presupposes the stability of gender categories" (1 1 ) . Certainly "slippages between . . . 

powerfd and powerless" (Dubrow 12) occur in sonnet sequences-the Lover's claim that 

he is a powerless captive of the woman while he writes a narrative that simultaneously 

captures her is a recognized-indeed, a well-known-feature of courtly and Petrarchan 

love discourses. And the speaker of the sonnets is indeed mdti-dimensional, a fact which 

resonates within and berneen the many sonnet sequences written by different poets: as 

William Kennedy observes, m e  hûtory of Pe~chanism is a narrative of multiple 

Petrarchs" (in Dubrow 5).  While the beloved also exhibits the traits of multi- 

dimensionality which Esain and Dubrow identify, the fact remains that Lam Stella and 

Elizabeth, existing as characten or constructs within the narratives of the sonnet 

sequences, remain just that: constructions of various male identities and voices which 

exist and function for a specific purpose; the very few words uttered by the women are 

recorded and manipuiated by the speakers in order to conaibute certainly to the speaker's 

' 

fashioning of her, but most importantly, to the fashioning of his self. The woman and the 



words she articulaies in the sonnets are held captive in the lover's conception and writhg 

of them. As Margaret Homans asserts in "Syllables of Velvet': Dickinson, Rossetti, and 

the Rhetoric of Sexuality," 'quite often the femhhe object of desire is porûayed as more 

powerful dian the masculine speaking self [which] proves nothing more than that as an 

object she is subject to his figuringsn (571). 

Louise Schleiner reconciles the siippage between captive and capturing and 

thereby reconciies the dichotomy between the powerful and the powerless in C m  

. . Semiona. S~enser. and the Ca~tive ~orn-.~ She contrasts the captive woman: "female 

respected having to rernain" to the capniring woman: "fernale respecteci musing male to 

have to remainw ( 1 2 0 ~ ~  Schleiner identifies both the skteenth-century male anxiety 

arising from "femaleness" that govems rather than is govemed (120), and that 

consauctions of the capturing woman were Ni part the English poets' solution to a critical 

sixteenth-centwy sociological and patriarchal problem: "how to manage the queen" 

(122). Most irnportantly, she recognizes that these women, including SmlIa and 

Spenser's Elizabeth, are constmctions within a discourse; despite both the women's 

factual basis, and. in the case of Astrophel and SteIIa and &t& the 

discourse's emergence from and contribution to a courtiy tradition which was employed 

as a means.o€ complirnenting and gaining the favour of Queen Elizabeth, the discourse as 

- - 

3 Although Schleiner's mode1 applies directly m Spenser's -CaleDdar. she herself 
acknowledges its applicabiiity to other sixteenth-century rexts, including sonnet sequences. Whiie the 
subtleties of îhe hguistic discussion which Schieiner engages are beyond the scope of this discussion, her 
consideration of the captive woman is reIevant to the sonneteers' conceptualization and use of ber. 

Significantly. Schieïner uses 'respected" to indicate 'the figure's [woman's] loacüng as carrier of 
legitirnauon for hegemony" (119). If the woman were not respected by the lover, the outcorne of his desire 
would no doubt be different; he may not be so wilIing w tolerate unrequited love and consequently would 
force 'rquital, " 



a whole is made coherent by the s e l f - g h g  postures which the speakers adopr The 

sonneteers' constructions of the beloved woman result fn>m Weties about the female; 

female desire, chastity and agency threaten not only the patnarchal ordering of sixteenth- 

century English s o c i e ~  (despite or perhaps because of the fact that a queen headed that 

society), but they &O threaten the self or consciousness which a male individual within 

that socieq had constructed. The images of the captive male lover within the sonnets 

confimi that anxiety. 

nie anxiety resulting fiom the woman's "elusive 'nature'" (Berry 18) and her 

ability to seemingly hold the lover in a state of hapless despair results in the male lover's 

construction of her as a tyrant figure or even, in Astro~hel and Stella. as a witch. While 

the Petrarchan lover never addresses the woman as a tyran& he cenainly maintains that 

she exercises her (ostensible) authonty over him in an oppressive manner. He describes 

her as Love's "patroness": 'a powerful Lady, against whom wit or force or asking pardon 

has helped or helps me littiew (23.35-37). She becomes a cold unmercifui and 

oppressive tyrant in deed if not in title. Astrophel, on the other han& expiicitiy describes 

his beloved as a tyrant. He begins Sonnet $47 by wondering if Stella is capable of 

reducing him to slavery or if he was 'borne a slave,/ whose necke becomes such yoke of 

tymnny" (2-4). By the Fi% Song, "rage . . . d e s  the reynes, which guided were by 

Pleasure" (15); he no longer perceives himself as one naturally suited to slavery. Instead, 

he addresses Stella as a tyrant: 

I lay then to thy charge unjustest Tyrannie, 
If Rule by force without ai l  claimes a Tyran showeth, 
For thou doest lord my heart, who am not borne thy slave, 
And which is worse, makes me most guiitlesse torments have, 
A righdull Prince by unright de& a Tyran groweth, (56-60) 



Nor do Astrophel's abasemenîs c a s e  here; he continues by declaring that she is a witch: 

A witch, 1 Say thou art, though thou so faire appeare; 
For 1 protest, rny sight never thy face enjoyeth, 
For I in me am chang'd, 1 am alive and dead: 
My feet are m e d  to roots, my heart becorneth lead, 
No witchcraft is so evill. as which man's mind destroyeth. (748) 

Astrophel creates an ironic reversal of men's and women's social positions in sixteenth- 

cenniry England. That is, women were bom chattels (if not slaves) and they were 

simultaneously "alive and dead" because the major* of them were not allowed to 

fashion selves in the same manner that men (like Astrophel) were. 

At this point in the sequence, Stella as a tyrant and witch (among other non- 

flattering titles) yet "(aias) . . . still of [Astrophel] beloved" (Fifth Song, 87). fits 

Schleiner's description of the capwing woman: "the caphning women are always 

dysphoric though often seductive, having . . . the aura, sornetimes even the explicit 

quality of witchcraft" (122). Stella, however, is not intentionally seductive, nor does she 

actively (or even passively) solicit lordship over Astrophel's heart; Astrophel's rage, 

which leads hirn to 'think of [the beloveci's] faults" (Fifth Song. 16) reveals sixteenth- 

century male consternation regarding ferninine autonomy. Berry identifies such 

autonomy as incompatible to "the self-serving interests of the masculine subjectn (18). In 

other words, the woman as beloved, tyrant, or witch, is not the focus of Astrophel's rage- 

her effects upon him and his conxiousness are, a facr confiinned by the Iines: "And which 

is worse, makes me most guiltlesse toments have" (Fifth Song. 59) and "No witchcraft is 

so evill, as which a man's rnind destroyeth" (Fifui Song. 78). As Page AM Du Bois 

argues in "The Devil's Gateway": Women's Bodies and the Earthiy Paradise," "men 



concentrate on women's treachery, which Lures the u~lsuspe~ting toward their bodies. thus 

towards l o s  of power, sin, and death" (45). The recurring images of the Iraking and 

deceptive Cupid who constantly ambushes unsuspectkg men (usually from the wornan's 

eyes or hair) testiQ to nich belief in female îreachery. The adverse effects of unrequited 

love on him, that is, the "guiltless torments," or pangs of cupidinous desire which he 

suffers, result in a despairing self of which the reader is weary and scomful by this point 

in the sequence; by constructing the beloved as tyrannous because she fails to pity him, 

that self becomes the fault of the belovecL 

Like Laura, Elizabeth of the Amoreni and Epith-ioq is d e s m i  as muel 

because she holds the lover's 'poor captyved heart" (XLIL 8): "Is it her MtMe or is it 

her willJ to be so cruel1 to an humbled foe?" (XLI. 1-2, emphasis added). As early as 

Sonnet X, the lover describes Elizabeth as "the Tyrannesse" (5) who 'lordeth in 

Licentious blisse/ of her freewill" (3-4). The woman's "fmwill," or autonomy, is clearly 

at the hem of the lover's anxiety. Indeed, his description of her freewill as "Licentious" 

(Le. u . y  and of the appetite) indicates the a&iety which female autonomy instillecl in 

men; a woman who exercised authority was considered a whore. 

The lover subsequently uses her disdain of his love to subvert that autonomy. 

When he says 'O fayrest fayre never let it be nameci,/ that so fayre beauty was so fowly 

shamed" (XLI. 13-4) by taking "deiight t 'encrease a wretches woe" (7). he names that 

very sharne and thereby fouls her beauty, a fact which is confimed in the strong rhyme 

between "named" and 'shamed." Like Asnophel and the Petmchan lover, he constructs 



the woman as cruel in order to emphasize his own emotions. The beloved's role-and 

indeed, her self-is limited by the lover's inward gazkg. 

Each lover's appeals for his beloved's pity function in a similar way. They aU 

establish the woman as an authority, as p o w e a  over the male lover, in order to use that 

position to subsequently subven her. As Eugene Goodhem observes in Pesire a 

iscontenb "Power is oppressive and ne& to be resisted" (17). Attnbuting false 

ryrannical-like power to the beloved allows each lover to constmct himself as oppressed 

with a need to resist that oppression. Resistance, then, constnicts the beloved (as 

previously discused) as unmercifui and unpitying, uncharitable, and thus, as a "fowly 

shamed beauty " (BE XLI. 14) ; she fails to respond to the man's pleas in an appropriate 

manner: she faiis to pity him, and in so doing she fails to subven her own desires and 

love selflessly. In Petrarch's words, she (ironically) becornes the selfish one. whose 

"desire ends in [her] self' (46. 11) and therefore fails to Hum bis self. 

Despite his claims to captivity and disempowennent, the male speaker of the 

sonnets conwls the discourse which he uses to capture the beloved metaphorically, 

thereby helping to alleviate his anxieties about any autonomy which his beloved may 

possess. The sonnets which seem to pay aibute to the woman, those which emblazon 

her, and those few in which she does indeed speak, fail to describe even the woman's 

physical person. Laura, Stella, and Elizabeth become objects: "valued primarily for their 

look andor reproductive function, valued for their bodies" (Baruch 3). In Berry's 

words, "the various stylized conceits [such as the blazon, result in] . . . the poet's 

metonymic displacement of his mistress' body" (137). In "'The Uncanny Stmnger on 



Display': The Fernale Body in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century Love Poetry," Moira 

P. Baker argues that blazons hmction to 'confiscare* or 'appropriaîe" the fernale body 

(7). The male speaker "(dis)embodies femaie power and thus attempts to master it, 

texnially. at lest, if not sexually" (7). Consequently, the beloved becomes an "absent 

presence" (ebS 106. 1) : "her phantom [is] everywhere, her reality nowhere" (Baruch 27). 

Indeed, Laura as an absent presence becomes a prominent featme of the Rime the 

last 100 poems (from 267 to 367) are written after Laura's death. It is in these poans. 

when Laura's absence is absolute that the Petrarchan lover begins to move away from 

Just as the lover fragments the beloved's body in blazons, he (mis)appropriates 

her speech. In Canzone 23, the Laura makes rwo terse exclamations which become lost 

in the lover's proliferating rhetoric about himself: 

She who with her glance steals souls. opened my breast and 
took my hean with her hanci, saying to me "Make no word of 
this." Later 1 saw her done in another garment such that I did 
not know her. oh human sense! rather 1 told her the tnith, full of 
fear, and she to her accustomed form quickly retiiming made 
me, alas, an almost living and temfied stone. 
She spoke, so angry to see that she made me tremble within 
that stone, hearing: *I am not perhaps who you think 1 am." (72-84) 

Once again the beloved becomes the victim of oppression. The speaker manipulates her 

words by blanketing them in the pathos of his self in order to gain the reader's pity. 

Although he is much more subtle, he is as guilty as Astrophel of disrespecting the 

woman7s speech (despite his praises of it in other poems like blazons), using her own 

words to subvert her. In Sonnet #63, Astrophel misuses 'Grammar d e s "  (1) in order to 

superimpose the meaning he desires onto her exclamation of "No, no!" (8). As Ringler 



obscnres in his commentary on the poem, 'in the sixteenth century the double negative 

was a cornmon and accepted English usage, so that his 'grammar-des' apply only to 

L ~ M  and not to English" (478). Furthemore, the poem immediateiy foUowing his 

manipulation of her speech, the First Song, is a blazon; after Stella's deged -ta1 of 

his love, his nbreast orecharg'd to Musicke lendeth" (First Song. 34). This ostensible 

"song of praise" (as its refrain goes), is a c m y  a Song of fragmentation and subversion. 

The last thing he emblazons is Stella's voice "which soule h m  sences sunders" (29). 

Steila's speech, which resulted in his crying out .in song, effects a separation of his soul 

from his body and earthly desires. Like Spenser, then, he seems to pursue a more 

virtuous Love at this point. The Song ais0 reinvokes Sonnet #35 in which Asaophel 

declares: "It is a praise to praise, when thou art praisde" (14). Astrophel expects the 

"participatory poetics" which Wall identifies; he expects a suitable (Le. pitying and 

praising) response from Stella in r e m  for his song of extended praise of her. He thereby 

sets himself up for inevitable disappointment and the sinking into deeper despair than that 

which he experienced prior to Sonnet #63. 

However, paradoxically, a suitable response from Stella could undennine the 

discourse (and therefore the self if contains) which Astrophel has so painstakingly 

. . 
created. In Post-Petrarehan ism : On gms and Innovations of the 

Roland Greene observes that a lyric sequence such as Astrophel and S t e â  

is targely concemed with representing the states and actions 
of a unitary hurnan self-or a self stmggling to seem 
unitary. . . The sequence [also] puts its speaker in relation 
to another chamcter cast in the role of object . . . and largely 
invents its politics, society and world from the exchanges , 

of these wo.  Because these fictions play out the humanist 
conviction that selves ought to be Mifieci and the equally 



humankt temr that they are not, the second person is often 
appropriateci so as to cover the gaps and inconsistencies in 
the fim, which is to Say there is likely rmm for only one 
speaking voice in such texts. (14) 

  tel la's response would be doubly threatening to Asnophel; as diacussed earfier. she 

serves as a reference which allows Asmphel to fashion a self. Because her f d e  voice 

could easily undo his construcs of her self and thereby undo the self which Astrophel has 

fashioned, 'the only voice . . .[she has] is that of Echo" (Baruch 17). Asaophel is 

perfectly aware of the threat Steila poses when he writes the First Song; thus, it becomes 

yet another mechanism for emphasizing the beloved's cruelty and e v e n d y  leads to his 

configuration of her as a tyrant and witch. Stella never had the chance to be anything but 

atyrant- 

Unlike Astrophel, and despite the lover's earlier anxiety regarding the beloved's 

"freewiIl," (X. 4) the beloved's voice, ironicdy, does not seem to threaten the Lover's 

self in A A ion, but "becornes an important and perfectly placed part 

of the lover's process of discovery" (Dunlop 635). Sonnet L W ,  the sonnet Elizabeth 

"speaks," is responsible for 'the crucial change in his attitude" (Dunlop 635). After 

asserting that "AU Besh is frayle" (5)' including the lover's earthly (i.e. cupidinous and 

courtiy) desires for her, she observes that the male lover sets hmiself up for a fall: "he that 

standeth on the hyghest stayre/ fais lowest: for on earth nought hath endurance" (1 1-21. 

Spenser appropriates the fernale voice-for Elizabeth Boyle's authoahip of the poem is 

doubdul-in order to introduce a tm in the sequence. By encouraging the lover to 

vkuous love which she can requite, Elizabeth prepares the way for the marriage which 

occurs in the & M o n .  Spenser seerns to use the woman's voice to diffuse atlxiety 



arising from fernale autonomy: the mamage seems to suggest consummation of the 

beloved's self with that of the lover. However, as Berry argues, this is not necessaritly 

the case: 'interest in [the beloved's] ( k i t  or ficit) sexuality is closely reiated to h a  

fonneriy privileged position w i t h  Petrarchan discourse. She is gradually suborninated 

to the poet as spouse in Spenser's sequence" (137). The lover of &oreni & 

alamion, then, achieves what Astrophel fails to do: he tmiy subverts the beloved (by 

gaining her love) in order to d u c e  the threat she presents to hû self. He thereby uses the 

beloved to a f h  that self. 

In his discussion of power relations, Foucault establishes what he temas "the 

negative relation": 

It [Western society] never establishes any comection 
berween power and sex that is not negative: rejection, 
exclusion, refusal, blockage, concealment, or mask Where 
sex and pleasure are concexned, power can "do" nothing but 
Say no to hem; what it produces, if anything, is absences 
and gaps, it overlooks elemenrs, introduces discontinuities, 
separates what is joined, and marks off boundaries. Its 
effets take the general form of limit and lack (83) 

The sonnet sequences of Pemch, Sidney and Spenser engage but twist such a 

conceptualization of power relations. As the interlocutor and authority to whom the 

lover's confessions and pleas for pity are addressai, the wornan is placed in a position of 

power over the lover. However, even if she fails to act mercifdy by requiting the 

speaker's love, (which she does throughout the Rime sparse A s t r o u  S t e b  and 

most of Amoreni), the only power she possesses is the abiiity to Say %O," and even this is 

appropriateci in order to be used against her. The beloved provides the original space 

which allows the sonneteers to speak; her denial of the man's love and desire produces 



yet another "gapW which allows him to manipulate that denial in his ( u d y  successful) 

attempts to subvert both her so-cailed (or consaucted) power, and hm self. On the other 

hand the male lover controls the discourse and therefore is really in the position of 

power; atîributing power to the woman is nothing more than the carnivalesque 
* 

conventionalized in discourses of courtly love in which the "normal" hierarchy (Le. the 

man dominates the woman) is reversed. As such, ai l  he c m  do is Say "no" to the 

wornan's rejection of him (or take her by force-an action not unknown to discomes of 

desire, including sonnet ~e~uences).~ While the Petrarchan lover eventually thanks the 

woman for her rejection of his love (requitai wouid have prevented hùn from realizing the 

*erroneous" name of his desire and thereby prevented him h m  reaching a higher 

spiritual state), Astrophel continues in a state of ."rnost rude dispairen (108. 7). The 

contorted power relations in the sonnets conaibute to the production and expression of 

(the criticaiiy recognized) sublirnared desire, as well as to the instability associated with 

the word "beloved." Thus, they are crucial to the speaker's need to fashion a self. The 

lover's desire is more than sublimated; prevaricated desire establishes the woman as 

beloved when the truly beloved is in fact him-self. 

5 Barnaby Barnes' sonnet sequence -hi1 v e m  is the mosr well-known sequence in 
which the "cruel fair" woman is taken by force after denying the lover (voiuntary) reqWtai of his love. 



Chapter Two 

'Beauty should look sou: (Re) Creation of the Subject in Shakespeare's Somets 

Fair is foul and foui is fair. 
-Macbeth Li. 1 l 

It is as if there were an amorous Topic, whose figure was a site (topos). Now the 
propeq of a Topic is to be somewhat empty: a Topic is statutody half coded, 
half projective (or projective because coded). What we have been able to Say . . . 
is no more than a modest suppiement offered to the reader to be made free with, to 
be added to, subtracted from, and passed ont0 others. 
-Roland Barthes. A Lover's Discourse (5) 

Ashraf Rushdy's definition of culture in The Ern~ty Garden: The Sub@t of h& 

ru]liltm relies upon experiences at the level of the individual, or subject: 'culture may be 

defined by the structures and operations which involve ways of knowing and ways of 

being" (6). He then elaborates upon this definition, maintainhg that "ordering 

experience" as well as "constructing reality" on the individual level contribute to cuitmal 

formation (8): culture shapes the individual subject and is simultaneously shaped by that 

subject Thus, as Tamsin Lorraine States in G m f  

Meaning, the subject is "not a private entity but .in intersection of inter-related cultural 

systerns" (14). 

Shakespeare's sonnet sequence enacts a very similar process within the genre (or 

perhaps culture) established by Petrarch, and other sonneteers, including Sidney and 

Spenser. Thar is, Shakespeare's sequence of sonnets itself, as an intimate, yet public 

discourse perpeniated by an 'amorous Topic" (Barthes 5) of desire, praise, and despair 

resdts fiom certain 'structures and operations" (i.e. the traditional sonnet sequences) 

which establish particular (yet discreetly varied) ways of knowing and being (as 



exarnined in the previous chapter) . Each of Petrarch's. Sidney's and Spenser's speakers 

orders his experiences and consaucts his reallity in response to his desire for a woman 

who disdains (but in the A ~ ~ a m i o q  eventually requites) his love. In 

writing hir sonnets, Shakespeare cenainly "[chooses] to become [a] subject" of that 

culture (Rushdy 8 ) 4 r  more accurately, he joins (becoming a subject of) the sonnet- 

writing culture while he makes WiZZ (as the speaker is named in 136) a subject of the 

amornus culture defined by the topos of the sonnets. 

However, Shakespeare's assumption of the someteer's m a d e  reflects Barthes' 

conception of a "half coded, half projective" Topic; Shakespeare most certainly "makes 

free with, ad& to, [and] subtracts from" the amatory Topic established by his forenrnners. 

By establishing an erotic triangle-the rivaky between WU, a seemingly ideal, albeit 

male, beloved (the so-called "fair friend"), and the less than ideai, (foul but fair) mistress- 

-Shakespeare cornpikates both the nature of the speaker's desire and the subjectivity that 

emerges from the discourse. Indeed, in his creation of what Heather Dubrow 

conservatively t e m  "an alternative to Petrarchan love" (l32), Shakespeare contorts the 

power relations beyond the cornplexity achieved in the m e  s p a  Asm>ohel S t e b  

and Amoreni and E~ithalarnion. And, although he uses eiements of the confessional 

mode (and the power relations it inscrïbes) to conmbute to the construction of Will, the 

fair friend, and the mistress, unlike Petrarch, Sidney or Spenser, he overtiy b lm the 

distinction between, and thereby equivocates, each of the three rival's identities. The 

resulting break-down of the division between the self of the speaker and that of each 

beloved establishes a poetic space that confuses or even lacks the sense of order which 



directs the more traditional sonnet sequemes. Shakespeare constructs the three selves 

and subjectivity within his sequence by seerning to praise (making fair) a male beloved, 

by altemately praising and cnticizing a female beloved who is not fair according to 

traditional counly and sonnet poetics (making foui fair and fair foul). and by equating the 

speaking self with each beloved. This process further complicates both the distinction 

between fair and foul, and the issue of desire in the genre of sonnet writing. 

As considered earlier, Petnuch's exclamation of "what am I? what was I?" (23.30) 

after considering his experience of unrequited love, illustrates the wornan's d e  as an 

outside reference which mates the poems' occasion. That exclamation simultaneously 

characterizes the understanding that 'the self . . . [perceives] its own stages and . . . 

[acknowledges] that in its fluidity the self is made up of a series of different selves. The 

previous selves that the presenr self perceives begh to take on qualities that the self had 

previously ascnied to others" (Rushdy 13). Petrarch anticipates Lorraine's discussion of 

the Hegelian approach to the Self. Lorraine notes a specific interaction between desire 

and knowledge: "not oniy do hurnan beings want knowledge about their world; they want 

to position themselves with respect to that wodd* (8). In other words, tension exists 

between an essential and existential understanding of the self. The essential self stresses 

"knowing" (Merriam- Webster 397) wMe the existential self is formed through the "acts 

and choices" (Memarn- Webster 39 7) which-w hen taken together-create an individual's 

existence. An examination of the self requires that the subject be position& and 

understood within his or her specific "world" Thus, the choices that subject makes are 

important to an understanding of the self. 



P e m h ' s  use of 'whaf (which denotes inquiry into the nature or identity of a 

thing or inanimate object) instead of 'who" si@~es an objective subject who attempts to 

position a past self as well as his present understanding of his self within his world. The 

object of that subject's desire, in this case. L a m  is required for both the p s t  and present 

positionings, but it too must be revised as the subject changes; thus, the self "reconstnicts 

fim its object, then itself and its relationslip to the object, and then its object again in the 

attempt to corne closer to its own experience of knowledge and tnith* (Lorraine 9). Laura 

becomes or is replaceci by the "Beautiful Vugin" in the last poem of the &me sparse 

(366. 1) and the poet-lover as subject eventuaUyY achieves  tas. By using "what" 

instead of "who" and by jwtaposing the present with the past, Petrarch indicates a 

specific change in state while he re-enforces the assertion that his love of L a m  was an 

error. "1 am another self; my former self was other" (Rushdy 13). Once again. the 

beloved clearly serves as the means or vehicle by which the Petrarchan lover achieves a 

self (or selves) and presence (in both the literary and spiritual worlds). 

The division between the past (or other) and present (or non-other) selves is not so 

clear in Shakespeare's sonnets. By furthering the sonneteen' tradition of complicating 

the subject of the sonnets-with subject denoting the 'arnorous Topic," itself, as weu as 

Wiii (the speaking subject) and the beloved(s) , the desirable object (s) of and to whom 

Will speaks-Shakespeare obscures the clear division between the past (other) self and the 

present (mie) self and therefore questions the ability to succeed in becorning a non-other 

presence. 



In f I o m o s d  Desire tn Shakespeare's E- Poeacs, . * Bruce Smith 

notes that "Shakespeare's persona in the fmt nineteen sonnets speaks as an older man to 

a younger, as experience to innocence. as disciplineci desire to overpowering beauty* 

(251). Unlike the Rime parse then, in which the 'double sense of tirne" (Smith 251) is 

i n t d  to the lover's self, Shakespeare's sonnets contain a "double sense of time" 

(Smith 251) which is not oniy seemingiy extemu2 to the speaker's present self, but which 

is aiso contained within the connection berween W ï  and the fair friead. However, by 

constnicting WilI and the beloved fair frïend as sharers of an identity, the difference in 

age and t h e  frarne and therefore, as in the Ri- sparse, between past and present selves. 

becomes intemalized once again as a component of Wu's self (and his beloved's). 

Sonnet 22 exemplifies both the tension between the youthful self of the beloved and the 

older self of the speaker, and the equivocation of those selves. The final couplet of diis 

sonnet seems to depict rhe well-known and cornkonly used metonym for reciprocated 

love in which Love becomes not just the lovers' hearts, but is also the loss of the lovers' 

h e m  to each other: 'Presume nor on thy hart when mine is siah;/ Thy gav'st me thine, 

not to give back again" (134). However, the play of the language within the body of the 

sonnet illustrates that this is not a complete understanding of the couplet. 

Shakespeare initiates the equivocation of Will's and the fair fnend's selves in the 

f i t  two lines of the sonnet: 'My glass shall not persuade me I am old/ So long as youth 

and thou are of one date." This is a curious beginning to a poem which closely follows a 

series of poems in which he has gone to great lengths to establish the age difference 

between the two men. Clearly, WU'S 'glass" (1) is not just the physical object, but is 



&O the youth, his belovd Shakespeare thereby d t l y  suggests the Platonic idea that 

the lover and beloved becorne mûrors to each other when their love is reciprocated= &he . 

. . [sees] himself in his lover as in a glass . . . H e  is experiencing a cornter-love which is 

the reflection of the love he inspires" maedrus 255). The fast nineteen sonnets 

contribute to the establishment of the Platonic nature of the relationship-Will often 

describes a beloved upon whom he "waits . . . in reverence and awe" b e d n ~  254). For 

instance, in the k t  h e  of the fmt sonnet, he desmies the beloved as one of the world's 

Yfairest creatures" upon whom "we" enjoy looking. Furtfiennore, from the outset of the 

sequence, and particuiarly within the f i t  nineteen sonnets, Shakespeare focuses on the 

production of children as the prirnary means of preseming and perpetuating the beloved's 

beauty and existence: "From fairest creatures we desire increase,/ That thereby beauty's 

rose might never die" (1.1-2) .' Will denwu& etemal existence for the beloved (in order 

that he may always, somewhat akin to a god, be admireci and revered). Indeed, if not 

preserved in children, the beloved, dong with WU and the mistress, is certainly 

containeci within the pages of the sonnets: "So long as men can breathe or eyes can sec./ 

So long lives this [the sonnets]. and this gives life to the" (1 8. 13-4) ? 

Although Will clairns what seems to be reciprocated love in sonnet 22, 

Shakespeare aiso raises questions in the fmt nineteen sonnets regardhg the reciprocity 

(and also therefore of the Platonic nature) of the love. Plato States that reciprocated love 

1 This is not the ody sonnet in which Wi considen children (or "Issuew (93)) as the means to achieving 
Unmortality. Sonnets 2,3,4,6,7, 10,12 and 13 di examine this topic (before the shift Ulm consideration 
of the poems themselves as a type of off-spring which bestow immortality). 
2 Like Petrarch, then. Shakespeare is aware of the succes his sonnets will experience. Unlike Pehtarch, he 
does not osrensibiy write for his own "fame." 



resuits from the beloved's 'own nature [which] disposes him to feel kindly towards his 

admirer" ( P h a d  255). Because he fails to produce children and therefore d o w s  for 

(or authorizes) the disappearance of his beaury h m  the world's view, he is described as 

selfish in more than one sonnet: "who is he so fond will be the tomb/ Of bis self-love" (3. 

7-8). WiIl wonders if hû beloved is so selfish that he is willing to be his own tomb (i.e. 

he will not live beyond death because he fails to produce off-spring). In sonnet 10, Will 

accuses h i .  of loving no-one despite the fact that he is Ioved by many: "Grant, if thou 

wilt, thou art beloved of many,/ But that thou none lov'st is most evident" (3-4). He then 

pleads in the couplet, 'Make thee another self, for love of me" (13-14). Beiore sonnet 22, 

then, the beloved's (selfish) nature does not "dispose him to feel kindly towards his 

admirer. " 
By re-establishing the relationship between Will and the fair friend as seemingly 

reciprocated, Platonic love shortiy after sonnet 20 in which their love is erotici~ed,~ 

3 Shakespeare creates a form of Narcissistic love in his construction of the selfish beloved. LÏke Narcissus, 
the beloved, here, loves not even his self, but the shadow or image of his self. Spenser descn'bes such love 
in Book Di of The F h e  Oueene: 

But wicked fortune mine, though mind be good, 
Can haue no end, nor hope of my desire, 
But feed on shadowes, whiles I die for food, 
And like a shadow wexe, whiles with entire 
Affecnon, 1 doe languish and expire. 
1 fonder. then Cqhisus foolisii child, 
Who hauing vewed in a fountaine shere 
His face. was with the loue thereof beguild; 
1 fonder loue a shade, the bodie farre exileci. (m. 11.44) 

To love one's self is to love a mere shadow; a form of love which neither Spenser nor Shakespeare 
condone, 
' AS with rnany of Shakespeare's sonnets. opinions regarding the 'meaning" of sonmt 20 differ. For 
instance, whde Booth claims ùiLu the Renaissance ambiguity regarding the words 'love" and 'lover" 
undennine readings that the poem signifies a homosexual relationship (431-2)' Smith examines these sarne 
words and their (lack of) use in poems addressed to the woman to support hi3 assertion that in sonnet 20, 
"Hori~osocial desire changes by degrees into homosemral desire" (248). There seems to be Iittie 
disagreement, however, that the poem contains erotic elements. 



Shakespeare makes that love seem Less (or at least questionabiy) illicit (for, Renaissance 

readers who, according to Aian Bray in "Homosexuality and the Signs of Male 

Friendship in Elizabethan England," "admireci . . . the image of the masculine friend" 

would have iound themselves wondering if they faced the "execrated and feared . . . 

figure called the sodomite" (41)). The unattainable woman of the tradition has been 

modifieci into an mattainable man while the taboo of adulterous love (which prevented 

the requital of courtly love) has ben replaceci by the taboo of homosexual love. 

Establishing the love as reciprocated and Platonic also establishes a space within which 

Shakespeare can effectively equivocate Will's and the fair friend's identities. 

The second quatrain of sonnet 22 funher develops the idea that WU and his 

beloved share an identity. In his notes on this sonnet, Stephen Booth suggests that lines 

5, 6 and 7: "For al1 that beauty that doth cover theel Is but the seernly rairnent of my 

heart/ Which in thy breast doth live. as thine in me" stem fiom a proverb: 'The lover is 

not where he lives but where he loves" (1 70, emphasis added). In other words, Will's 

self resides in, and by extension ir, the beloved's self, an idea which Will himself makes 

overt in sonnet 39: 

0, how thy worth with rnanners may 1 sing, 
When thou an ail the better part of me? 
What can mine own praise to mine own self bring? 
And what is 't but mine own when 1 praise thee? (1-4) 

Following the equation of Will with the fair fi-iend, the fuial quatrain of sonnet 22 then 

establishes the caring and nurairing nature of WillTs love: 

0, therefore, Love, be of thyself so wary 
As 1. not for myself, but for thee will, 
Bearing thy hart which I wili keep so chary 
As tender nurse her babe from faring ill. (9-12) 



While the permutations of the language are complex and multifarious~ the overarching 

sense is one of unselfishness (on WU'S behdf, a posture waich he encourages his 

beloved to adopt also) resulting f m  the loss of his hart (and by extension, his self) in 

exchange for his beloved's. But, Will's encouraging of his beloved to "be of [hislself so 

wary" (9) suggests that WU'S love is not purely requited: being carefid of one's own self, 

in this situation, means being careful of one's lover's self also. Because Will attempts to 

encourage his beloved to care for his own self, he implies or suggests that the beloved 

does not care for WU (or perhaps, for Will's self) and therefore does not requïte Will's 

love. This initial hunch is confimied by the jolting juxtaposition of the tendemess in the 

tone and irnagery of the quatrain, (in particular, the last line in which Will descnies how 

he will care for the beloved's heart: "As tender nurse her babe from faring iLI" (12)) with 

the harshness of the couplet which imrnediately follows it: "Presume not on they heart 

when mine is slain,/ Thou gav'st me thine, not to give back again (13-4). Interestingly, 

by re-establishg Will as his beloved's senior in age (i.e. the nurse versus the babe), line 

12 undermines the equivocation of age which Shakespeare establishes in the first two 

lines of the sonnet, and therefore undermines the premûe on which the sonnet, and the 

exchange of hearts which it contains, is built: Will weakens his own description of the 

nature of their love. Clearly, then, "Presume not on thy hart when mine is slain," (13) 

denotes more than the metonym in which the heart stands for love; the use of "when" 

5 For instance. as Booth notes, "for thee Wili" (1.10) simultaneously denotes "will [be careful of myself3 
for your benefit,' 'will [be careful] of you' and may also play on the speaker's name: '1 am Wfl for your 
benefit': or-since the speaker is the beloved and the beloved is the speaker-'you who are Wi11'" (170-1). 



instead of "if" suggests certainty-the beloved will in-deed "slay" Wiil's heart, which 

once again suggests that the love which Wïli expresses is not of the requited variety. 

Like Petrarch, Sidney and Spenser, then, WiII experiences and expresses love as 

desire or "Unquiet thought" (Spenser A m  1.1 ) , passion over which he does (or W'II) 

not exercise cornplete conerol. Uniike such expressions in Petrarch's, Sidney's and 

Spenser's sonnets, the expression of this desire in Shakespeare's sonnets is more covert, 

predominantly ernbedded in the play of language. Shakespeare constructs the love as 

seemingly requited and Platonic; however, WU'S belief that his beloved will slay his 

heart in conjmction with the beloved's selfish name (at kat, from Will's perspective he 

is selfsh) suggests that the fair friend is not so kindly disposeci towards Will as he shouid 

be (according to the Platonic dialogue): this beloved joins Laura, Steiia, and Elizabeth as 

unpitying and cruel. Furthemore, while Will's (veiled) expression of a type of 

cupidinous desire for the man whorn he calls 'the master-mistress of my passion* (20.2) 

creates doubt in the understanding of the relationship as friendship, it also prevents Will 

fiom achieving Platonic love. Like the lovers of Petrarch's, Sidney's and Spenser's 

sonnets, Wiii (as his very name signifies) is driven by desire. In sonnet 51 Shakespeare 

reveals the mie nature of Will's desire by using a scenario in which Will Leaves and 

subsequendy renims to his beloved on horseback. Upon retuming, Will declares, no 

horse 

can . . . with my desire keep pace; 
Therefore desire, of perfect'st love being made, 
Shall neigh--no d d  flesh-in his fiery race. . . 

Towards thee I'U nin, and give hirn leave to go. (5 1.9-1 0.14). 



WiU makes no attempt to subjugate his appetite to reason; indeed, it even outmm the 

Platonic "bad horse" of desire Qehaedm 254)). His desirous state, a s  Plato d m ,  

precludes the attainment of requited Love. 

In this respect, Shakespeare participates in the Petrarchan tradition of naming. 

While *Willn may refer to Shakespeare hirnself (so, like Sidney, he deiïberately 

incorporates some elements of his self or autobiography in his secpence), it also functiom 

metonymidy-like the names Laura (used in the Rime spme to refer to the woman 

herself as weii as the 1aurel.s of poetry, gold wind, breath, and a breeze), Astrophel, 

Stella, Pamphilia, and Amphilanthus. Interestingly, while Wroth adopts metonymic 

names for her sequence (i.e. with little if any autobiographical reference), Banett 

Browning and Rossetti completely and deliberately drop the narnes of the Lover and 

beloved. Despite this fact (or perhaps because of it), critics and historiaus are even more 

detemineci to relate the poems to autobiographical facts-a trend and tendency which 1 

s h d  discuss in more detail in Chapter 4. 

Will, as a subject of the sonnet mode and within the sonnet tradition. 'deliberately 

enters the region of desire and sufferïng, writing in order to experience the West 

intensity of beingw (Goodheart 7). However, while he seeming1y longs for his beloved to 

return his love. he simultaneously establishes a sense that his beloved is not so fair as 

perhaps a beloved should be. In The Inward J-e: Somets of Wytt. Sibey. 

ShakespeareS Anne Ferry notes that when he writes "0 let me true in love but tndy write" 

(21.8). Shakespeare "raises questions about the relation of what the lover expiences as 

'me  in love' to what as poet he may 'euly write'" (171). The iine suggests that those 



who are tnily in love do not, or can not, write tnily: either their love or their discourse is 

not me. More-so than Petrarch, Spenser, or even Sidney, Shakespeare addresses the gap 

that exists between desire and language. That is, Shakespeare was weU aware of the fact 

that the Limitations of language, in particular, the authorized code of sonneteering, 

prevent the complete transformation of desire into discourse. By creating a persona who 

'gives the impression of leading a continuous inward existence distinct from his ouîward 

show" (Ferry 173), Shakespeare emphasizes the gap between king " m e  in love" and 

'writing tnily." Such 'a false face," ailows hirn to "exploit . . . the multiple meanings* of 

the sonnets' vocabulary: "In doing so he mocks the styles of c o d y  maken" (Ferry 176). 

As a consequence, the fair friend exïsts in a diffuseci form while Will assumes the role of 

subjecr in the sequence and simultaneously expresses a form of self-love by equating his 

own identity with that of his beloved. In other words, like Lama, SteUa, and Elizabeth, 

the beioved seems fair but is often describeci in terms which question that fairness; he 

exists in a fragmenteci form in which he often becomes less than ideal while he is 

simultaneously established as the fair beloved. 

Smith describes the beloved as 'Not . . . [a] real presence, but as [a] mental 

image" (231). Understanding the beloved as a mental image explains the lack of urgency 

in Shakespeare's sonnets; apart from the outbreak of desire in sonnet 51, WWs desire for 

the fair fiiend tends to be more covert and conaolled (or perhaps controllable), and his 

despair is less prominent and physical than that experienced and expressed by personae of 

more traditional sonnet sequences. By distancing the physical presence of such ernotions, 

Shakespeare creates a space within which he may re-examine and, in Barthes' ternis of an 



"amatory Topic" (Banha 5). re-code and re-projecf traditional fixtures-in partidar the 

creation and role of the beloved-of courtly poetry. To use the distinctions which Eve 

Sedgewick establishes in Berneen Men: b g i b h  Literature and Male Homosocial De&, 

as either a homosocial or homosexual relationship, Shakespeare re-insrni the figure or 

site of the beloved which previous sonneteers create with the mode1 of classical Greek 

homosexual Love: 'the pursuit of the adolescent boy by the older man was d e s m i  by 

stereotypes that we associate with romantic heterosexual love (conquest, surrender, the 

'cruel fair,' the absence of desire in the love object), with the passive part going to the 

boy" (Sedgewick 4). The homosociai/sexual relationship becomes part of a system in 

which 'women are rnereiy the vehicies by which men breed more men, for the 

gratification of other men" (Sedgewick 33). As Will cries, in sonnet 10, "Make thee 

another self, for love of mew (1 3) .6 While Shakespeare rnocks the lack of auth or 

sinceriry in the work, panicdarly in the sonnets, of courtiy writers, he &O, paradoxically, 

f i  a system by which he rnay well 'write truly" and possibly, even, of a "true loven if 

the young man is a patron Thus, the doubling within the voice may also be using the 

genre, which was dependent on, or subject to, the patronage system of the courts in order 

to mock that system. The fair male beloved a l l c k s  Shakespeare to examine subjectivity 

within both literature and the world in which literature was produced and consumed. 

Laura, Steiia and Elizabeth-as traditiondy struchwd beloveds-seem mfm* in 

their faüure to requite their admirer's love; however, the pets establish very Linle doubt 

The 'wew whom WU mentions in the firn sonnet lhereby becornes a male 'we"; Shakespearr seems to 
write w a predorninantly male audience. 



regardhg the fainiess, or beauty of the women7s physical beingsO7 As sonnets 10 and 22 

(among many others) establish, WilI's beloved fair fkiend is also unfair for not requiting 

Will's desire (Le. for being unWiZIfid). Despite the change in gender, the beloved 

remains the conventional "cruel fair." Furthemore, his physical self seems to be fair but 

also in fact, contains unfair, or foul, elements, as I shall discuss in more detail later. The 

process of determining the beloved-as-subject's beauty (or fahess)  is one which 

Shakespeare himseK addresses as the subject of sonnet 24. To determine the beloved's 

fairness, we must look though his-the skillful "painter7s"-eyes: "through the painter 

must you see his s k W  To fuid where your eue  image pictured ben (5-6). 

Shakespeare creates two paintings in this sonnet: Will's eyes (Le. his sight) 

repiicate the beloved's beautifd "foxm" on WiU's heart, while the poet7s words create an 

image of the beloved on the page. If the beloved looks 'through the painter" (24.5)' that 

is, 'through"--both into and out of- Will's eyes (and Shakespeare's words) , he wiil see 

the image of himself. And, because the beloved's eyes are also *windows to [Wi's] 

breast" (1 1), gazing upon Will's hem (or self) is to gaze upon the beloved: to look upon 

the beloved is to look upon WiU and vice-versa. The painting which the words create 

suggests Narcissistic desire. Narcissus "feu in Iove with an insubstantial h o p ,  mistaking 

a mere shadow for a real body . - . [H]e desired himself, and was himself the object of his 

own approval, at once seeking and sought, himself kindling the flarne with which he 

burned" (Ovid 85)- Like Narcissus, Will's beloved is a shadow of himself. 

7 Certainly, Sidney descllibes Stella as a "tyrant"; however, this is in response to &et beauty and disdain 
which create his despiring reaction 



WiII again expresses the ciifferences in the apprehension of the beloved by his 

heart and his eye in sonnets 46 and 47. Zn sonnet 46, WU'S eye and heart are at odds 

with each other; each claims to tnrly apprehend the beloved. The dispute is settled in the 

foilowing terms: 

mine's eye's due is thy outward part, 
And my heart's right thy inward love of heart. (13-4) 

Thus, the eye, with its ability to gaze upon the beloved apprehends the beloved's outward 

appearance whiie the heart is awarded mue love (and therefore, according to Platonic 

theory), the beloved's m e  self. Sonnet 47 then descnies how love and the beloved's 

outward appearance work in conjunction with each other (i.e. how the eye and hart work 

rogether) : 

When that mine eye is famished for a look, 
Or heart in love with sighs hirnself doth smother, 
With my love's picture then my eye dodi fast 
And to the painted banquet bids my heart; 
Another time mine eye is my heart 's guest 
And in his thoughis of love doth share a part. (3-8) 

The rhyme between 'heart" and 'part" (lines 6 and 8) emphasizes that both the eye's and 

the h m ' s  apprehension of the beloved are required-without the eye's contribution, the 

kart has onlypm of the whole. The beloved's whole self is therefore contained 

between eye and the heart. These sonnets assert love that is not Narcissistic- That is, 

while WiU contains the beloved within his self, the beloved is, at this point, separate from 

In his creation of a male beloved, Shakespeare seems to be aimmg away from or 

workhg against while remaining within the sonnet tradition The various subjects (Will's 



desire and self, in addition to the beloved, as weii as the traditional amatory 'topos") are 

subjugated to Shakespeare's agenda; by using a male beloved who shares the persona's 

identity, Shakespeare not only rnocks c o d y  praise (as he states in sonnet 59 '0. sure 1 

am the wits of former daysl To subjects worse have given admiring praise" (13-14)), but, 

he also exposes and plays upon the Narcissistic and prevaricated nature of the sonneteers' 

desire. 

Yet the beloved's " m e  image" (24.6) is not necessarily a favoiirable one. In the 

finai couplet of sonnet 24, Will declares "Yet eyes this CU-g want to grace their art:/ 

They draw but what they see, know not the heart" (13-4). The beloved's "me image* 

may lie "within the painter's "plrspective" and "skill," within the "cunning . . . grace* or 

enhancement of art. Two interpretations of the couplet exist, depending on the 

signification accorded to the word 'wantw Firsh the poet's language embehhes, builds 

upon, and improves the beloved's heart or "true image," a point that th3 rhyme between 

"art" and 'hem" emphasizes-fair, then, is also foul. Second, if 'want cunning" denotes 

"lack skillTn then Will's, (Le. the painter's) eyes lack the s W  required to properly 

enhance the art (Le. the image of the beloved which they create). They therefore order 

only what they see which may or may not reflect what is truly in the hart. Thus, as 

recorded in sonnets 46 and 47, both the eyes' and the heart's apprehension of the beloved 

is necessary. However, even in this interpretation, fair may be foul: Wiu has already 

informed readers that the beloved's "heart" is a selfish one. 

To r e m  to Lorraine's conception of the seK as a process which reconstructs 

itself in conjunction with reconsimctions of the object and its relationship with the object, 



WWs way of being subtly shifts in this sonnet (Le. 24). In the process of making foul 

what he previously asserted was fair, WU creates a very slight clefi within the identity or 

self which he once emphatically shared with the fair friend. That is, when he says "Yet 

eyes this nmning want to grace their art:/ They draw but what they see, know not the 

h m "  (24. 13-4)- Wïii inrimates that while hrS hem is open, howable, and unselfish in 

its care for the beloved, that of the beloved is not so. Wiii's position as the older, more 

experienced man begins to shift and he assumespitiable attributes while his beloved's 

way of king shifts towards that of L a m  Stelia and Elizabeth, as the absent, cruel, and 

therefore somewhat foul fair. Indeed, by sonnet 57-one in a series of absence poems 

foilowing Wiil's and the beloved's estrangement-Will, Like Amophel, is reduced to the 

statu of slave: "what should 1 do but tend Upon the houn and times of your desire" (57. 

1-2). He then chides himself for adapting such a position: "So m e  a fool is love that in 

your will,/ Though you do anything, he thinks no ill" (57.13-4). Booth notes two 

interpretations of the couplet's grammar: 

(1) 'Love thinks there is no ill in your will (Le. your 
whim), no matter what you do in your will (Le. your lust, 
when you are driven by desire)"; (2) "Love in your William 
(Le. William's love, the Love felt by William) is so tme a 
fool' [or makes William so foolish] that it [or he] thinks no 
ill, no matter what you do." (233) 

Either way, the beloved is not portmyeci in favourable Light. FurthennoreT describing love 

as a fool once again amounts to criticisrn of courtly writers (like Sidney and Spenser) 

who allow their selves to be subjected to Love's whims. Unlike Astrophel, who launches 

into a tirade against the beloved in which he calls her a tyrant and a witch (among other 

things) following his description of himself as a slave to her. WU merely says: "1 am to 



w&, though waiting so be heu,/ Not blame your pieasure, be it il1 or weli" (58.13-4). 

Indeed, in sonnet 120 he describes himserfas a tyrant because. during his beloveci's 

absence, Wiii W e l f  took 'no leisure . . . / To weigh how once 1 d e m i  in your crimen 

(7-8). Will becomes a tyrannical slave because he failed in the midst of his own d e r i n g  

to consider how the beloved suffered from WillTs uakindness following their "night of 

woe" (9) (Le. their earlier estrangement). Ironically, then, by claiming to be a tyrant, Will 

subjugates himself even further to the fair friend. 

Aithough Shakespeare claims a new poetic (sonnet) space by writing to a male 

beloved. many of the lover's traits, such as his despair redting h m  unrequited desire, 

remain constant. Thus, in one respect at least, in his invention he bears T h e  second 

burden of a former child" (59.4). The 'praûe" he bestows upon his mistress echoes the 

couplet of sonnet 59: '0, sure 1 am the wits of former &YS/ To subjects worse have given 

admiring praise." He accuses writen like Petrarch, Sidney and Spenser of "gracing" their 

beloveds' selves-subjects even less deserving than his--in their verse; he accuses them of 

making foul fair. 

As Ferry expounds, "Modem poets are not only implicated [by ~hakespeare] in 

the venality of present [Le. contemporary to Shakespeare] society. They are even accused 

of generating it . . . Poets have created a vicious taste for painted beauty in modem 

readers of verse" (1 87). He works against such artifice in sonnet 127: 

In the old age black was not co-ted fair, 
Or if it were, it bore not beauty 's narne; 
But now is black beauty's successive heir, 
And beauty slandered with a bastard shame. 
For since each hand hath put on nature's power. 
Fairing the foul with art's M s e  borrowed face, 
Sweet beauty hath no name, no holy bower, 



But is profaned, if not lives in disgrace, 
Therefore my mistress' eyes are raven black, 
H a  brows so suited, and they moumers seem 
At such who, not bom fair, no beauty Iack 
Sland'ring creation with a false esteem. 
Yet so they moum, becoming of their woe, 
That every toque says beauty should look so. 

He dishguishes between fainiess and beauty; fairness is nothing more than a contrived 

component of art while beauty is the blackness of his mistress' features. Ferry 

sununarizes sonnet 127 (the poem which many critics argue? begins the series of poans 

addressed to the mistress) as an implication of readers in the fashion of painted beauty: 

The p e t  invents compliments to their 'becoming" 
appearance which cover insulting tniths about her, and hide 
what is t d y  in his own hearî . . . Readers of this poet's 
verse are so depraved of taste that they mistake the painted 
faces for n a d  faimess, or would prefer fair faces to Wear 
make-up in order to look W<e mistresses praised as fair in 
this fashionable modem poem. (1 88) 

Sonnet 130, as an anti- or counter-Petrarchan blazon therefore evolves from an 

unWiZZingness to '[fair] the fou1 with art's false borrowed face" (127. 6). WU establishes 

his mistress as the opposite of the blond, white-skimed, rosy-cheeked, sparklingeyed, 

pearly-teethed conventional mistress. As Booth no tes, 

this poem is not a "solemn critical statement about 
conventions . . . [but] mock[s] the thoughtless, mechanical 
application of the standard Petrarchan metaphon . . . This 
poem is both a wry reminder that ail beloved Iadies are 
something other and something las than they are said to be 
and, by virtue of the information given in sonnet 127, a 
cornic acknowledgment that this beloved lady is to the 
ladies praised by other poets as those ladies are to heaveniy 
bodies, roses, and goddesses. (454) 



Although WïU refuses to "paint" her beauty (even though he painted that of the fair fnend 

earlier), she remains, to his "dear doting head . . . the fairest and most precious jewel" 

(Ul,3-4),  as capable of 'tyra~l~ous" unpitying cnielty as "any she belied with false 

compare" (130. 14). 

It is intemting that while ~~ is willing, "in private?" to make fair what is 

conventionally foui, to admit that 'in nothing art thou bIack [Le. unfair] Save in thy 

deedsw (13 1.13) (like other disdaining and therefore cruel mistresses), he refuses to 

defend her fainiess, the "powef of her face 'to make love groan" (131.5) in public (even 

though sonnets 130 and 13 1, components of a public discourse, do just that). By seeming 

to subject himself to sonnet conventions the Shakespearean lover creates a means of 

working against or undoing those sarne conventions. 

The unconventional name of his mistress's looks do not prevent Will himself 

from slipping M e r  into the role of the conventional poet-lover when addressing her 

than he did when addressing the fair friend; he repeatedly asserts that she is me1 and 

tyrannous for disdaining him (as in sonnet 13 1 and 132). equates desire for her with death 

(sonnet 1471, and begs for her pity (sonnets 132 and 140). While he expresses emotions 

typical of the shunned courtier, he continually reminds both the mistress and the reader: 

"In faith 1 do not love thee with mine eyes,/ For they in thee a thousand mors note" (141. 

1-2). Indeed, sonnet 129 resembles the tone and content of the despairkg Astrophel: 

Th' expense of spirit in a waste of shame 
1s lust in action; and, till action, lust 
1s perjured, murderous. bloody, full of blarne, 
Savage, extreme, rude. cruel. not to mist, 
Enjoyed no sooner but despiseci straight, 
Past reason hunted, and no sooner had 
Past reason hated, as a swallowed bait 



On purpose laid to make the taker mad; 
Mad in pursuit, and in possession so; 
Had, having, and in quest to have, extreme; 
A bliss in proof, and proved, a very woe; 
Before, a joy proposeci; b e h d ,  a drearn. 

AU this the world weli knows; yet none knows weii 
To shun the heaven that leads men to this heu* 

WdI asserts that desire is a 'heaven that leads men to . . . [the] heu" (14) which he depicts 

in this sonnet By using "men," the word emphasized by the meter of the last h e ,  WU 

implies that women are the agents who incite desire (and also, perhaps, that men do not 

exert the same effect upon women): Lust is "full of flame" (3) and he blames the woman. 

The h e  "A bliss in proof, and proved, a very woe" (11) in conjunction with line 14's 

assertion of 'men" creates a pun on the word "wo[e]mm." Shakespeare, however, 

incorporates a twist in the poem: men who desire become "lust in action" (2)-lust 

personified, or WU--and subsequently become 'pejureà, murdemus, bloody, full of 

blame,/ Savage, extreme, rude, cruel, not to t r ~ ~ ~ t "  (3-4). The quaiities which other 

despairhg poet-lovers attribute to the woman as the 'cruel fair," Shakespeare attn'butes to 

the men (such as poet-lovers) whom women provoke to Iust. Fiathemore, these traits 

become pitiabie, and as readers, we are to pity and pardon rhis pet-lover who 'writes 

auly" (or confesses). Shakespeare's twist does not deviate the misogyny created in 

earlier sonnet sequences, it furthers it. Women purposely lay "bait . . . to make the taker 

mad" (7-8) (or, they lay bait with the intention of making "the taker mad"). Sonnet 129 

acts to establish the auly fou1 nature of the so-called fair ladies which in tum causes 

foulness in the men themselves. By creating a persona who suffers (fiom) the same Iove- 



woimds as other poet lovers but for a conventionaily fou1 misaess (or beloved), 

Shakespeare indeed mocks the artifice or artificialization inherent in the sonnet mode. 

Despite his (conventional) suffering, Will only threatem to speak iU of his 

mistress. Unüke Astmphel who tums to insults: "unkindness kills deLightJ For rage now 

niles the reigns, which guided were by pleasure./ 1 diink now of thy faults. who Iate 

thought of thy praise" (Sidney Fifth Song. 13. 15-6). WU asserts thar he merely threatens 

to insult his mistress (as if his constant reminders regarding the shoncomings of her 

beauty and tiis establislunent of her-as a mernber of the female sex-as the woe of men 

are not insults themselves !) : 

Be wise as thou art cruel; do not press 
My tongue-tied patience with too much disdain, 
Lest sorrow lend me words, and words express 
The manner of my pity-wanting pain. (140. 1-4) 

The strong rhyme between "disdain" and "pain" emphasizes their comection in the self 

of the lover; excessive disdain on the woman's part automatically results in pain and 

calculateci outbursts such as sonnet 129 and the "Fifth Song" of a h e l  and Stelh 

Will validates Asnophel's insults, grounding them in madness: 'if 1 should despair, 1 

should go ma&/ And in my madness might speak il1 of the* (140.9-10). He then 

emphasizes the effects of such insults: 'Now this ill-wresting world is grown so badJ 

Mad slanderers by mad ears believed be" (140. 1 1-1 2). By using the word "slander" he 

adrnits that speaking iil of the mistress is an underhandeci means of persuading her to 

requite his desire. He also suggests that people (in partidar, one assumes, empathetic 

men who have experienced similar 'madness") will be more inclined to believe his 

slanderous insults than they WU her denid of them. He is perfectly willing to subjugate 



her reputation to his physical needs. Thus, akhough one pet-lover tfireatens to insult the 

woman while the other actuaUy does insult her, theïr rhetoric amoimts to one and the 

same thing: not only does the mistress bring the insuits on herself, but she also must 

make amends for the pain she causes. Once again, she must "pity" his pain and, he 

irnplies, grant him-to use Sidney's term-grace. Furthemore, despite his assertion of 

threatening to speak il1 of her, in his use of pity. he does indeed indt  his mistress. 

Shakespeare therefore makes effective use of the very fine h e  dividing flattery and 

slander. According to the OED, to flatter is to praise overmuch or in an insincere mamer 

in order to win favour, while to slander is to utter false statements which may damage a 

person's reputation. Will flaners his rnistress-descrïbing her as wise-and then threatens 

her: "do not press/ My tongue-tied patience with too much disdain" (1-2). If she pushes 

hirn (i.e. does not pity him and subsequentiy requite his love), his flattery can easily (and 

indeed will) be turned to slander in the form of "words" which "express 

. . . [his] pity-wanting painn (3-4). Unlike Astrophel, the Spenserian lover or even the 

Petrarchan lover who do slander their beloveci, descriiing her as a tyrant and a witch, 

Will uses threats and blachail; he implies that the words which he WU use will be 

worse than "witch" or "tyrant." 

Like Astrophel and the speaker of the Amoretti and F-ion (and unlike 

Petrarch), Wili asks his beloveds-the fair fnend and the mistress-to pity him. He seeks 

pity from the fair friend (in sonnets 1 1 1 and 1 12) as a means of aiieviating the shame of 

working as a poet and playwright, while he uses pathos in imagery and conceits to 

persuade the reader to pity his despair in love. The speakers of Sidney's, Spenser's and 



Shakespeare's sonnets are much more focused on theV immediate desires and the 

satisfaction of those desires (i.e. they require pity and "gracew) than the Petrarchan 

speaker who overtly seeks pity and pardon. WU seeks pardon (as previously considered) 

and simultaneously twists the use of pity as a means of gaining satiation of his desire for 

the mistress. Despite his assertion in sonnet 140 that he was unwiiling to insuit ber, he 

does indeed insult ber in the f i t  two h e s  of sonnet 142: "Love is my sin, and thy dear 

virtue hate, I Hate of my sin, grounded on suiful loving." Booth effectively describes the 

nature of those ùisults: 

The two hes combine in a typically contrary 
Shakespearean action. They progress from self-pitying 
self-abuse (Love i s  my sin) to an insult to the beloved-an 
insult, overt, unmistakable, but largely composed of 
potentially complementary words ( a d  thy deor virfue 
hate). The insult suddedy becomes genuinely 
complementary in Hale of my sin. Thereupon grounded on 
sinful Zoving modifies both sin and hare, thus justifying and 
explaining the complement . . . and simultaneously 
developing the bnefly abandoned insdt ('y suggesting that 
the lady's hate-her "daunger," her pnmly outraged disdain, 
her virgin-like standoffishness-actually stems from-and is 
only a cover for-her Uicit sexual activity). (491) 

Will then develops a similarity between hirnself and the mistress-they have both sought 

(and continue to seék) "seaieci false bonds of love" (142. 7). If the woman compares her 

"own state" with that of Will's (3)' she wili see that she too requires pity: ' Root pity in 

thy heart, that when it grows/ Thy pity may deserve to pitied ben (142.11-2). He mzght 

pity her if she fint demonstrates that she pities him: they will requite each other's desires. 

He requires her to pity hirn first-then he wiil deliberate upon her pity (or love) before 

deciding if her pity is deserving of his. Wiil constantly demands that the "lady" subject 



and defer herself to him. However, in sonnet 133 he declares that he is subjected to her. 

He re-uses but modifies the metonym of the hew which he previously employed to 

depid his love for the fair friend That is, in sonnet 133, he m&tainS that she possesses 

his heart; but, the terms of that possession are rnuch harsher than they were with the fair 

fnend He desaibes the mistress as a jailer: '1 being pent Ï n  the" (13). And, as 

important component of that "1' is the fair friend hhself-she possesses both men. By 

declaring "1 . . . am thine" (13-4) and re-configuring the metonym of the hem, WiU 

suggests an equivocation of dl three lovers' identities. But, he does not assert that she is 

his-the possession does not extend in both directions. The woman thereby remains 

sornewhat distant and alien to his (and therefore the fair friend's) self. This distant 

identification al.Iows Shakespeare to instill some traits of the conventional lover in Will 

and thereby M e r  his examination of fair and foul. 

Thus, when she speaks in sonnet 145 ("1 hate. . . not you" (13-4)), she does 

indeed respond with pity. As he recoiiects the moment when she speaks, Will is M y  

complimentary. describing her lips as made by "Love's own hand" (l), and her tongue as 

"ever sweet" (6). As sonnet 142 predicts, she uners the worcis "1 hate" (2). Before she 

indicates the object of her hatreci, WiU suggests that upon seeing the 'woeful state" of 

him who "languished for her sake" (2-3), 

Straight in her heart did mercy corne 
Chiding that tongue that ever sweet 
Was used in giving gentle doom (4-6) 

By describing her "ever sweet" tongue as "used" in the sounding of "doom," he suggests 

that the mistress possesses a self which is separate from her physicai being. Mercy acts 



upon that being to dissuade her hatreà of him, thereby 'sav[ing] bis life" (14). By re- 

creating the moment when she speaks in iambic temameter (instead of iambic 

pentameter), Shakespeare invokes the breathlessness which Wi experïenced as he waited 

upon her words. Furthexmore, the meter of the 1 s t  line emphasizes the 1 s t  words of the 

sonnet, 'not you" The reader, like Will, exhales deeply-re-enacting the relief he felt. 

Pity in the form of Mercy saves Will h m  dying of despair. 

It is interesting that only after the mie, foulcontauling elements of the fair friend 

are revealed does the reader leam that Will, Like the other normative sonneteers, also has 

a mistress. The reasons for the erotic triangle in Shakespeare's sonnets are numerous, 

working within and outside of the sequence itself. For instance, by falling into the same 

patterns of despair demonstrateci by other sonneteers and embedding both relationships 

within complex Language, Shakespeare makes the homosexual elements of the sonnet 

sequence questionable-he may indeed be speaking of a homosocial, and therefore non- 

illicit relationship. The rivalry between the two beloveds and WiII in conjmction with 

the construction of the love for the fair friend as narcissistic can also be examined in 

Lacanian terms. Lacan describes the pre-mirror stage as narcissistic: 'the infant makes 

no distinction berneen the self and pleasurable objets that are (in actuality) distinct from 

himself" (torraine 3 1). The "1" which eventuaiiy emerges in the developing infant 

'cm[ies] with it the fiction of an object (the image [of the total form of the body as 

previously viewed in a rnirror]) absorbeci into itself on the basis of the subjective criterion 

of pleasurew (Lorraine 32). Until this point, the self which develops in Shakespeare's 

sonnets and establishes the beloved, or pleasure object, as an integrai part of self, 



resernbles the Lacanian conceptualizatîon of the developing self. The shift between 

W*ïTs development and Lacanian theory occurs with the introduction of the mistress. 

According to Lorraine, 

On Lacan's account, the dialectic between self and other is 
founded on the assumption of an image in the form of a 
totality that belies the fragmenteci movements and 
responses the infant achially assumes himself to be. Thus, 
at the irreducibIe core of the self (if one could d it a core) 
lies a fiction of totality assumeci from the outside that is 
later elaborated layer by layer in the dialectic of 
identification with the other. 

The gap in the primordial me initiates the nvalry 
between these two "selves" (the h e r  sense of 
fragmentation versus the whole image of the human fom) 
and the aggresivity of the me who defends against the 
feeling of disintegration by identifying wiui an alien object 
. . . drive takes the form of desire'. . . [which ] in its primary 
form is the desire to be desired by the (m)Other. (33) 

The faults which WiI1 identifies in the fair friend create a division between Will's self and 

that of the beloved. A shift away from direct narcissism, then, occurs in Will's desire and 

he establishes identification with 'an alien objectn-the (m)other in LaCanian theory, but 

the mistress in the sonnets. Her pity satisfies his desire to be desired and thereby "saves" 

him from "dying" of despair; it aiIows for the necessary identification with an alien object 

and thereby prevents a break-down of the self. By equivocating his and the fair friend's 

identities, Will makes the narcissism more explicit than it is in other sonnet sequences 

such as those written by Sidney and Spenser. Furthemore, understanding the mistress as 

an "&en object" clarifies the nature of the rivaky between the three lovers. 

Sedgewick writes that in "any erotic rivahy, the bond that links the two rivals is 

as intense and potent as the bond that links either of the rivals to the beloved" (21). The 



bond between the two rivals is explicit in Shakespeare's sonnets-Wi's misaess also 

becornes the fair friend's mistress, as sonnets 40,4f, and 42 make clear. But, W ï  c1aim.c 

not to mind the fact that the fair friend "hast her" (42. 1)-his chief concem is that "she 

hath thee [the fair friend]" (42.3). Furthemore, when he declares Thou dost love her 

because thou know'st I love her" (42.6) he indicates that he does indeed mind the bond 

between his two Lovers. He then mitigates the loss of his mistress by declarîng 'But 

here's the joy: my fnend and 1 are one./ Sweet flattery! Then she loves but me alone" (42* 

13-4, emphasis added). Despite her love for the fair friend, WiIl is again saved h m  

destabilization of the self by virtue of the fact that he and the fair friend share an identity; 

the mistress, or "alien object" returns the desire of the friend and therefore returns that of 

WU. The rivalry between the three loosens the rigid structure inheren~ untii this point, 

to the genre of sonnet writing: the man's expression and confession of love of and to a 

silent, usually unrnoved (and therefore cruel) mistress (with that expression constructing 

both the speaker's self and that of the woman as subject). 

By using an erotic aiangle as the framing device of the sequence, Shakespeare 

also changes the use of the confessional mode within the sonnes. As considered earfier, 

Pemch, Sidney and Spenser each use the confession of desire for a woman as means by 

which to mate a space in which to speak and construct a self. The lyrics perform desire 

ostensibly for a woman, but in actuality, for readers who then act as the interlocutor or 

authority who hears the confession. The power relations inscriibed by confession shift in 

Shakespeare's sonnets because WU predominantly 'speaks to himself . . . [he] struggies 

with his desire in the solitude of verse" (Smith 232). Instead of creating a dramatic 
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monologue, like other sonnet wuriters, Shakespeare produces a type of extendeci soliloquy. 

Thus, he constnicts WU as both the confesser and inmlocutor and thereby attempts to 

Save the speaking subject from the examination and judgment which Foucault presm'bes. 

However, Shakespeare's rewriting of the traditionai Amatory topos forces the reader to 

juxtapose this sonnet sequence againsr others and in so doing. the reader must judge 

Will's nature-a process which Shakespeare wouid have anticipateci and capifalized upon. 

He uses Will's confessions, such as that containeci in sonnet 144, to construct Will's self 

while he attempts to "write truly" about fair and foul. The two loves WU has "of cornfort 

and despair,/ Which . . . suggest [WiIl] sa" (1-2) reflect WWs self. That is, the word 

'suggest" simultaneously signifies "urge" or "tempt" (Bevington 1646) as well as 'to 

show indirectiy" (OED). The "man right fair" (3) and the "woman coloured Un (4) share 

WWs identity. WU--as the speaker and as a synonym for desire-is both fair (possessing 

quaiities like "purity " (8)) and foul (possessing qualities like 'foui pride" (8)). Despite 

Will's efforts to estrange the wornan (or wornanly qualities) in his intimations that his 

"angel may be turneci fiend" (9) (i.e. he and his male beloved struggle against the 

woman's persuasions to foulness), she (or foulness) rem- a part of both his self and 

that of the fair friend 

The triangle of lovers in Shakespeare's sonnets mates a new poetic space in 

which Shakespeare re-creates the ide&) of the beloved and the self. His sequence, which 

evolves from the arnatory topic of desire, praise, and despair which earlier sonneteers 

establish, questions some elements of those sonneteers' discourses wMe it validates 

others. That is, Shakespeare confimis and elaborates upon the despair incited by desire 



while he asseru that in theif sequences, other sonneteers, Iike Petrarch, Sidney and 

Spenser, do not write nuly andor may not even love tnùy. In his examinations of fair 

and foul, Shakespeare complicates those two qualities: the fair friend is also W. the foui 

mistress possesses sorne fair quaiities, and even-the lover himself (as a consequeme of 

his desire for a woman) becomes foul. Indeed, as an individual who shares his beloveds' 

identities, Wdi &O becomes fair and foul. In his examination of how "beauty shouid 

look" (127. 14), Shakespeare builds upon past literary constructions and conventions; the 

erotic triangle serves to elaborare upon the selves developed in other sonnet sequences 

As a vesse1 of foul and fair, Will reflects Shakespeare's anempts to "wrïte txuiy" and re- 

establish just how beauty should not ody look, but also, how it should be. 



. . "1 ame thy subject, conquer'd": -lia to Anlphilanm as Mary Wroth's Response to 
Gender Constructions and Subjectivity 

Sometimes 1 feel an underground river 
forcing its way between deformed cliffs - 
an acute angle of understanding 
moving itself like the locus of the sun 
into this condemned scmery. 
-Adrienne Rick "Tryhg to Talk with a Man" 

In theû introduction to Tullia d' Aragona's Pialcgue on the of 

Margaret King and Albert Rabil, Jr. assert that 'From the fourteenth to seventeenth 

cenniry, a huge body of literature acciunulated [in Europe] thaî responded to the 

. . dominant traditionn (10). Lady Mary Wroth's collection of sonnets, 

lanthus (published in 1613 well after the sonnet vogue of the sixteenth-century, 

and twelve yean after Shakespeare's sonnets are believed to have been written), belongs 

within that body as a work which challenges cultural assurnptions in generai, and which 

challenges those assumptions contained within literary works such as sonnets written by 

men (including Pemch, Sidney, and Spenser). 

. 
Constance Jordan ascertains in R e n a i s s a n c m  that "the Renaissance 

debate on women is to a degree conventional . . . characterized by the reperition of 

themes, figures, tropes, motifs, and allusions to various authorities" (2). These 

conventions conaibute to the generation of what Jeff Masten desmies in "Shall 1 tum 

blabb?: Circulation, Gender and Subjectivity in Mary Wroth's Somets" as "the naffc in 

both women and words" (82). That is, a paaiarchal system maintains conml over 

women, in part, by trading them as "conduits of but not participants in patnarchal power" 



(Masteri 78). In a specifically literary coatext, such control can be fomiulated in temis of 

authority and authorship: 'the author [is] a male who is prirnary and the female [is] his 

passive creation-a secondary object lacking autonomy, endowed with often coneradictory 

rneaning but denied intentionality" (Gubar 247). By clairning the authority of invention, 

a f o m  of agency denied to women, men maintain the traffic and resulting subjugation of 

women.' Margaret Whitford elaborates upon this relationship between male and fernale 

agency in her discussion of Luce Irigaray's considerations of sexual difference: "Woman 

has always been for man his space, or rather hisplace, but has no place of her own. This 

deprives her of identity for-herself" (157). As 1 considered in chapters 1 and 2, maie- 

authored coiiections of sonnets tend to utilize and perpetuate conventional descriptions of 

women and thereby effectively contribute to the subjugation of the woman as an 

individual to the pet-lover's needs. The paaiarchai system suppresses and denies her 

individdity in order to provide the space in which the man articulates his own 

individuality. Poetic devices and techniques such as  the blazon (which consmicts and 

fetishizes scanered physical amibutes), emphasis on the male lover's despair and need for 

pity (which establishes the woman's col& cruel, and mutable nature), and the beloved's 

absence (the sonnets simply could not be written in the beloved's presence) conaibute to 

the creation of both an Elizabethan courtly ideology: and the lover's sense of subjectivity 

and self, 

1 In the seventeenth-century, the word 'author" was intimately co~ected to 'authority." The creation, 
advocacy and didacgcism nadiaonaüy associated with writhg and authorship were aU firmly rooted in 
authority. Because such an authority was typicaiiy mavailable to women, their bodies were available to 
men for appropriation and subjugation. 
' Although Wroth lived and wrote during the sevenreenth-century, after EIizabeth's reign, she sall 
maintaineci a n d g i a  for the Eiizihthan court 



In Art as T- Victor Shklovslq describes a process of (what he temis) 

If we start to examine the general laws of perception, we 
see that as perception becomes habituai, it becomes 
automatic . . . we apprehend objecîs only as shapes with 
imprecise extensions, we do not see them in theK entirety 
but neither recognize them by their main characteristics. - . . 
The object fades and does not leave even a final 
impression; ultimately even the essence of what it was is 
forgoaen (20) 

Such is usually the fate of the male someteer's beloved. Certainly, Laura, Elizabeth, and 

StelIa possess somewhat varied traits, but each beloved's ''main characteristics" result 

from (and simultaneously perpeniate) the sarne ideological mold. The reader receives the 

woman as a limited impression of parts and traits which are conventionai or ideological: 

golden hair, -1-like teeth, rosy cheeks, porcelain skin, and silence. Gary Wailer's 

contention in The Sidney Family Romance that "From thousands of poems, a composite 

beloved can be readily constructeci" (134) is reflected in the painting "La Belle Charitem 

by M. van Lmhem, and in the illustration from John Davies' Extra va g n t  Sh-. 

These visuai representations of the trope-defined woman suggests that the beloved exists 

as Littie more than the over-used metaphors which describe her. By fragmenthg the 

wornan, the poet-lover presents a distanced image within his poems and thereby wntrols 

the presentation of the (beloved) woman's subjectivity to the reading audience Even 

Shakespeare creates only an anti-impression; his beloved's eyes are "nothing Like the 

sun," "black wires grow on her head," and there are no "roses, damasked, red and white . 

3 Stephen Booth includes a copy of The Extrav-t Sheoherd f ' m  1654 in his edition of Shakespeare's 
Sonnets (see page 4531, and Leonard Forster includes "La Belle Chante" in his book The Icy Fire: Fivg 

in P e m h m  ktween pages 56 and 57). 



. . in her cheeks" (130. 1,4-6). As Clark asserts, Zanguage is a patriarchal code-the 

sonnet tradition is a patriarchal code-Shakespeare works against it but rnaintiiins the 

speqdarity of the beloved as the means of attniuting a self to the speaker" (13). 

Shakespeare negates the physical traits themselves in his creation of a love triangle (as 

opposed to the bipolar relationship usually associated with sonnet discourses) and in so 

doing creates what Shklovsky describes as an "unfamiiliar object" (21). Such an object 

prolongs the process of perception through iîs ciifference and thereby encourages 

dehabituaiization of the reader because it forces him or her to focus on the object and its 

qualities. Ironically, however, the effect of Shakespeare's "creation" is ultimately the 

same: he maintains the woman's status as a predorninantly silent, fragmented, distanced, 

and metaphor-defmed shape in a discourse which "mock[s] the thoughtless, mechanical 

application of the standard Peuarchan metaphon" (Booth 454). Indeed, she is even more 

distanceci by virtue of the pet-lover's assertions that his male beloved is his true love. 

As considered earlier, the dark lady's subjectivity is a s  limited and lover-serving as that 

of Laura, Stella, and Elizabeth. 

Thus, each of these sonnet women is "expected to wait for male-authored 

discourses to consmict them into fining receptacles of male desire" (Miller Subject 35). 

In the sonnets, these receptacles typically enforce female chastity which leads the lover to 

an elevated understanding of heavenly love (Petrarch), leaves hirn in despair (Sidney), or 

allows hirn to c o n m a t e  his desire in marriage (Spenser). The not-sochaste (and 

therefore criticized) woman of Shakespeare's sonnets authorizes WU'S exploration of 

and self-iashioning through homosocial/sexual desire: although the woman is not the 



receptacle of his "true" desire, she allows him to contemplate the male beloved as the 

receptacle of his desire. Consequently, because he can not negotiate the male receptacle 

without her 'presence," she becornes a negative receptacle or foil for the male beloved. 

The sonnets' role as  the means by which a given poet-lover fashions and/or 

examines his self dictates the beloved woman's fate as a faded shape, because, while she 

is a necessary component of this process, too much emphasis on the beloved, or too 

detafieci an analysis of her traits and characteristics, would distract the reader from the 

lover's primary desire and intention. As Waller considers in The Sidney F m  

Romance. the lover must depict the woman as a collection of parts: "he cannot bear the 

full presence of the beloved because her claims on hùn are so overwhelming and he 

knows that he must reject her if he is to assert his male autonomy" (149). Tullia 

d 'hgona,  a woman writing in sixteenth-century Florence, understands both the 

beloveci's function witbin a discourse such as the sonnets, and the inherent weakness in 

the male lover's autonomy. In response to the quotation from Petrarch's m e  sparse 

which asserts that "the state of love/ Lasts but a short time in a woman's heart" (183. 13- 

14), she asks: 'Just what would have happened if Madoma L a m  had gotten aromd to 

writing as much about Petrarch as he wrote about ber: you'd have seen things tum out 

quite differently then! " (69). 

Tuka dTAragona identifies a specific deficiency in the Petrarchan discourse: its 

one-sidedness. In 1552, an 1ralia.n poet, Stefano C o I o ~ a ,  wrote 1 somtti. le W n 1  et i . . 

Tnomphi de M. Jaura in n - .  Roche d e s m i  Colonna's 

sonnets as a 'rewriting" of Petrarch's poems: "Laura's rational and discouraging replies 



to Petrarch's amornus outpoUnngs" (91). Tdia  d9Aragona and Colorma's conceni 

regarding Laura's (the beloved's) silence ïl.iusmtes and historicizes the issues which 

modern critics consider. However, while Colonna's work responds to a Large gap in the 

Petnuchan discourse, it simultaneously re-a€f i i  components of the patriarchal system. 

That îs, the specificaiiy male author-ization of 'Laura's" response Wts the threat which 

the female voice within a popuiar genre poses to the paaiarchal establishment; that threat 

is further reduced by virtue of the fact îhat Colonna appropriates the female voice to 

affiinn Laura's chastity. Miller's discussion of (male conceptions of) female desire 

suggests how Colonna's poems function as a component of the sonnet tradition. She 

asserts that in its culturally approved form, desire consists of a desiring male subject and 

desired female object: T h e  other side of (male) desire is understood to be (female) 

chastiw" (Subiect 22). Even a woman's desire, then, is defined in ternis of absence and 

lack Colonna reaffïimis this patriarchal dynamic of desire: in his concephialization. 

L a m  desires chastity and in so doing validates the self which the Petrarchan lover 

fashions through (the space of) her. 

Wroth's sonnets respond to and thereby work against such absence and lack in 

both social and literary contexts (Waller describes them as powemil because they record 

'her struggles against the constraints of being a woman" (192-3)). Indeed, her own He 

was unique in that, lmlike the majoriry of women living during the sixteenth- and 

seventeenth- centuries, Wroth claimeci agency and her own sense of self. In her 

introduction to The First Part of the Co- of  on ( U d ,  

Josephine Roberts asserts that 



Wroth's own iife served as a rich reservoir for her fiction. 
Her multiple self-portraits wirhin the work-most 
prominentiy Pamphilia, Bellamira, and Lindamira-suggest 
a continuing struggie of self-representation in which the 
author se& to assert and justify her behavior in .the face of 
a disapproving public. (Lxxii) 

Following the deaîhs of her husband (Robert Wroth) and then their son, Wroth struggled 

to pay her husband's debts; on several occasions she was forced to request warrants for 

protection. She also became the rnistress of herErst cousin, William Herbert, third Earl 

of Pembroke (evenhially bearing two children by him). 

Wroth's own literary achievements (the prose romance Ilrania, and several 

dramatic pieces, most notably the pastoral play, Love's Victory) reflect both her personal 

saength and her acquaintance with several Literary figures of the tirne. Like her M e r ,  

Sir Robert Sidney, her unde, Sir Philip Sidney. and her aunt, Mary Countess of 

Pembroke, Wroth was both a poet and a patron. Such a rich Iiterary environment must 

have compelied (or in Waller's words "provoked" (194)) her  riti in^.^ 

The sonnets themselves were f i t  published in 1621, appended to U-. While 

that particular version contains one-hundred and three poems, eighteen more exist which 

- .  were excluded from any published version of Pam~hilia to Amphilanthus. Waller 

descn'bes her sonnet collection as Petrarchan in that 

even as  it was k ing  written it was being rewntten by its author. . . 
Pamphilia to Amphilanthus 

. . might be seen as a continuos text, 
unravelling as it is put together, never resting in a final fonn, in 
which a variety of discoveries, demands, and changing occasions 
clash and contradict. (194) 

It is my intemion to provide only the most basic of biographicai outiines. For a more comprehensive 
examination of Wroth's life. see Roberts' Introduction to the poems and Waller's discussion in 



When a woman (such as Wroth) assens her own presence and autonomy in a poetic form 

which typicaliy condones and enforces the passive presence expected of women (in 

society and fiterature), the reader is forced to reconsider the power relations traditionally 

containeci within the sonnet genre. Jordan suggesrs that an ideology is predicated upon a 

set of opinions or assumptions which 'no longer bear their suppositious character, but 

appear to be tme reflections of the world as it is acnrally constituted" (6). In her adoption 

and adaptation of the poet-lover's authonty and voice, Wroth disnipts the power relations 

and subjective positions traditiondy associated with and perpeaiated by the sonnets; she 

thereby brings the opinions and assumptions which infonn the traditionai sonnet 

'ideologyn (and which also tend to reflect the dominant seventeenth-century cultural 

ideology) back into focus. Indeed, while Colonna's work maintains the traditionai 

hierarchy in that the woman's voice remains that of the beloved, Wroth's sonnets reverse 

the hierarchy--the woman assumes the lover's mle while the man becomes the beloved. 

Wroth was fully aware of the threat which a *woo-hg" woman poseci, as Luies from 

Love's Victorie dernomnate: "Fy, 1 doe blush for you, a woman woo,/ the rnost unfittesî, 

shamehllest thing to dm" (in McLaren 290).' 

The "full presence" (Waller 149) which Wroth creates in her sonnets certainly 

threatens the conceptualization of male autonomy within sonnets which Waller identifies; 

the woman is no longer a passive creation, but an active creator who asserts (in the very 

* The juxtaposition a h  resonates Mth the tradition in which woman was equated with woe-man (Le. the 
woe of man). Her creation of a woman who woos a man works against that association; 'woe" becomes 
'woo" a more positive construction of the woman's position and relationship with the man. 



act of writing within such a genre, regarciiess of the actual content of her writind6 

autonomy. place, and an identity for henerf. However, Wroth alleviates the threatening 

nature of Parnphilia's self fashioning by abidhg by certain other rules of the sonnet 

CL game." Her treatment of her sonnets as a contribution to an ongoing dialogue, as well as 

her somewhat ambiguous consideration of subjectivity, mutability, and pity, for instance, 

result in a couection of sonnets which effectively works within the genre in order to work 

against, and perhaps to undermine that same genre. Furthemore, while the collection's 

title is sornewhat similar to that of Sidney's collection in its naming of the two people 

involveci and therefore aligns itself within the sonnet tradition, the word "tom suggests a 

letter (or perhaps a series of spoken sonnets) directed to a specifc recipient. Indeed, 

Pamphilia even signs her name after the fmt section. While women of seventeenth- 

century England were discourageci from writing lyric poetry, letter writing was a more 

acceptable mode of expression for them. Wroth creates a love letter consisting of sonnets 

in order to reduce the antagonistic nature of her work. 

Wro-d F m t i o n s  of In her most recent work, C h e -  the Subject: Mary 

Gender in Earlv Modem Englana Naomi Miller attempts to shift away h m  the 

conceptualization of female sexualiy and subjectivity on the basis of male defined 

parameters. She argues that s i t u a ~ g  Wroth's w r i ~ g  relative to other texts authored by 

women provides more comprehensive insight into the cultural power rdations which 

6 There is much debate regarding the worth of Wroth's poems-are they worrhwhïie bas& on their poetic 
merit aione, or do they only contain value in that they were wrim by a woman at a tirne when fernale 
authorship was ail but forbidden? For a comprehensive and theoretical consideration of this issue, see Dale 
Spender's book, n e  Writirg or the Sex 

. - 
?: or Whv You T)on*t Have to Read Wornen's W- to Know It's 

No- 



Wroth addresses in her sonnets. Miller desires a break h m  the persistent critical 

perspective in which Wroth is seen as imitative, a mere mirror or foi1 to male writers 

( e ~ p -  iaily the male writers to whom she was relateci). Such simplification of Wroth's 

discoiaseT she argues, denies its attempts to "interrogate rather than simply mirror the 

canon, thus exposing some of the fissures of gender ideology within the discourses of her 

culture" (Miller,Subject 8). Her line of thinking reflects Catharine Stimpson's assertion 

that 

arguments about sex and gender ciifference . . . edge 
towards an error in which failmes of logic, perception and 
behavior can compound together. This error is clinging to 
binary oppositions. At their mosi benign, binary 
oppositions oversimplify . . . At their most malign . . . 
[they] damage the interests of survival itself. (mi) 

Aithough Miller effectively demonstrates that perceiving Wroth as a mirror to writers like 

Philip Sidney denies Wroth the statu which she attempts to claim by wrïting ("the 

woman . . . ceases to be the subject, and in losing the s t a t u  of a subject in her own right, 

becomes. most often, merely a foi1 for the male figure after ail" (9)), every attempt Miller 

makw to move away from the male-authored tex& fails. Pampua to Ar0phila0fhus . . 

cannot be removed €rom the sonnet tradition in which it is fundamentally grounded. 

Understanding the issues inherent in Wroth's writing requires consideration of her as both 

a complex subject (and not a mere foi1 to the maie writer), and also as a unique 

component of the (sonnet-writing) tradition in which she struggles to create a voice which 

opposes those of the male writers. Indeed the process of "interrogation" which Miller 

identifies implies Wroth's intirnate engagement with works Like the -me, 

A A i o ~ o i t h a l a m i o n ,  and Shakespeare's Sonnets- The 



sonnets written before Wroth's function as the 'catalyn for [the] production" (Wall 33) of 

Wroth's text and therefore possess and generate an authority which Wroth appropriates. 

- - 
Consequently, to Aq&&u~thus can not be extricated from the male defined 

parameters of the tradition. 

Wroth's position within the Sidney family would have e n s u .  her awareness of 

the 'participatory" nature of sonnet poetics Wall 33). Like Sidney's, Spenser's, and 

. . 
Shakespeare's sonnets, Pamphilia to Amphilanthus seems to exist as what Germaine 

Warkentin identifies as 'an individual variation on a set theme" (18). Astrophel. for 

instance, claims that he is not so "ambitious . . . as to hune/ A nest for rny young praise 

in Laurel tree" and then says: '1 wish not there should be/ Graved in my epitaph a p t ' s  

- 
name" (90.5-8).' Sidney was not only aware of the participatory nature of the genre, but 

acnially incorporated it into his poerns. Following Shakespeare's example of instilling an 

"unfamiliar object" into the sonnet tradition, Wroth borrows from, amends, and takes 

excerpts from the "individual variations" which precede hers in order to explore and 

assert her version of subjectivity (which, in keeping with the sonnet tradition, is then 

available to subsequent writers). 

Wroth's own references to her own sonnets and their roIe(s) within the sonnet 

tradition tend to be much more subtle than Sidney's, but do exist nontheless. For 

instance, P9 begins: 

Led by the powre of griefe, to waylings brought 
By faulce consiete of change fall'ne on my part, 

- 
' This dever meratextual reference again exemplifies Sidney's aaempts to both subtly comect and 
disassociate himself from Astrophel. Astraphel's epitaph will indeed contain a poet's (Le, Phif~p Sidney's) 
name both phys idy  and meraphcridy. for if AstoPhel~does die (hm despair). bis death wüi have been 
p e ~ e d  by Sidney. 



1 seeke for some male ease by hes, which bought 
Increase the pain; grïefe is non cur'd by art. (1-4) 

Parnphilia despairs because she has been (wrongly) accused of loving inconstantly. To 

ease her pain she rurns to "lines" (3). Through the ambiguity of the word "bought," 

Pamphilia suggests both her own Lines and those of other pets (such as, Say, Sidney). 

Her use of "my part" (2) also contributes to this readîng. At a superficial level. 'my part" 

signifies "on my behalf." Taking her awareness of sonnets' "'public' circulatory nature. 

. . [in forrning] part of a dialogue" (Miller &&& 12, emphasis added), 'my part" also 

signifies Wroth'sparticipation in the ongoing sonnet dialogue. Her use of 'lines" and 

"my part" also suggests a h a t i c  production in which different characters converse and 

interact; dramtic terminology within a sonnet also reinforces the sonnets' role as 

pexfomances of desire. Pamphilia fails to find consolation in her part (whether it be 

dramatic or poeric): 'grîefe is not cur'd by art" (4). She also includes a reference to the 

paxticipatory nature of sonnets in P103. That is, she concludes the sequence with an 

incitation to other potential writers and lovers: 

My muse now hapy, Iay thy self to rest, 
Sleepe in the quiett of a faithfull love, 
Write you noe more, bun lett thes phant'sies move 
Some other harts . . . 

Leave the discourse of Venus, and her sunn 
To young beeginen, and thyr brains inspire 
With story's of great love, and from that f ie  
Gen heat to write the fortunes they have wunn (Pl 03.1-4, 9- 12) 

She encourages responses, or perhaps reactions, to her work. One m o t  help but 

perceive the "beeginers" whom she encourages both as women who desire to write, and 

as lovers in the early stages of their relationship. She thereby effectively uses the dialogic 



nature of the sonnet discourse to promote women's expression in traditionally male 

genres. 

Wroth herseif capitalizes upon the manuscript culture q d  the "half codeci," 

"amorous Topic" (Barthes 5) which it ascribes in order to work wvertly against the 

subjectivity which those sonnet sequences wrinen by men encode. Although her poerns 

did not enjoy public Longevity, and therefore failed to reach an extended readership-a 

fact which Masten, Roberts and Waller ail note-Wroth's use of the sonnet genre, and 

importantly. the sonnet iradition itself, as the means of becoming a speaking subject, does 

ailow her to reconsider and respond to the subjectivity inherent in the sonnet tradition, 

* .  Masten ciaims that the manuscript of &n~hrlia to Arnptiil;;eDthus was "notably at odds" 

with the "larger cuitural practice" in which texts were "mobile and permeable . . . in an 

open, coilaborative sening" (68). While his observations may be mie, he aIso seerns 

somewhat oblivious to Wroth's position as a woman writing at a M i e  when women were 

barred from literary pursuits: 'women in [seventeenth-cenniry] England were not 

expected to publish their learned work* (Travitsky 21). Wroth chose to wrïte in the 

. . sonnet genre and had specific rasons for doing so; cunsequently, Pamphilia t~ 

hilanthm becornes a component of the participatory genre in which one text to 

responds to, appropriates from, and builds upon those texts which precede it (even if it 

was not as publicly circulateci as other coUections). 

The permeable nature of the genre serveci Wroth's purposes weli in providing her 

with a space in which (and therefore the means by which) she could address and begin 



reworking male conse~ctions of women. Indeed, Wroth's writing within and against the 

sonnet nadition reflects Tamsin Lorraine's conceptualization of gender and subjectivity: 

Gender identity is one way of represenliag ourselves. By 
Iabeling myself a "man" or a "woman" 1 am &O conjriring 
up a range of possibilities presented to me in my culture 
and Language. If 1 stay within the bounds 1 will create a self 
on the basis of what is offered me. If 1 am more 
adventurous, I will push beyond conventional bounds, thus 
adding to my culture or language new possibilities of what 
a man or woman could be. (1 7) 

Wroth herself breaks the bounds of the roles traditionaily assigned to women in the 

seventeenih-centiny; the self which she mates for Pamphilia within the sonnets works 

against the selves traditionally presmbed for women. Thus, once again her sonnets 

should not be read in opposition to, or as a foi1 for male-authored texts. She desires to 

create (or perhaps, to extend Shakespeare's creation of) an "unfamiliar object." 

Shklovsky asserts that "The purpose of art is to make objects 'unfamilia.,' to make fomis 

difficult, to increase the didifficulty and length of perception because the process of 

perception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolongedm (20). By creating a fernale 

lover who vocalizes her desire for her male beloved, Wroth complicates the process of 

perception. Like Astrophel, Wroth hopes that the pleasure of her poetry might cause men 

to r a d ,  and, through that process of reading, know (that is, reconsider their understanding 

and treatment of woman and female subjectivity within their society). She desires 

reconsideration in order to achieve a political hot  just an aesthetic) end. That is, she 

hopes to contniute to the dehabitualization of women h m  silent, chaste, and obedient 

objects (in a specifically literary context and in a broader culturat context), as weii as to 

the reconf~guration of them as active, assertive subjects. 



Wroth &es her concern regarding nibjectivity clear early in the sequence. In 

the first sonnet Pamphilia asserts that her love and therefore her poems are impired 

during sleep: "In sleepe, a Chariot drame and by wing'd desird 1 sawe* (5-6). It was 

commonly believed in the seventeenth-century that a person's sewes were not govemed 

by Reason dirring sleep. Milton articulates this belief in Book V of Para- ml: 

Reason . . . frames 
AU what we Hm or what deny, and c d  
Our knowledge or opinion; then retires 
h to  her private CeU when Nature rem. 
Oft in her absence mimic Fancy wakes 
To Imitate her; but rnisjoining shapes, 
Wild work produces oh, and most in dreams, 
Ill matching words, and deeds by past or late. (106-13) 

Wroth seems to suggest the same idea in the first poem of her sequence (and in partinilar, 

in the fmr quatrain) : 

When nights black mantle could most darknes prove, 
And sleepe deaths Image did my senceses hiere 
From knowledg of my self, then thoughts did move 
Swifter then those most swifuies need require: 

In sleepe, a Chariot drame by wing'd desire 
I sawe: wher sate bnght Venus Queene of love, 
And att her feete her sonne, still adding fire 
To buming hearrs which she did not hold above, 

Butt one hart flaming more then all the rest 
The goddess held, and putt in to my brest, 
Deare sonne, now shutt sayd she: thus mut  wee winn; 

Hee her obay 'd, and martû'd my poore hart, 
1, waking hop'd as dreames in would depart 
Yen since: O mee: a lover I have binn. 

. . At the outset of Egmphilia to Amphilanthus. Pamphilia suggests that Fancy engenders her 

love and her poerns. Similarly, she concludes the collection with a description of the love 



contained withui her sonnets as "phant'sies" (103.3). By descniing the tale of her love 

and the inversion of gender roles which it contains as a fantasy, Wroth displaces the 

agency and authority which she simultaneously claims by writing. Because subjectivity 

"involves the precondition of the individual's having a choice to become a subject of 

something" (Rushdy 37), and Pamphilia cleariy denies such choice, she remains more of 

an object than an active subject. She is subjected to and subjugated by Love. By 

claiming objectivity, Pamphilia aügns her self with figures like hura, Stella and 

ELizabeth who lack agency and function within the male defined parameters of female 

existence. And although the lack of choice in becoming a subject of love is a trope, a 

position which the male pets also cl&, Wroth inscribes difference into that position. 

The male lovers tend to blarne love for blindly assaulting them and then displace their 

anger and fiusnation onto the beloved In Pamphilia's ciream, Venus and Cupid work 

together to instill the burning hem into her body and self; Pamphiiia never rails against 

the beloved in frustration as the men do. hstead, she alternates between fnistration 

(displaced and directed towards Love) and respect for Love-a respect which climaxes in 

her corona. In her constructions of desire, Wroth problematizes the binary oppositions 

such as lover/beloved and subject/object in order to "represent female subjectivity in 

multiple te-" (Miller S u b m  4). 

In her problernatization of those oppositions typically inherent in discourses of 

desire (such as collections of sonnets). Wroth's persona admits a weil-established sense 

of agency and subjectivity-a position usually adopted by the (male) lover. This is 

illustrated in Pamphilia's assertion that 'sleepe deaths Image did my senceses'hierd 



From lmowledge of my selF (Pl. 2-3). She exploits the ambiguity associated with the 

word "hiere." If "hiere" means to remove, then Pamphilia is a mere object who lacks 

agency and is acted upon by influentid external forces. If "hiere" indicates "to engage," 

then Pamphilia's sleep is no Longer state of suspended reason: her senses engage or 

employ 'deaths Image" from Pamphilia's "knowledg of [her] self." This reading 

suggests not just a strong sense of self and individuality, but also, a reasonable, self- 

possessed muid. Wroth's employment of the ambiguity inherent in language allows her 

to obscure subjectivity under the guise of subjection and to defer (mens') spontaneous 

(negative) reactions to her writing which in tum pemiits her to continue her exploration 

of femaie experiences of love within the sonnet genre. 

Wroth's concern with subjectivity is also contained in her use of the Venus and 

Cupid figures in PL Venus is depicted as the Queen of Love while Cupid 

(conventionaily the King of Love and Love personified) is subordinate to her he sits at 

Venus's feet (7) and obeys her (12). As McLaren notes in her consideration of Wroth's 

play bve's Victory, "Venus serves Lady Wroth as an analogue of female power" (285). 

Wroth extends Venus's power into the collection's final sonnet where she describes 

Pamphilia to Amphilanth 
. * as "the discource of Venus" (despite the large number of 

Cupid poems which it contains). Because Venus has power over Love, she provides 

women iike Pamphilia (and Wroth) with the means by which they cm accede to Love: 

they are not subordinating their selves to the demands of a man  

The importance of subjectivity is again considered in P8, an address to Love 

which incorporates the standard Petrarchan trope of the captivated lover. After detailing 



Love's hold on her in the first quatrain, Pamphilia expounds: "1 ame thy [Love's] subject, 

conquer'd, bound to stand,/ Never thy foe" (6-7). Her remark expresses her own position 

as a woman who loves and (actively) 'wws," as well as Wroth's position as a woman 

who wrïtes in seventeenth-centq England. In the second sonnet of m d  St&, 

Asnophel declares: 

Love gave the wound which, while 1 breathe, will bleed, 
TU. by degrees I, forc'd, agreed, 
Yet with repining at so partial lot 
Now even that 1 s t  footstep of Lost liberty 
Is gone; and now. . . 
I cail it praise to suffer tyranny. (2-1 1) 

Compared to Astrophel's subjugation to love, which is exaggerated by his use of conceit 

(and consequently acquires an air of insincerity) , Pamphilia' s subjugation seems sbcere. 

In Pamphilia's quiet acceptance of her position and obeisance to Love through Venus 

(against the background of Astrophel's loud complaints), Wroth subtly communicates 

differences in men's and women's experiences of love and life. While "women were 

chattels in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England" who were expected to obey a 

male authority (usually their father and then their husband), men were predominantly 

auxistomed to exercising their own authority (while remaining subject to social and 

religious authority) (Hull 47). As Waller States. "a woman's place in the eariy modem 

family is overwheImingly determined by her relations to the relative autonomy and power 

of menn (95). Although Astrophel clearly objects to Love's authority over his self. 

Pamphilia is more accepting of it Thus, Pamphilia is more than a negative reflection of a 

male Lover iike Astrophel-a fact which is also made apparent by comparing Pamphilia's 

expressions of love to those of the Spenserian lover. 



U m e  Astmphel and Pamphilia, the Spenserian lover addresses the "Unrighteous 

Lord of love" later in his collection after f i t  deliberating upon his beloved's virtues and 

the predorninady-or ostensibly-chaste nature of his love for her. His deferred tirade 

instills an element of surprise into the sequence: 

Unrighteous Lord of love what Law is this, 
That me thou makest thus tormented be: 
the whiles she lordeth in licentious blisse 

of her freewill, scoming both thee and me. 
See how the Tyrannesse doth joy to see 
the huge massacres which her eyes do make: 
and hirmbled harts b ~ g s  captives unto thee. (X. 1-7) 

Until this point, he seems content enough ('nought dismaydn (VI.1)) to deliberate upon 

"chast desires on heavenly beauty bound" (VITI. 8). He suddenly bans and rails against 

his beloved, constructhg both himself and Love as her unwilling subjects. The woman's 

"freewill" becomes a weapon which she wields as a 'Tyrannesse," Uiverting the naturai 

The female lover whom Wroth creates is neither a rnindless, consrmct-reflectkg 

chattel, nor a "Tyrannesse." Instead, she functions to 'represent female subjectivity in 

multiple t e m  . . . to interrogate rather than simply to mirror the canon, thus exposing 

some of the fissures of gender ideology within the discourses of her culture" (Miller 4 8). 

P8 furthers the expression of multiply conceived subjectivity: 

Love Leave to urge, thou know'st thou hast the hand; 
'TTis cowardise, to saive wher none resist: 
Ray  thee leave off, 1 yeeld unto thy band; 
Doe nott thus, still, in thine own powre persist, 

- - 

' It is a h  i r n p o m  to note mat Spenser wmte the &oretri and during Qwen Elizabeth 1's 
reign, and, given chat his beloved bas the same name as the reigning monarch, Spenser's sonnets also 
contain and contend with rnany political constnicts and issues which are beyond the scope of the present 
discussion, 



Beehold 1 yeeld: lett forces bee dismist; 
1 ame thy subjea conquer'd, bomd to stand, 
Never thy foe, butt did thy claime assis 
Seeking thy due of those who did withstand; 

Bun now, ia seemes, thou would'st 1 shouid thee love; 
1 doe confess, t'was thy will made mee chuse; 
And thy faire showes made me a lover prove 
When 1 my M o r n e  did, for paine refuse. 

Yen this Sir God, you boyship 1 dispise; 
Your charmes I obey, butt love non want of eyes. 

Pamphilia confesses choice; uniike Astrophel and the Petrarchan and Spenserian lovers 

(but Iike Spenser's beloveci Elizabeth), she willingly surrenders her freedom to the bands 

of love. Indeed, this poem is almost a direct response to Spenser's LXW in which the 

woman fmally submits to the lover. By constnicting the woman as Love's willing subject 

who confesses her choice to become a lover (IO), Wroth effectively dispels the cultural 

belief that women are spaces which confonn without resistance to male imposed forms. 

The woman's choice and agency are also suggested in the pun on the word "will" in line 

10. While 'WU" most certauily denotes (Love's) desire, it is &O, as critics Like Roberts, 

Miller and Wdler note, a biographical notation which suggests William Pemberton. 

Thus, she chooses Wili (who, as the word %y" suggests, is already subject to and a 

subject of Love) over freedorn. Waiier describes the explicitly female desire which this 

choice suggests as the desire for 'bonding, not bonds; of muhiality, not the self- 

destructive hope that by abandoning herself to the wiU of another she will be given her 

'tnie' self" (124). When she declares '1 ame thy subject, conquer'd, bomd to stand," and 

'mas thy wili made me chuse," then, Pamphilia asserts that she chose to be love's subject 
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in order to explore and assert her self through her expiaices of love. She repeats the 

asseriion of her choice at the end of the fint section of the sequence (Le. after P55). As 

Roberts notes T h e  f i t  section ends with the persona's determination to love as an 

individual choice, ratfier than as an edict miposeci by the gods" (44). 

female 

des ire. 

sDarse, 

The assertion "1 ame thy subject, conquer'd" ais0 frames Wroth's position as a 

writer who reverses the gendering of the lover and beloved in a discourse of 

That is, the wornan is ody an ostensible subject of male-authored sonnets. 

Bstrophel and S t e h  and Arnoretti and Epith- create subjection which 

"involves the precondition of the subject's already being subject to something" (Rushdy 

37). In P a m p h h  to A . . mphilanthus, although the woman and her process of self- 

fashioning most certainiy form the main subject of the discoune. the beloved is not 

subjugated to that process in the same way that the beloved (woman) is in the male- 

authored collections of sonnets. He never speaks, nor is he described (apart from his 

inconstancy in love which is also suggested by his narne which means "lover of WO"). 

He is never fetishized. fragmented, or emblazoned by the lover. Because the woman 

desires him and his love. he functions as an inspiration of her voice. Because she seeks 

mutuality in desire, she does not subject him to her desires but subjugates herself to love 

and is therefore "bound to stand." 

Given the slippery nature of the poetic space in which Wroth writes, the phrase 

"bound to stand" suggests several readings. For instance, the word " b o d  denotes 

inevitability which leads to an understanding of Wroth's position as a woman who has 

read of (and indeed experienced) male concephializations of female sexuality. Aaempts 



to control women (or conquer them as subjects) by defining female agency and voice 

inevitably give rise to that same voice, or give that voice m o n  to stand (albeit as 

marguial to the dominant canon and culture). 'Bound" also suggests captivity. 

Pamphilia is conquered, or mesteci, and bound to stand Love's trial. She asserts her 

willingness to undergo love's test of (for instance) her constancy. Furthemore, that she 

Û "bound" and will inevitably 'stand" and stand up for their love suggests both that she is 

constant or immutable in Iove, and that she is a text, That is, her assertion is reminiscent 

of Astrophel's entreaty in sonnet 45 that the belovedl reader 'pity the tale of me" (14). 

Both loven become texts: Astrophel a wretched* pitiful one, and Pamphilia (at this point 

in the sequence) an assertive, confildent one. 

Pamphilia's confidence in her love and its irnmutable nature frames the collection 

of poems, although she aiso experiences despair. P e m c h  Sidney and Spenser a i l  assen 

that women are fickle. ïndeed, Spenser dedicates two cantos of The Faerie Qu- to 

Mutability (or Change) who 'doth play/ Her cruel sports to many mens decay" (VI. 1. 4- 

5). His declaration that "we [men] d l  are subject to that nase [of Mutability]" (VI. VI. 8) 

summarizes the sonnet tradition: women's aliegedly ficlcle nature usurps male authority 

and subsequently dows wornen to reign over them (and Love) in a tyrannous way. In 

assening Pamphilia's constancy and immutability, Wroth stmggles against a deeply 

entrenched tradition and "male-authored figuration of gender" (Miller, Subj- 36). 

. . From the earliest stages of Pamphrlia to A m  Wroth makes it clear that 

constancy in love, like subjectivity, is crucial to her understanding of love and gender 

constructions. She ends the first sonnet with Pamphilia's declaration that ever since she 



dreamt of Venus and Cupid, "a Lover 1 have ben" (14). The flames of love which 

engender or at least contnbute to the engende~g  of male-authoreci sequences are usuafly 

the burnings of unchaste desire which Spenser describes in An H- Honour of Love: 

"Kindled flame . . . / Which suckes the blood and drinketh up the lyfef Of carefuLl 

wretches with consumming grief" (124-6). The association of love and desire with fire 

invokes images of love (and desire in partidar) as a buming yet short-lived intensity-or, 

in other words, as a form of mutability. Wroth navigates through and beyond the 

metonymic association of love with fire in order to reconfigure women's experience of 

love. In P3 Panphilia clairns that she deserves Love's pity (Le. the requitai of her love) 

because 'flames . . . in mine [brest] bume in truest srnad Exiiing thoughts that touch 

inconstancie,/ or those which waste nott in the constant art" (6-9). Her love is "true" and 

not transient, perpetuated by feeding off both any "untrue* feelings or thoughts which she 

may have, and any thoughts which exist independently of her feelings of love. In other 

words, she lives to love. In P8O she even differentiates between the types of fire, 

elevathg a constantiy glowing flame over the sparkling (and therefore inconstant and 
. 

changeable) flarne (of desire): "Maintain the fves of love still buming bright; Non 

slightly sparkling butt light flaming bee" (3-4). The flame of love which she describes is 

somewhat similar to the Petrarchan lover's conceptuajization of the relationship between 

love and f~e-except for the fact that he is only able to experience a constantly glowing 

flame (after Laura's death) when his earthiy (cupidinous) desires are replaced by 

heaveniy love or -tas. This type of flame is the "Kindly Flame" which Spenser 

' describes through Book III (''The Legend of Chastity") of the Faerie Quene. ft is 

Most sacred fire, that bumest mightily 



In liuing brests, ykùldkd first aboue, 
Emongst th7etern& spheres and iamping sky, 
And thence pourd into men, which men cail Loue; 
Not that same, which doth base affections moue 
In brutish minds, and filîhy lust infiame, 
But that sweet fit, that doth m e  beautie loue. (III. III. 1. 1-7) 

In the couplet of P80, Pamphüia declares: "Such as although itt pierce your tender 

hem/ And burne, yet buming you wiU love the smart" (13-4). Her understanding of the 

condition of love exceeds that of the male poet-lover's because she moves beyond 

extremes and binaiy oppositions to incorporate a full range of experiences and feelings 

(none of which hijacks her sense of self) within her discourse. An image which-by 

vïrtue of being so extreme-pomays Uiconstancy in Asnophel and S t e b  for example 

(one expects that Astrophel will eventuaily bum' up in his self-kindled Barnes of desire), 

denotes desire, constancy and mie love in P am~hillia - to Arn~hilan- . Indeed, Astrophel 

fin& himself trapped by an inability to deal with the 'Icy Rame" which characterizes 

chaste love. Forster describes the 'Icy Ramew as a state of being characterizai by "the 

interpenetration of pleasure and pain, and the satisfaction which could be derived from 

holding these two opposites in an uneasy balance" (131, Because Astrophel cannot 

achieve that balance, he perpetuaily burns with desire. Pamphilia, on the other hanci, 

fi& affirmation in her (balanceci) Iove; by the end of the sequence, she coaxes her muse 

to "Lay thy self to rest,/ [and] Sleepe in the quiett of a faithfull love" (P103. 1-2). 

Thus, Wroth effectively appropriates the site of the metonym (of the flames of 

love) to inscribe it with a wommr 3 experience of love and thereby highlight the 

differences between the woman's suffering (in love) and both the men's claims of her 

col& cruel nature, and the nature of his own Iove. Pamphilia's sense of bue love as fire 



is somewhat akin to that of the Petrarchan lover's foliowing Laura's death. He 

experiences the "blind ardor that flames here among foolish mortais" (366.20-1) as poem 

113 indicates: "my kindled desire sends forth sparks that ought to set on fm even the 

souls of the dead" (3-4). Instead of the buming heat of desire, he learns to expenence and 

accept the heat of heavenly light: 'so much light shines within my heart aLl the way from 

Heaven" (357.6-7). True but h w e n l y  love replaces burning cupidinous desire. He 

leams that Laura's cnielty was necessary: 

one is now dust and makes my soul grieve who kept it, 
while alive, in weeping and of my thousand sufferings did not 
lmow one; and though she had known hem, what happened 
would still have happermi, for any other desire in her would 
have been death to me and dishonour to her. (366.92-97) 

Had L a m  given in to his implorations to love, he never wodd have apprehended "true" 

love (caritas). 

Astrophel's knowledge of love never progresses beyond bianing desire, and even 

the Spenserian lover expenences love as conflicting emotions. He feels 'unquiet 

thought" and then blarnes and decries the woman for tomenting him before he is 

reconciled to her in wedlock. However, marriage may or may not actually be 

reconciliatory to Elizabeth: we have only Spenser's word and version of the story (even 

when Elizabeth ailegedly authors a sonnet of her own-within Spenser's sequence, of 

coune). The subtle differences berneen each of these male pet-lover's use of flames 

and heat to express his experiences of love and Wroth's use of the rnetonym reveal that 

Pamphilia is b o n d  to suffer. Miller argues that 'Pamphilia speaks not solely as a lover 

focused upon the beloved but as a woman cognizant of the shared female experience of 



suffering for love" (Subject 40). While none of the lovers, male or female, focuses on the 

beloved but instead uses her or him as the meam to focus on hisher self, Parnphilia 

cerrainly expresses the d e r i n g  which Miller identifies. Tbat is, because none of the 

male lovas-least of al l  ArnphiIanthus-experiences the same kind of truc- constant, 

earthly love, the mutuaiity or bonding which Pamphilia dtimately desires can never 

ocm. 

It is interesthg that Wroth chwses the corona as the means to elaborate upon 

constancy in love: few of her predecessors attempted to write "A Crowne of Sonnets." 

She dedicates the corona to Love, after introducing it in PX--an apology to love which 

immediately precedes the corona She declares that she will "give a crowne mto thy 

endless praysd Which shall thy glory, and thy greatness raise/ More than thes p o r e  

things could thy honor spite" (12-4). "Thes poor things" refers to the poems of the 

previous section of Pamphilia to Amphilanthus in which she examines the pain that often 

accompanies passion and effectively demonstrates that a woman in love, iike a man, is 

also susceptible to doubt, jealousy, and despair. Roberts asserts that "Panphilia expresses 

her fmtration in love by denigrating Cupid as the representative of infantile, self- 

centered feelings" (Poems 45). By reporting her feelings of frustration and dedicating a 

"Crowne of Sonnets" framed by constancy to Love, Pamphilia demonstrates her 

consciousness of the 'stmggïe between passionate surrender and self-affirmation* 

(Roberts 44)-an awareness which the Spenserian lover shows, but which 

Astrophel certainly does not. Unlike the Spenserian lover, however, Parnphilia iimits her 

disparagements of the "paines which absence makes [her] now indure" (20.12). This is 



an effective technique in that she tnrly mediates upon the effects of (unrequitted "me") 

love on her self and does so without aggrandizing conceits such as accushg 

Amphilanthus of tyranny-even though she b o w s  that he is fickle. The gentle nature of 

her expression is more effective than, Say, Astrophel's tiresorne cornplaints regarding the 

beloveci's cruel nature. Indeed, because women's agency was so Limited in seventeenth- 

century English socieîy, a role such as that of a tyrant was completely unavailable mode1 

to them and therefore was not accessible as a Sutable means of (even metaphoric) 

expression. By choosing to express her love and the pain it inspires without perpeaiat 

exaggeration, Wroth re-works the "slippages between . . . powemil and powerless" which 

typicaliy occur in sonnet sequences (Dubrow 12). That is, Parnphilia, who experiences 

pain Uispired by the dark side of passion but never loses sight of her self, chooses to love. 

Unlike the poet-lovers who precede her, then, Parnphilia can exait Love, and in 

that exaltation, explore and stress the effects of love on her self. She acknowledges the 

mixture of emotions which love incites, but nevertheless elevates love to the highest state 

she possibly can. That is, she bestows a crown upon love which metonyrnically suggests 

kingship and just mie, an association which she makes explicit widlln the corona itself: 

T o  thee then lord commander of all haru,/ Ruller of owr affections kinde, and just/Great 

King of Love" (P89.9-11). Because she praises the means by which, or space in which 

she fashions her self, she can pursue a more sincere process of self-fashioning than that 

which those poet-iovers who deny love can do. Similarly, the corona gives love, as the 

space iF. wGch rhe fashions her self, reai presence: love is a whole (that is, not 

fragmenteci or fetishized) presence. In this marner, Pamphilia again reiterates her desire 



for mutuality in love. Mutual love can not be achieved when one of the people involved 

exists as a fragmented or absent presence. 

Despite her desire for mutual love and her smng assertion of self through that 

desire, Pamphilia, like each of Petrarch's, Sidney's, Spenser's and Shakespeare's lovers, 

also desires pity. In the couplet of P8. Pamphilia says to love: "Your charmes 1 obay, 

butt love not want of eyes" (14). By P48, that "want of eyesw becomes a reason to pity 

the pet-lover. In line 5 she begs: 'looke on me," and in the sestet elaborates upon the 

link between her "want of eyes" and her need for pity: 

Non ever feIt the truth of loves great miss 
Of eyes, till 1 depnved was of bliss; 
For had hee seene, hee mut have pitty show'd; 

I should non have bin made this stage of woe 
Wher sad disasters have thyr open showe 
O noe, more pitty hee had sure bestow'd (9-14) 

The subject of "looke" (5) is ambiguous: it could refer to Love. Amphilanthus, or the 

reader. Either way, Parnphilia tmnscribes herself into a text, an assertion which she re- 

enforces by describing herself a s  a 'stage of woe" (12). Looking upon her, or "reading" 

her as a text or image which presents me,  constant love but is nonetheless "by love, and 

griefe, oprest" (8), should provoke feelings of pity in the reader and in her beloved. We 

are again reminded of Astmphel's pleas to "pity the tale of me" (56. 14). 

It is interesting that Astrophel uses the word "sight" to describe hir desire in the 

same sonnet in which he articulates that plea: 'But now that 1, alas, do want her sight" 

(56.9). He could be suggesting that he wishes to be the subject of her eyes, that he, like 

Pamphilia, "love[s] non want of eyes" (P8. 14). Or, he could be suggesting that he 



desires to see Steila, in which case, he uses her (image) to fashion his self. Indeed, he 

gains her audience (and therefore her sight) in Astrophel and S t e h  "the tale of 

[Wophel]," (56.14) for she wu (as he asserts in the first sonnet of the seqwnce) read 

and therefore know (and shape him). 

UnUe Asaophel, Pamphilia invites the reader (and therefore her beloved) to look 

upon her, to take her sight. As Nom Fienberg observes. "her poetry, like her body, 

becomes an object of his specuiation" (180): in Pamphilia's words, '1 arne thy subject" 

(P8.6). However, immediately following her invitation and plea (Le. within the same 

quatrain), Pamphilia clearly aSSeN a strong sense of self: 

Iume to thes adrest, 
4 m e  the soule that feeles the greatest smart; 
I. ame that harties aunk of harts depart 
And 1, that one, by love, and griefe oprest. 
(Pa. 5-9, emphasis added) 

She tells whoever looks upon her what he (or she) will see-not the broken, silent pieces 

of sonnet ladies of the past, but a whole and assertive person. Here she certainly is not a 

"subject, conquer'd." She makes this clear by placing a comma after T'-the reader must 

place emphasis on the "Y and is thereby forced to note her assertions of subjectivity. 

#en she says "looke on me," (P48.5) she, like Shklovsky, asks for the dehabituakation 

of the reader. She asks the reader to look on herseCf, not the appropriated, fragmented, 

and distant body which male pet-loven use. In so doing, she "insists on interior or 

superlative feeling; . . . the speaker claims . . . that she is its [Literiority's] embodiment' 

(Masten 74) and "fin& the words that Petrarch's Lama, Sidney's Stella, and 

Shakespeare's Dark Lady had been deniedn (Fieiberg 183). 



PamphiIia then reverses the request for pity; as the one who has been denied 

interiority, feeling, and subjectiviîy, but who also suffers in love, she is the one who 

deserves pity. Wroth effectively uses the convention of pity to force the reader to foais 

on Pamphilia's subjectivity. Furthemore, in the assertions of her self. Pamphilia does 

not transcend her beloved (as the lovers of Petrarch's, Sidney's, Spenser's. and 

Shakespeare's sonnet sequences do); by inviting hirn to examine her and his effects on 

her (and thereby affirming his agency), he becornes an important component of the 

process of self-fashioning which she undergoes, and of the self which she displays. 

Wroth also reworks the use of confession within the process of self-fashioning 

inherent to the sonnet discourse. Pamphilia confesses her choice and her agency-not just 

her susceptibiiity to Love and desire. For instance, in P8 she says: '1 doe confess. t'was 

thy will made mee chuse" (1 O),  and in P16, a dehieration of her self as either conquered 

or fiee she States: "O my hm., rnakes my Lost hart confess/ I love, and mut: So farweli 

liberty" (13-4). Thus, Wroth uses the space of confession to contribute to the process of 

dehabitualization, for the interlocutor who judges the confession (probably 

Amphilanthus, but also any reader of the collection) focuses his or her attention 

specifically on the woman and what she perceives to be her transgression. One such 

transgression is choice; thus, the subject position is once again reversecl to instill agency 

ùito the previously empty body of the woman. Because that choice is arriculated as a 

transgression, Wroth indicates her awareness that women (as subjects to discourses of 

desire) were not supposed to even fornulate a choice, never mind verbalw i t  

* 



By reclairning and, in some cases. reappropria~g spaces within the male- 

authored sonnet sequences-predominantly, the woman's body and voice-and insrilling a 

high degree of ambiguity into the binary oppositions which typicaily shape and direct 

sonnet sequences, Wroth effectively responds to male-defined parameters of female 

subjectivity. In giving a sonnet mistress a voice which serves to complicate tropes such 

as mutability and pity, she questions and even challenges both the selves which men 

author at the expense of (a) woman's individuality, and the assumptions upon which 

sonnet discourses are traditionally built. Wroth creates a response to traditional sonnet 

collections and in so doing recasts the woman from a (passive) suitable receptacle for 

male desire, to an active presence capable of articulating her own desire. 



Chap ter Four 

"He loved her' -while of me what will they say ?": Eiizabeth Barrett Browning's and 
Christina Rossetti's Sonnets as Responses to Literary .and Social Pasts 

Their origin and their histov patriarchal poetry their origin 
and their history pamarchal poetry their origin and their history. 
Patriarctial Poetry. 
Their origin and their history. 
-Gertrude Stein "Patriarchal Poetry" 

One face looks out from al l  his canvasses, 
One selfsame figure sits or waks or leans; 
We found her hidden just behind those screens, 

That mirror gave back all her loveliness. 
A queen in opal or in &y dress, 

A nameless giil in freshest summer greens, 
A saint, an angel;-every canvass means 

The sarne one meaning, neither more nor less. 
He feeds upon her face by day and night, 

And she with nue khd eyes looks backon him 
Fair as the moon and joyful as the hght: 
Not wan with waiting, nor with sorrow dim; 

Nor as she is, but was when hope shon bnght; 
Not as she is, but as she fds his ciream. 

-Christha Rossetti "In An Artist's Studio" 

Although it is not a poem from the sequence InnominataChristina 

Rossetti's sonnet entitled "In An Ms t ' s  Studio" demonstrates her concern with women's 

"traditional" roles in art-roles which, in their selflesmess and Lack of agency, reflect the 

social roles and constructions of women in the nineteenth-century. Rossetti's use of "Ann 

in the title instead of "The" suggests universality: this woman can be found in any and 

every artist's studio. Her use of the word "selfsame" (2) indicates not just monotony 

within each of the artist's paintings, it dso indicates the aaist's use of the woman as an 

outside reference which d o w s  him to mate and affirm his own self thn,ugh his art; he 

"feeds upon her face" (9) and she becornes a "mirror" which "[gives] back ail her 



loveliness" (4). Like Petrarch's Laina, Sidney's SteLla, Spenser's Elizabeth, and 

Shakespeare's dark lady (and fair fnend), this womd~seIfsame figure" (2) exists as 

nothing more than a space which a male artist utihes in order to fashion his self. In art 

as in nineteenth-century society, a woman is "Not as she is, but as she fills [a man's] 

d.eamn (1 34). 

In his book me Troubadours, written in -1878, Frances Hueffer expresses what 

Jan Marsh describes as "a very Victonan notion of sexual difference" (473) when he 

declares: "poetry was not an ernployment but an inward necessiîy [for women]. They 

poured forth their mirth or their grief and after that relapsed into silence" (in Marsh 473). 

In the span of two brief sentences, Hueffer undermines and dismisses as redundant 

poeay produced by women. His amibution of women's poetry to a purely emotional 

"muse" of rnirth and grief (Le. the personal and autobiographical) infers a lack of 

intelIectual engagement. Women, he clairns, write as a iorm of emotional release, as an 

emotional outbunt before reniming or 'relapsing" into (proper) silence. They do not 

(and should not try to) write in order to contribue to the universality of experience and 

didacticism containecl within the traditions and canon of poetry written by men. 

Certainly , Barrett Browning and Rossetti write out of a necessity, and an 

emotional one at that. However, their necessity is not exclusively emotional. Like the 

male poets preceding thern, they use the sonnet genre to express the 'self as desiring 

entity" (Spiller 125); they are cornpellecl by necessity to address the inequality and 

dishonesty with which women are depicted in art and literature (and by extension, then, to 

address the roles allowed and assigned to women within nineteenth-century society). 



They Wnte sonnet collections in order to responii to the dominant tradition and thereby 

create a space in which a woman cm fashion her own self and subjectivity. 

. In their creation of sonnet collections which respond to the dominant tradition, 

women-including Lady Mary Wroth. Elizabeth Barrett Browning, and Christina 

Rossetti-write parodies. Parody. in this sense. means more than ridiculing imitation-as it 

is now commoniy defined. As Linda Hutcheon detaïls in her book A of P e  

e Teachings of Twentieth-Cenm Art Foms, parody 'is a fonn of imitation, but 

imitation characterized by ironic inversion. not always at the expense of the parodied text 

. . . [It is also] repetition with critical distance which marks difference rather than 

similarity" (6LL The inversion of the poet-LoverWspeaker's sex is accompanied by an 

inversion within one of the key conventions of the sonnet tradition: the (predominantly) 

silent, maileable Love object is replaced by an assertive subject. The space in which male 

subjects previously wrote their selves, then, is no longer empty and pregnable to their 

authority and desires. 

Perceiving the sonnet coilections authored by Barrett Browning and Rossetti as 

parodic texts helps to explain why the women chose to write within this particular genre. 

As Cosslett asserts. the use of parody "is another way of attributing subversive agency to 

these poets-they are not . . . the victims of a male tradition, but subtly undermine it from 

withïnw (8). Travitsky declares that we should not expect ''highly innovative, genre- 

-- 

1 In this r e s p a  Shakespeare's sonnets are rirso a fonn of parody; his disruption of the conventional bipolar 
relationship, for instance, forces readers to re-examine their understanding of the relzrtionship and dynamics 
between the subject/object and loveribeloved relationships in traditionai sequences, and shuItaneously 
creates a text which "& inm question not only its relation to other art but its own identityn (Hutcheon 
10). That is, both the poet-lover and the tex itself express thenueives as subjects whicb as 'intersections 
of inter-related culaual systems" (Lorraine 14) evolve from and inscrii difference into the sonnet 
tradition. 



shattering f o m  of writing" h m  women because of the constraints piaced on them (26). 

Instead, she asserts, we should look for ciifferences within their uses of a given genre: 

the difference between their writings and those of their male 
compatriots are thematic rather than fomal. It is primady in the 
point of view of the writers, the expression of a different frame of 
reference, a different dimension of experience . . . or a twist on a 
familiar theme, rather than [in] a feminine development of new 
forms, that the distinctive contribution of these women lies. (26) 

Whiie Travitslq's comments are relevant to a general consideration of nineteenth-century 

female writers (in addition to the sixteenth-century women to whom she specifically) 

refers, Dorothy Memiin's assertion in T h e  Fernale Poet and the Embarrasseci Reader 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning's Sonnets from the P o w e s e "  that Barrett Browning's 

'female speaker produces painfui dislocations in the conventions of amatory poetry" 

(352) extends and challenges Travitsky ' s assertion. In creating 'dislocations" Barrett 

Browing instills thematic and fornial diffemces into her writing. Just as women 

originaily provided male poets and poet-loves with a space in which to write and thereby 

fashion their selves, those poems subsequendy become the occasion prompting women to 

write. As the repetition and resonation of "history" and "ongin" within the epigraph from 

Stein's 'Patriarc ha1 Poetry " indicates, while the patriarc ha1 poetic tradition authors (and 

therefore authorizes) constnicts of (and for) women, an inherently female voice cun 

originate €rom within that dominant tradition. Thus, to Barrett Browning and Rossetti. 

conventions within the tradition-in particular that of the unspeaking female beloved- 

becorne "catalyst[s] for the productionn Wall 33) of their own texts. Indeed, Rossetti 

makes this catalyst explicit in her use of passage. from Petrarch's Rime sparse and 

Dante's Beatrice to contextualize each of her sonnets. For exarnple, she introduces 



sonnet 2 with: "It was already the h o u  which turns back the desire* and '1 recur to the 

time when 1 first saw thee" from Beatrice and the Rime respectively. Within her 

own sonnet, the monrur innomi- laments the fact that she cannot recall that first 

meeting: 

1 wish 1 could rernernber that first &y, 
First hour, first moment of your meeting me, 
If brïght or dirn the season, it might be 

Summer or Winter for aught 1 can Say; 
So mecordeci did it slip away. (1-5) 

She uses an element common to the male-authored sequences to provide the setting or 

thematic direction of her own poem, and then inscnies that convention with her own, 

ferninine twist Her larnents in sonnet 2 more effectively prove the strength of her love 

than a diarization of the moment itself wouid Unlike the male poet-lovers. she did not 

experience love at fmt sight, but grew to cherish her beloved; consequently, her love 

seems more sincere. The tradition provides a tangible frame to each sonnet of l & n ~  

Rossetti also makes her use of the tradition (or the silences therein) as a catalyst 

for her sonnets explicit in her introduction to the sequence: 'Had such a lady [as Beaaice 

or Laura] spoken for herself, the portrait left us  might have appeared more tender, if less 

dignified, than any drawn even by a devoted friend" (86). The Sonnet Lady, she 

contends, has not been fairly represented. Bamea Browning's and Rosseni's sonnet 

collections can each be seen as a particular response in the ongoing, somet-driven 

dialogue, and therefore as an extension of the sixteenth-cenhrry "participatory poetics" 

which Waii identifies (33). hdeed, the very nature of parody-with a parodic text's 



germination embedded within preceding texts and tradition(s)-is suggestive of dialogue 

(participation in which itself niggests agency). 

The OED defines dialogue-from the Greek dia- (meaning through) and -1ogue 

(from logos, mmeaning the word)-as a literary work in conversational € o n ,  or as a 

conversation between two or more people. In his glossary to Bahktin's The DiplQgiç 

Jmagmanm, 
* .  editor Michael Holquist (working through Bakhtin) defines dialogism: 

'Everything means, is understood, as part of a pater  whole-there is a constant 

interaction between meanings, ail of which have the potentid of contradicting others" 

(426). An important element of didogism is what Bakhtin ternis "heteroglossia": 

the base condition governing the operation of meaning in 
any utterance . . . At any given time, in any given place, 
there wili be a set of conditions-social, historical, 
rneteorological, psychological-that will insure that a word 
uttered in that place in that time will have a meaning 
different than it would have under any other conditions. 
(428) 

According to Bakhtin, multiplicity-as the organizing principle of dialogue-challenges 

power structures which arrange themselves around the principle of the monologic: 

One may, like a primitive tribe that kmws only its own 
Mts, be deluded into thinking there is one language, or 
one may, as grammarians. certain political figures and 
normative frarners of ' l i t erq  Languages' do, seek in a 
sophisticated way to achieve a unitary language. (426) 

To protect the authority of the monologue, such power structures attempt to w n d  the 

dialogic underpinnùigs of language, privileging the singular over the plural, the imitary 

over the multiple. Bakhtin asserts that poetic genres tend to privilege unity over 

multiplicity because poetic expression "prrsupposes on the one hand a unity of language 



(in the sense of a system of general normative f o m )  and on the other hand the unity of 

an individual person realizing himself in this language" (254). In cornparison to p t r y ,  

the novel creates conditions which allow 

differing individual voices [to] flourish. Authorid speech, 
the speech of narrators, inserted genres, the speech of 
characters are merely the fundamental compositional 
lmities with whose help heteroglossia can enter the novel; 
each of them permits a muttiplicity of social voices and a 
wide variety of their links and interrelationships (always 
more or Iess dialogized). (263) 

By examining the history of the sonnet genre, one sees that multiplicity is in fact 

predominantly contained within the tradition itself (not within an individual work) when 

poets like Shakespeare, Wroth, Bmett Browning and Rosseai diverge from the standards 

and conventions which poets like Petrarch, Sidney, and Spenser both create and 

maintain.' However, within that history, attempts to maintain the sonnet genre as a 

monologic "literary language" (Bakhtin 426) also exist. By including male writers-such 

as Petmch, Sidney and Spenser-within the literary canon, and excluding femaie writers- 

such as Wroth and Anne Lok (a linle known sixteenth-cenhiry (sonnet) writer)-"differing 

individual voices" are lost: "women, however famous in their day, get left out when 

literary history cornes to be writtenn (Cosslett 1). Barren Browning was not aware of 

' To a Iimited degree, a pet can include 'differing individual voices" within his or her work-the debate 
surrounding Sidney's reIationship to Astrophel illustrates t f i is  point By incorporating what various critics 
interpret as demarcations which instili critical ciifference between the poet himself and the poet-lover 
whom he creates, Sidney generates a poetic work which contains more than a single "unified" person who 
uses the poetry to realize his self. However, for the most part, an individual poetic work (such as a 
collection of sonnets) does indeed privilege a specific individual's expression by bIocking or even 
appropriating other voices ( a h  techniques which Sidney employs). In sonnets, that voice is most often, of 
course. that of the beloved (woman). 



Wroth (or any other femaie writer for that matter) who gave voice and subjectivity to the 

beloved object in sonnet-indeed, in 1 yric-form: 

and yet where were the poetesses? The divine b ~ t h  which 
seemed to corne and go, and, ere it went, f ikd the land 
with that crowd of m e  pets  whom we cal1 the old 
dramatists-why did it never pass, even in the lyrical form, 
over the lips of a woman? How saange! And can we deny 
that it was so? I look everywhere for grandmothers and s e  
none. (in Stephenson 4) 

Rossetti, aware of Barren Browning's sonnets, puzzles over the fact that she is seerningly 

and surprisingly the only one to write a respome to the tradition: 

1 rather wonder that no one &O fm as 1 h o w )  ever hit on 
my semi-historical argument before for such a treatment-it 
seems to me so full of poetic suggestiveness . . . had the 
Great Poetess of our own day and nation [Barrett 
BrowninB] only been unhappy instead of happy, her 
ciraunstances wouid have invit@ her to bequeath to us, in 
lieu of the "Portuguese Sonnets," an inimitable "donna 
innominata" drawn not from fancy but from feeling, and 
worthy to occupy a niche beside Beatrice and L a m  (in 
Marsh 473, emphasis added) 

Rossetti's musings illustrate a key difference between her sonnets and those of 

Barren Browning: to her, Barrett Browning's expressions of intimate, requited (i.e. 

marri&) and therefore fanczjid love preclude the sonnets' consideration as a response to 

the dominant tradition. To Rossetti, the lover of Barrett Browning's sonnets-like the 

mode1 in the artist's studio-4s a "mirror which gives back dl her loveliness" ( s tudi~  4) 

and therefore belongs within the (monologue of the) dominant îradition in which "every 

canvass means/ The sarne meanhg" ( S t u u  6-7). 

However, Barrett Browning cenainly addresses elements of the sonnet tradition, 

even if she does not make her parodying of and response to the tradition overt (as Rossetti 



does). Indeai, as Mermin states, 'the speaker in Sonnets -the Portu- initiates 

and writes her own poems. She does not choose merely to respond to her lover's words, 

to be silenc to be abandoned, to die" (355). While her sonnets' gemiination may intiaiiy 

ocnn within the sonnet tradition as a response. she also instills ciifference inîo her poerns, 

at once responding to that tradition moving away from a strict response. In his 

examination of the poems and their formal structure in "Mapping Sublimity: Elizabeth 

Barrett Browning's Sonnets from the Porturnese, Jerome M a w r o  concludes that "it 

seems unredistic . . . to expect either adherence to conventionaüzing measures and closes 

or exact correspondence to the work's . . . iiterary allusions." (1 77). In iight of such 

assertions, Rosseai's contentions become somewhat narrow-minded; as Stephenson 

asserts in her book Elizabeth Barrett Brown- and the Poe= of Love. Barrett Browning 

insists "upon the necessity of releasing women fiom the passivity and silence imposed on 

them in life and art by the role of the beloved, and to attempt to provide women with both 

a functional role and a forceful voice" (51). Barrett Browning and Rossetti incorporate, 

adapt, appropriate, and rework elements and conventions of the tradition into their sonnet 

collections. Such elements include the use of fire imagery, the equivocation of the 

lover's and beloveci's identities, and pity in a confessional discourse which emphasizes 

subjectivity and self-fashioning. They create vastly different sequences, but seek similar 

goals and effects, including the deheation of "a form of love quite different from that 

which the convention would generally suggest" (Stephenson 70). That is, they both shirk 

the poetic genres most frequently used by women, 'poems abou love 



. . . in which the gender of the narrator is rarely specified and becornes relatively 

unimportant [in Lieu of] poetry of love, the Lyrical expression of the emotion and the type 

of verse which traditionaüy excluded women frorn the role of speaking subject" 

(Stephenson 4) to demonstrate that (a) woman is not self-les, as was (and perhaps stüi is) 

commonly believed and projected in Western culnirr.' In "'Syllables of Velvet': 

Dickinson, Rossetti and the Rhetoric of Sexuality" Margaret Homans writes: T h e  '1' of 

romantic lyric is constituitively masculine, not universal, because in Western poetic and 

philosophical traditions, self-expressive subjectivity is represented as a male prerogative, 

and the romantic lyric in partinilar makes subjectivity itself the subject of poetryw (570). 

Barren Browning and Rossetti reclaim the female voice and female subjectivity while 

they restructure the "subject of poetry." They thereby conaibute to the process of 

exposing as false the assumption that 'women exist only to be acted on by men, both as 

literary and sensual objets" (Gilbert and Gubar 22). 

Many of Barrett Browning's sonnets function to assert a more honest porüayal of 

female love; she repeatedly emphasizes the fernale lover's self and agency, attempting to 

prove that "selfless love" was nor "woman's destiny" (Rich 47). For instance, in sonnet 

V the poet-lover compares herself to Electra in a sorrowful expression of (seemuigly) 

unrequited love: 

1 Lift my heavy h e m  up solemnly, 
As once Electra her sepulchral um, 
And, looking in thine eyes, I ovemim 

.. - 

3 GiIber~ and Gubar go into great detail regarding the etymology of the woman's (apparent) seifiessness. 
They iink it to the foundation of authority in a patriarchai society: The mots of 'authority* tell us, after dl, 
that if woman is man's property then he must have authored her, just as surely as they tell us chat if he 
authored her she must be his property. As a creation ' p e ~ e d '  by man, rnoreover, woman has been 
'pemed up' Or hl'" (13). 



The ashes at thy feet Behold and see 
What a great heap of grief lay hid in me, 
And how the red wild sparkies dimly b u m  
Through the ashen grayness. If thy fwt in scom 
Could tread them out to darkness unerly, 
It might be well perhaps. But if instead 
Thou wait beside me for the wind to blow 
The gray dust up, . . . those laurels on thùi head, 
O my belovèd, wili not shield the  so, 
That none of ali the fues shall scorch and shred 
The hair beneath. Stand farther off then! go. 

The dimming of the lover's fiery love to ashes suggests unrequited love and death, a 

negation of her assertion in sonnets 1 and W that love does not equal death but in fact 

saves her from it: 

the footsteps of thy sou1 
Move still, oh, still, beside me, as they stole 
Betwixt me and . . . 
death, where 1, who thought to sink, 
Was caught up into love, and taught the whole 
Of life in a new rhythm. (W .2-7) 

However, her use of the Elecm myth in sonnet V creates subtle tension in the poem 

which undercuts a simplified reading. Accordirig to the myth. Elecaa's u m  contains what 

she believes to be the ashes of the deceased Orestes. Disguiseci as a messenger 

announcing Orestes' death, Orestes himself han& the um to Electra but fails to infonn 

her that the ashes are a decoy for his enemies: "Electra, beiieving him to be really dead, 

takes the um and, embracing it, purs forth her grief in language full of tendemess and 

In Barrett Browning's poem, the pet-lover's expression of grief becornes a decoy 

intended to provoke her beloved--whom she suspects may indeed requite her love. He 

can "in scom" tread upon the " r d  wild sparkles [which] dimly b d  Through the ashen 



grayness" (6-7), thereby confimiing what she does not really fear-that her love for him 

must die. Altematively, he can "wait beside" her (IO), in which case he may (and 

probably wiU) be affected (i-e. scorched (13)) by the fm of her love. Or, he can leave 

her: 'Stand farther off then! gow (14). Because the "ashes" in the um (Le. the pet-lover's 

grief and despair) are only a decoy, the reader and the pet-lover aüke suspect that the 

beloved will not choose this last altemative. 

In this single sonnet Barrett Browning effectively parodies several key elements 

of the (patriarchal) tradition. The (obvious) fact that the woman is no longer a mute(d) 

object indicates agency and self awareness-inaccessible naits to passive love-objets. 

The presence of ashes, dying embers and grief instead of f i e  suggests constancy in love. 

Contrary to repeated expressions through literary and social history of woman as an 

inconstant creature, this woman is brought to grief by her constant but unrequited love 

(usuallj the daim of men who nevertheless tend to languish in the throes of passionate 

fue). For instance, in Sonnet 25, Astrophel describes virtuous love: 

vernie, if it once met with our eyes, 
Strange flames of Love it in our soules would raise; 
But for that man with paine this truth descries, 

While he each thing in sense's ballance wayes. (1-4) 

This seerns to be the charitable love or "Kindly flame" which Spenser describes in Book 

III of me Faerie Oueene. Astrophel, however, fails to fmd the correct balance inherent in 

such chaste love: "Vernie's great beautie in that face I proveJ And find th'effect, for 1 do 

bume in love" (13-4). Astrophel constantly bums with desire. In Sonnet VI, the 

Spenserian lover d e s c n i  chaste love: a flame which is ciifficuit to kindle, but which, 

"when it once doth bmne, it doth dividel great heat, and makes his Barnes to heaven 



aspire" (7-8). Constant love is depicted in both of these sonnets as a flame. Barrett 

Browning's use of ashes instead of flames suggests constant love which dies because it is 

nct understood as constant and me. The beloved can either mpite her love, rekindling 

the flame from the 'dimly bianing sparkles" (6); or he can tread upon those sparkles and 

permanently staunch the flame of her love. 

Barrett Browning's conception of the woman's love as an um-full of ashes and 

'red wiid sparkles [which] dirnly b m '  (6) combined with her association of the woman 

with Electra within rhe sonnetgenre &O indicate that male constnictions of female love 

throughout sonnet history are unfair and inaccurate. That is, the ashes which cause 

Electra's outpourings of grief are not in fact the ashes of Orestes (because he was still 

alive). Similarly, the ashes of love which the female pet-lover purs out af her 

beloved's feet are not the ashes of her love, but are the ashes of femaie love as it is and 

has been (mis)construed by men and male poets; These consmcctiom of female love and 

femaie beloveds make this poet-lover's h a r t  'heaw" (1) and cause her grief. Thus, she 

asks him to take responsibility for creating falsities regarding women and love: "It migh 

be well perhaps" (9) if he were to tread "the red wild sparkles . . . to darlcness utterly . . . 

in scom" (6-9). For, if he does not deny the validity of male conceptions of femaie love, 

he will be scorched by those very ashes which he created: 

But if instead 
Thou wait beside me for the wind to blow 
The grey dust up, . . . those laurels on thine head, 
. . . will not shield thee so, 
That none of the Fies should scorch and shred 
The hair beneath. (1 1-14) 



The male pet-lover, she contends. will be hanned by the falsity of his own work if he 

dases to 'wait beside" (10) her as the truth is made known (by her). In a poem which 

seems to descri'be the pain and grief caused by unrequited love (such as  that which the 

pet-lovers of Petrarch's, Sidney's, Spenser's, and even Shakespeare's sequences 

typicdy claim to experience), Barrett Browning subtly articulates her challenge to the 

dominant tradition Indeed, that challenge is held, for instance. withùi her use of the 

"wind" and "laurels." Throughout the &me sparse, Petrarch plays upon Lam's Rame, 

using it to compare her to a breeze (l'a-). In this poem, I'mva as wind becornes 

becornes a threat to the fame which the poet achieved through (and at the expense of) 

it/her. Furthemore, his fame and the constructions of Laura which he articulateci (now 

containeci within the word "laurels") will not protect him when the wind, I ' m - t h e  

fernale poet-disturbs the ashes (Le. his false constructions of female love). As Angela 

Leighton describes in "Stimng a Dust of Figures: Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Love," 

Wese are moments when the static iconography of courtly love is playfully disnipted, 

and the once immovable lady is caught up in quite a lively drarna" (17). 

Despite the poet-lover's covert but nonetheless strong assertions in sonnet V, 

sonnet VI begins: "Go from me. Yet 1 feel that 1 shall stand Henceforth in thy shadow" 

(11-2 She seems perpetually caught between captivity and freedom. Sonnet VI 

functions predominantly as an expression of love and the subjugation which one 

experiences upon falling in iove. The lover surrenders a part of her self to the beloved: 

'when 1 sue/ God for myself, He hears that Nune of thine,/ And sees within my eyes the 

tears of mon (VI. 1 2 4 .  Her appeals to G d  (and therefore her sins) becorne the 



beloved's &o. Following the precedent estabhhed by Shakespeare, Barrett Browning 

complicates subjectivity by coiiapsing the beloved's identity into that of the lover. 

The tension between freedom and captivity also contains resonances of a 

woman's social position in nineteenth-century England. Before she feli in love, the lover 

stood *Alone upon the threshold of my door/ Of Individual life" (VI. 3-4); However. as 

a woman of the nineteenth-century, such an "Individual life" would be Limited by 

deference and obedience to a male authority (e-g. a father or brother), despite women's 

struggles throughout the century to gain rights which the patnarchd order had long 

denied thern. Whether she marries or not, her capacity for living an "Individuai life" is 

very Limited indeed. 

Her declaration that "1 feel that 1 shall stand/ Henceforth in thy shadow" (VL 1-2) 

is more than a declaration of love, it is also a continuation of the previous sonnet's 

sentiments. For, the fact that the poet-lover's dedarations of her intention (to give the 

perpehially silent [femde] beloved a voice which will work agauist the monologue 

established by the sonnet tradition) are somewhat covert (veiled by the Electra myth and 

therefore less of a threat to that monologue of paaiarchal poetry) suggests that this female 

poet-lover will remain within the shadows of male poet-loven and the (silent) beloveds 

whom they mate. Indeed, her prediction turns out to be quite accurate given nineteenth- 

and twentieth-cenniry critics' (including Christina Rossetti's) determination to view these 

4 Nurnerous critics have cited the relevance of doors in Barrert Browning's sonnets and relate them to 
biographical facts. They perceive thern as representations of the captivity imposed upon her by her father. 
In this her 'Individual life" would be one of illness and isolation 



poems as nothmg more than Barrett Browning's rnusings upon her personal life and her 

relationship with Robert Browning. 

While a great deal of critical attention is devoted to as a aworthy" 

piece of literature, the Sonnets fmm the Pommese tend to be read disfavourably because 

they are perceived as a strictly autobiographical chronologhg of her courtship with 

Robert Browning. in an edition of the poems pubfished in 1996 by William Peterson and 

Julia Markus, 'each poem is accompanied on the facing page with relevant excerpts from 

the love letters" (x, emphasis added). By employing this format, the editors intend to 

Unpress upon readers that is was ''hm 'life in new rhythm' that she was celebrating and 

that the idiom of the sequence is inspireci rnainly by her own experience of awakened 

love" (x, emphasis added). Similarly, the Variorum edition of her sonnets, published in 

1980, uses only Barrett Browning's biography to contextualize the poems. In both the 

Cntical and Textual Inaoductions, Miroslava Wein Dow contends tint the Sonnets from 

fie Pommese "is the o d y  poetry in which she about her own strong and very 

personal feelings" (vü). Marsh even re-irerates the biographical nature of the sonnets at 

the expense of one of the sequence's components, its title: 

Sonnets from the Pomi~ese was a decoy title, given to the 
poems on publication in 1850 and using the grammatical 
ambivalence to imply that they were translations-such as 
the 'Portuguese Letters' from Caterina to Camoens, 
themselves conceded behind a fiction--when in fact they 
were personal expressions of love to Robert from EIizabeth. 
(474) 

Manh joins the large group of critics who tend to dismiss women's wrïting, as Mermin 

asserts; "women's writing is al l  t w  easily read not just as insincere but, more 



damagingly. as artiess and spontaneous. When women's poetry (especially love poetry) 

is powemil, it is assumed to be autobiographical" (357). Her dedaration that the 

rn the Porturnese presents and autobiographicai records of a tme romance is, in the 

words of Angela Leighton, 'to miss their literary playfullness, their in-jokes, even, at 

times, their competative ingenuity. But above all, it is to miss their sense of the other, 

rernote, difficult Language of Love, which is inherited from a long-ago of literature" (1 7). 

What these and other critics fail to recall is that alludkig to the pet 's biography is 

an important element of the sonnet tradition. Historians and critics still search regisaies 

for evidence of Lam's existence. Stella h a  been linked to Penelope Rich and Astrcphel 

to Philip Sidney (indeed, Astrophel is often spelt Astrophil in order to emphasize the 

comection) . Spenser's wife, mother, and queen were aii named Elizabeth-a fact which 

he makes explicit in sonnet LXXIIII. Even Shakespeare alludes to his own biography by 

naming the lover Will. 

Rosseni's sequence has also been scrutinized for autobiographical links. Despite 

Rossetti's own protesu, her younger brother William described them as  personal poems 

written to a "real" male lover, probably Charles Cayley: "William had no doubt. He 

described the preface as a similar decoy : 'a blind-not an untruthfui blind, for it aileges 

nothing that is not reasonabie . . . but sti l l  a blind interposed to draw off attention from 

the writer in her proper person'" (Marsh 474). Although Marsh fails to rescue Barrett 

Browning's sonnets from a biographical contextuaiization, she does indeed preserve 

onna-- from similar treatment, ironically citing the biographical convention 

inherent to sonnet sequences: 



As befits the genre, the beloved person is nowhere 
identified within the verse, and over the years critics and 
biographers have hunted for ghosts of supposed lovers who 
might be hovering between the lines. In the absence of 
other evidence, most have finaily accepted William's 
statement, Mth varying degrees of reluctance based on the 
imperfect fit of the poems to what is known of the 
relationship. . . . But the sonnets are infuiitely more than 
that They are the culmination of a Literary creation tied not 
to affection for any particular man, but artidating love in 
al l  its aspects-romantic, wisaul, steadfast, selfdenying. 
painful, heroic serene-as it was alive in her hart and her 
imagination. (474-5) 

Like other sonneteers, Bamtt Browning and Rossetti each create a persona While 

Barrett Browning's sonnets certainly contain biographical elements, they represent more 

than the plain mirroring or diarizing of Barrett Browning's own Life. As Stephenson 

asserts, 

Apparently we have still not quite shaken off the myth that 
when women write of love it is necessarily instinctive and 
personal. A bowledge of Barrett Browning's life and 
letters may illuminate the work but our appreciation and 
understanding of [her] as a p e t ,  rather than as a woman, 
will continue to be restricted as long as there is an 
insistence on viewing the Sonnets frome P o m i ~ e s e  as 
the documented story of an actual romance instead of a 
series of fmely crafted poems. (70) 

It is interesthg that critics deem Banett Browning's and Rossetti's sonnet 

collections as factual confessions while they perceive those of the male poets as 

containing o d y  factual elements or allusions. In order to reclaim and subsequently 

express female subjectivity, Barrett Browning, Rosseni and Wroth mrrst mite using an 

intensely personal (i.e. confessional) tone. As Foucault asserts, confession requires "the 

presence (or vimial presence) of a partner who is not simply the interIocutor but mrrhority 



who requires the confession, prescribes and appreciates it, and intervenes in order to 

judge. punish, forgive, console and reconcile" (62, emphasis added). While these women 

write in order to provide other women with new role modeis (in both a social and literary 

context). they were aware that they also wrote for male readers-~2t~thontzb. However, 

unlike the male poet-lovers, the fault which the female pet-lovers confess is more than 

the transgression or sin of desiring (cupidinously or otherwise). Certainly their desire or 

love is itself a transgression-women were supposeci to be passive objects in love. the 

qression of such desire, and the appropriation of the masculine subject position in such 

a traditional poetic genre are p a t e r  transgressions. Barrett Browning and Rossetti lmew 

that their expression of love wodd be judged (disfavourably); however, the attention 

generated by their transgressions could contribute to liberating both the iika of woman 

and women themselves in men's rninds from the saichms irnposed on them in a 

patriarchal order. Their confessions serve (they hope) to promote reconciliation. Thus. 

insistence on these sequences as (rnerely) biographical effectively prevents them from 

functioning as a means of resisting the monologue of the tradition. and has, in the case of 

Sonnets from the Pomiguese, certainly contributeci to the decline in the s o m e ~ '  

popularity over the' last fim years. As a result, the functional role which Barrett 

Browning attempts to provide has been lost5 

The poet-lover of th& sonnet collection asserts subjectivity and a self in a similar 

way to that which Miller identifies in Wroth's sonnets. Both female pets strive to 

Indeed, Barrea Browning's seqwnce has k e n  perceived by male critics as a prescription for the perfecr 
state of female happiness. That is, in their opinion a woman is best mamed. Despii Ba- Browning's 
attempts to provide women with a positive role model, worked away k m  and against paaiarchy, the 
woman is reinstated under the d e  of men. 



"represent femaie subjectivity in multiple tenns" (Subja  4). Stephenson understands 

such mdtiply-conceived subjectivity as a consecpence of the fernale pet's desire to 

articulate more than a simple mporzse to the (tradition of the) male lover's impassioned 

AU the problems that women face in writing lyric become 
intensifieci when they tum more specifcaliy to the 
traditionally male-dominated sonnet sequence and write in 
the shadow of such poets as Petrarch, Dante, Sidney, and 
Shakespeare. Instead of simply attempting to speak from a 
position of the conventionally silent and passive beloved, to 
speak as a Laura, a Beatrice, [or] a Stella . . . and only 
respond to the lover's passion, Barrett Browning confounds 
the traditiond roles of lover and beloved . . . and the 
speaker altemately appears as both active speaking subject 
and silent passive object (73) 

The pet-lover of S-fromese is subjected by love. Indeed. such 

subjection creates the premise for the collection as a whole. h the first son.net, the poet- 

lover asserts that Love, as 

a mystic Shape did move 
Behind me, and drew me backward by the hair, 
And a voice said in mastery, while 1 strove, . . . 
"Guess now who holds thee?" (1-4) 

Not only is she nibjugated to love, but she also subjugates heme2fto love. Sonnet XIV is 

a plea-asking her beloved to love her not as a physicai object with attractive but 

changeable qualities, but for love's sake only: 

Do not say 
'1 love her for her smile . . . her look . . . her way 
Of speaking gently. . .' 
For these things in themselves, Belovèd, may 
Be changeci, or change for the, and love. so wrought, 
May be unwrought so. (2-9) 



While Shakespeare wrote an anti-blazon which negated Petrarchan stereotypes but 

maintained the woman's subjugation as the object of the man's gaze (sonnet 130), Barretî 

browning creates a counter-blazon in which the woman gently removes herself from that 

gaze which has for so long objectified and subjugated women like Laura and Stella Her 

extrication from the gaze (and therefore from the objective position) is accompanied by 

the assertion: "If thou must Iove me, let it be for noughtl Except for love's sake only" 

(XTV. 1-2). By subjugating herself to love, as countless male pet-lovers have done 

before her, she subtly moves towards the subject position, placing herself and her 

beloved/male lover into a more balanceci relationship. This balance is quietly reinforced 

throughout the sonnet For instance, the opening phrase of the sonnet: 'If thou must love 

me" (1) clearly establishes her position as beloved and the man's as  lover. Her 

involvement is passive at this point-she is the object of his affection. However, by 

proceeding to tell him how and why he should love her, she assets her self: the object is 

also the subject As the quatrain continues, she uses an intemal rhyme between "oniy" 

and *gentlym in addition to pauses in the metering to place soft emphasis on the phrase 

"Of speaking gently": 

If thou must love me, let it be for. nought 
Except for love's sake only. Do not Say 
'1 love her for her smile. . . her look, . . her way 
Of speaking gently." (1 -4) 

Emphasis on ferninine speech, so "gentle" perhaps that it went unheard or was 

ovenpoken in male-authored sonnet coliections, suggests (praised) agency and the 

possibility that the woman can (and shodd) be a subject as weii as an objet- 



Barrett Browning M e r  complicates the tension between subjectivity and 

objectivity in sonnet XVI. The beloved becornes king-like in thir poem. He may, she 

s u g g e ,  "conquer" her 

And yet, because thou overcomest so, 
Because thou art more noble and iike a king, 
Thou canst prevail against my fears and fling 
Thy purple round me, tïil my heart shall grow 
Too close against t h e  heart, henceforth to know 
How it shook when alone. W y ,  c o n q u e ~ g  
May prove as lordiy and complete a thing 
In lifting upward. as in cnishing low! 
And as a vanquished soldier yields his sword 
To one who lifts him from the blooày earth,- 
Even so, Belovèd, 1 at last record, 
Here ends my strife. If thou invite me forth, 
1 rise above abasement at the word 
Make thy love larger to enlarge my worth. 

The word "conquer" combined with the cornparison of the pet-lover to a %mquished 

soldier" indicate that her subjugation to him has been a difficult accomplishment, but one 

which she nevertheless accepts. However, in c o n q u e ~ g  her heart, he does not "cnish" 

her, but lifts her 'upward" (8). Her "worth" is "enlargedm when he "fiings" his upurple 

round [her]' (3,4,14). The conquered subject does not relinquish her self or agency. 

Unlüre the speakers of Petrarch's, Sidney's, Spenser's or Shakespeare's sonnets, this 

pet-lover does not descnbe the beloved as a tymnt because he conquers her heart. 

Instead, the lover and the beloved both grow in worth and nobility. By confounding 

nibjectivity and objectivity in her sonnets, Barrea Browning articuiates more than a 

simple response to the passive and silent position created by the male-dominated 

tradition. She thereby creates an honest and realistic portrayal of love h m  a woman's 

point of view. 



Like Barrett Browning, Christina Rossetti articulates more than a mere response 

to the dominant tradition in her sonnet sequence. By the time of Mo-'s 

publication in 1881, sonneteering was back in vogue aher an extended lapse throughout 

the eighteenth-century. Many people ( r d  men) wrote amatory sequences and 

simultaneously introduced diversity into the genre; according to William Going, 'one of 

the chief conm'butions of the nineteenth-century sonneteer was the broadening of the 

possible uses of the genre" (57). Rossetti wrote; then, in an atmosphere in which 

tradition and experimentation were blended. Indeed, while she was Wnting 

norninaa her brother Dante Gabriel was wriring m e  House of L i f ~  a sequence which, 

in its explorations of sensual and spirituai love, "suggested the chaxm of Petrarch's Laura 

and the mystery of Shakespeare's Dark Lady" (Going 21). The muse of L& is a loosely 

arranged, thematically Iinked collectim, whiie M o n n a - s u b t i t i e d  "A S o ~ e t  

of Sonnetsw--is strictly stxuctured, with each of the fourteen sonnets 'corresponding* to a 

h e  of a sonnet (Le. the f i t  four sonnets comprise the fint quamin, the second four the 

second quatrain. the ninth sonnet contains the him and so on). 

In her introduction to the sequence, Rossetti makes it clear that several traditions 

engender her sonnets. Not ody do Dante's Beatrïce and Petrarch's Lam inspire her 

poetry. so do "a bevy of unnarned ladies" celebrated in the songs of "a school of less 

conspicuous poets" (86) who preceded Dante and Petrarch. Her assertion that each of 

these women "have alike paid the penalty of exceptional honoin, and have corne down to 

us resplendent with charms, but scant of attractiveness" (86) is an intereshg one. 

Female honour (as it is patnarchally conceiveci) makes these women acceptable and even 



venerabie subjects/objects of male authored poetry. However, such honour is &O a 

penalty because it makes the woman 'scant of attractiveness"; because she becornes an 

absent presence without body or soui she is -from a womnn's point of view-an 

mattractive role model. The unnamed lady whom she creates is more than an absent 

presence: "men Rossetti gives the monna innominata a voice, she also gives her a 

chmacter rather than the merely idealized 'charms' traditionaliy projected upon such 

female objects of desire" (Harrison 184). 

Thus, the concem which inspired 'In An M t ' s  Studio" ais0 gave rise to 

Rossetti's U m a  Innominaa a sonnet sequence which expresses discontent with those 

rois  and constructions, and in such expression actively works against both the tradition 

which assigns those constructions, and against the roles themselves. As Sharon Leder 

and Andrea Abbon assert in their book me L a w  of Excl-: The Poetry of 

Dickinson and Chnsh * .  na Rossetti "Not only do their [Rossetti's and Dickinson's] poetic 

voices defend the autonomy and strength of women alone, they take responsibility for 

'self in an age when conventional literanae prescribed exactly the opposite roles for 

women" (10). Rossetti's concem is condensed into the f i t  couplet of sonnet 11: 'Many 

in aftertimes WU Say of y o d  "He loved hef-while of me what will they say?" The 

answer to that question, 'Not that 1 loved you more than just in play,/ For fashion's sake 

as idle women do" (3-4, is one which male sonneteers- in their constructions of the 

coid cruel fair--lead readers to formuiate. Throixgh the voice of this "Doma 

hominata," thepmper response is reveded: those who "prate . . . h o w  not what we 

knewl Of love and parting in exceeding pain" (5-6). This woman loves her beloved as 



much as each man of male-authored sonnet coUections claimed to love his beloveci: %y 

my heart of love laid bare to youl M y  Love that you can make not void nor vain" (9-10). 

Rossetti's sonnet sequene responds to the sonnet tradition in order to fecreate or 

revise wornen's roles; by adding a woman's perspective to the sonnet tradition, Rossetti 

hopes to overgo the positions prescriied for women in art (and litetam) ~ ~ l ? ~ ,  

and in society generally. She thereby contniutes to a kind of palimpsest in which a 

varieq of voices create a richly tex& discourse-through the variety in voices change 

can be initiated. Isobel Armstrong descnbes Rossetti's (and indeed Barrett Browning's 

and Wroth's) effects in writing sonnets in "Christha Rossetti-Diary of a Feminist 

Reading": 

And since poetry does not simply reproduce but creates and 
becomes the materiais of cultural forms themselves, th& 
reciprocity seemed promising for the way out of the 
impasse which makes women the passive object of a 
special or marginalized expenence. It makes the woman 
pe t  an agent. (1 67) 

The pet-lover or "unnameci lady" of Rossetti's sonnet sequence accuses the male Lover: 

"you consmied me/ And loved me for what might or might not ben (4.6-7) and in the 

coune of the sequence precedes to show him where he went wrong in (mis)construingg 

Similarly, as I have already discussed, Rossetti is critical of Ban-ett Browning's 

expression of female love, believing it to confirm the woman's position as it is 

established witbin and by the tradition which created Beatrice, Lam and the "donne 

innominate" who preceded them. In the last sentence of the introduction, Rossetti asseru 

that Bamtt Browning's pet-lover fails to provide "an inimitable 'donna innominata' . . . 

worthy to occupy a Riche beside Beatnce and Lam" (86); this sentence combineci with 



the ritle of her own sequence suggests that she does create such a woman (who is "drawn 

not from fancy but from feeiingm(86)). 

The ambiguity contained within the word "of" in the sub-title to Mo- 

ornina& A Somnet of S o n n a  confirms thk assertion. Ceriallity "OF suggests 

composition in that Innominata a single sonnet in which each line is itself a 

sonnet "Of" &O means about As a sequence by a woman &ouf sonnets (written by 

men), M o m  Innominata addresses the tradition of love lyrics and the constructions of 

women which they perpehiate. This, combinai with the fact that the woman who speaks 

will be "worthy to occupy a niche beside Beatrice and Lam" resuits in quite a strong 

assertion given the "name" of the woman who speaks (Le. "Nameless Lady"). That is, 

Rossetti "cm imagine many a Lady" regardless of when she lived-as "sharing her lover's 

poetic aptitude" (86). 

Hence Rossetti initiates the inclusion of her voice in the dialogic, participatory 

poetics of the sonnet tradition. As Antony Hanison notes in "Intertexhtality: Dante, 

Peaarch and Christina Rossetti," Rossetti "employs parodic revorkings of literary 

palimpsests, their fomis and themes, precisely in order to present a critique of particular 

deficiencies and false values basic to the reality of Victorian England" (178). While 

Rossetti's response and reworkings evolved as a (partial) consequence of a "pervasive 

Dantean influence" (Packer 14) in addition to a strong Petrarchan influence, her 

conceptudization of the palimpsests of the sonnet tradition also Uicluded English 

Elizabethan works. The Itaiian wrïters' works structure the sequence (dom to its title), 



whüe the English tradition is manifested in subtle references to and reworkings of courtiy 

love and sonnet conventions, 

The tension between secular and spiritual love which the unnamed lady 

experiences-somewhat Like that which the Petrarchan poet-lover expresses-has been 

weii documenteci by other critics. Harrison, for instance, asserts that "The sequence . . . 

tests the boundaries of literary and religious traditions, especiaiiy as these ap- to 

conflict and to intersect with each other" (182). The tension between c u p i d i ~  and 

-tas firmiy plants Rossem's sequence within the tradition, and simultaneously 

functions-as it did in Petrarch's m e  Tarse, Sidney's Astrophel and Stella. and 

Spenser's &oreni and &&&uniori-as a framing device. Within that frame she can 

then rework, re-express and thereby respond to other conventions of the tradition. Such 

conventions include the coilapshg of the lover's and beloved's identities into each other, 

and the desire for pity. 

As it was in Shakespeare's sonnets. the equivocation of the beloved's identity 

with the Lover's own is given prevalence in Monna Innominata. The fmt sonnet expresses 

anguish over the separation of the lover and beloveci. As befits the genre, Rossetti begins 

the sequence proper by establishing the barrier and distance between the Iover (the 

absence of this bmkr  fiom the Sonnets from the Portu~ese led to Rossetti's criticisms 

of it)! In establishing the barrier between the lover and the beloved, the pet-lover gives 

herself a space from which to speak She uses that space in sonnet 4 to blur the division 

While the barrier in fouenth- and sixteenth-century sequences was typicaliy the marriecl starus of the 
beloved, it is unknown in Rossetti's sequence. If it was inappropriate for a wornan to express love and 
desire (in poetry). her expression of desue for a -ed man would be a wmpletely ~acceppîable 
transgression, 



between her identity and that of her beloved. She begins the process by establishing her 

constancy in love, and his misappropriation of her (self). The sonnet begins with an 

assertion of agency: "1 loved you first" (1). That assertion then -extends to a description 

of the process by which the woman becomes other. "but afterwards your love,/ 

Outsoaring mine, sang such a loftier sang/ As drowning the friendly cooings of my dove" 

(1-3). Her description of the wornan's *cooingm voice as "drowned" by the "outsoaring 

song" of the man effectively concentrates the process by which wornen like Laura, 

Beatrice, Steiia, Elizabeth and Shakespeare's Dark Lady came to be the subject of the 

male voice and consequently became subject to thar voice. Despite the over-nding 

tension between subjectivity and subjection (and many a man's claims that she i s h  

otherwise), the woman remains constant in her love: "My love was long,/ And yours one 

moment seemed to wax more strong" (4-5). His desire for eloquent poetry exceeds his 

desire for her resulting in both an assertion of love for her that is suonger than the love 

actuaily is, and in false constructions of her. 'you consmied me/ And loved me for what 

might or might not ben (6-7). 

Line 8 then initiates the aim: "Nay, weights and meanires do us both a wrong." 

She describes the discrepancies between the lover and beloved in previous sonnet 

collections in order to prove their false nature. That is, because the beloved's identity 

becomes that of the lover and vice-versa, they are q u a i s  in love: 

For veriIy love knows not "mine" or ''thhe;" 
With separate "1" and "thou" fiee love has done. 
For one is both and both are one in love: 

Rich love knows nought of "thine that is not mine;" 
Both of us have the strength and both the length thereof, 
Both of us, of the love which rnakes LIS one. (9-14) 



While Shakespeare's Will collapses the lover's and beloved's identities into each 

other in order to allow hmi to re-subject his beloved(s) to his desHe (i.e. to objecîify 

them), the M o m  innominara uses the device ta establish equaiity between herself and 

the man, and thereby to validate her own voice (and expressions of love). 

She hinhers the expression of that equaüty in sonnet 7. The Petrarchan epigrapb 

to this sonnet clearly contextualizes her intention: 'Conversing with me, and 1 with him." 

The reciprocity which the epigraph establishes makes it clear that this pet-lover, rmüke 

those who p r d e  her, does not intend to create a monologue which silences or perhaps 

nuliifies the beloved as object's subjectivi~. Rossetti creates intereshg tension in this 

way, for the sequence itself is indeed a discourse of "an individual realizing himse1F 

(Bakhtin 254), but an important component of that discourse is the voie  and subjectivity 

of the beloved. Paradoxically, and like pet-lovers such as Astrophel, she then dictates 

the beloved's response. The pause at the end of the first line seems to provide a space for 

the beloved's voice-the reader expects that the poet-lover will continue her musings of 

the dialogue. Instead, she fills in that space, telling her beloved how to respond: "Love 

me, for 1 love yod-and answer me./ 'Love me, for I love you'" (7.1-2). Unlike Barrett 

Browning who destabilizes the abject-object positions by asking her beloved to love her 

for love's sake, this poet-lover uses the tensions inherent to subjecting another to one's 

love and being subjected by another (and another's love or desire) in order to establish the 

equality between the lover and the beloved. Indeed, by establishing the man and wornan 

"as equals in the flowering land Of love" (7.3-4), in this way, neither of them becornes 

an other; their relationship is structuresi in ternis of multiplicity. 



In considering the Monrra i n n o m i ~ ' s  requests that her beloved "Love me, for 1 

love you," one cannot help but recall Astrophel's cornplaints and pleadings. For -ce, 

in the couplet of sonnet 35, Asmphel declares 'praise in t h e  is raisde:/ It is a praise to 

praise, when thou art praisde* (13-4). Similady, in sonnet 57 he States "1 hoped her to 

brin@ To feele my griefes, and she, with face and voicef So sweets my paines that my 

paines me rejoyce" (124). Like the M u m  innominurn, Astrophel asks the beloved to 

love hixn because he loves her. Unlike the Monna homiirata, h& love is associated with 

"mth [which] . . . must speake Mce flatterien (35. 1) and uflames" of desire (35.5). He 

seeks the consummation of his (physical) desire, not the mutuai confinnation of love 

which the female poet-lover seeks. 

The female poet-lover's musings in sonnet 8 also resonate with images from the 

English sonnet tradition Rossetti uses the biblical figure of Esther (instead of the Greek 

figure of Cupid) to explore the convention of the woman's beauty as a trap set to capture 

the man: 

'1, if 1 perish, perishw-Esther spake: 
And bride of life or death she made her fair 
In aU the lustre of her p e h e d .  hair 

And smiles that kindle longing but to slake. 
She put on pomp of loveliness, to take 
Her husband through his eyes at unaware; 
She spread abroad her beauty for a snare, 

Hannless as doves and subtle as a snake. 
She trappeci hirn with one mesh of silken hair, 
She vanquished him by wisdom of her wit, 
And built her people's house that it should stand:- 
If I might take my life so in my hmd, 

And for my love to Love put up my prayer, 
And for love's sake by Love be granted it! 



Soma 12 of Astrophel and Steiia explores the same thema Astrophel W<ens her 

"lockes" to Cupid's "&y-nets" h m  which 'none scapes free" (2). He describes her 

"lips* as 'fd" of Cupid (3). But, "ha  hem is such a CittadeUJ So fortifieci wah wit, 

stor'd with disdaine,/ That to win it, is ali the ski11 and paine" (12-4). 

Images of the woman's beauty as  nets which captivate the lover also resonate 

ùrroughout Spenser's sonnets. For instance, in the first quatrain of sonnet XLW the poet 

lover describes her beauty as a hook: 

Trust not the treason of those smyling lookes, 
untii ye have theyr guylefull traynes well tryde: 
for they are lyke but unto golden hookes, 

that from the fwlish f sh  theyr bayts doe hyde. (1-4) 

It is interesthg that while the male pet-lovers perceive themselves as snared by the 

beauty of an indfferent and dûdainful woman. the female poet-lover-using the figure 

Esther to assen the need for female agency in love-emphasizes beauty as necessary in 

order to attract love/the beloveci. Rossetti confinns the male lovers' assertions that "her 

beauty . . . [is] a snare" (7-8); the idea that "she vanquished him by wisdom of her wit" 

(10) suggests deliberate use of her beauty. However, contrary to Astrophel's claim that 

she uses her wit to keep the lover away, the Manna innominata claims that she uses her 

wit (and her beaüty) not to disdain love, but to gain love: 'If I might take my life so in my 

band,/ And for my Love to Love put up my prayer,/ And for love's sake by Love be 

granted it!" (12-4). This woman sees Esther and the agency which she demonstrates as a 

role model: not ody does she use her beauty to a m c t  love, but in doing so, she proves 

that women are not selfless. Rossetti inwduces a new mythological figure or (fernale) 

de-mode1 in order to rework the position of the woman in the tradition of love lyrics. 



UnIike the male pet-lovers. the speakers of Barrett Browning's and Rossetti's 

sonnet collections do not overtly seek pity. Rossetti uses the Petrarchan lover's assertion 

"1 hope to find pity not only pardon" to contextualll:e the poem in which she adrnits the 

woman's use of her beauty to captivate the man. She thereby confimis the woman's 

position as one worthy of the reader's pity, but does not repeatedly beg for the reader's or 

the beloved's pity. The absence of this sonnet convention relates to the femde poet- 

lover's requests that the beloved 'love for love's saken and "love me, for 1 love y o d  

That is, the women seek to remove themselves from the objectivizing male gaze: to beg 

for pity would reposition them in the passive, helpless. object position while the male 

would re-occupy the active subject position. In his book The Unbearable L&b&ws of 

Being, Milan Kundera explores the relationship between pity and compassion: 

Al1 languages that denve from Latin iom the work 
'compassion" by combuling the prefix "with" . . . and the 
root meaning "suf fe~g"  . . . compassion means: we cannot 
look on cooUy as others suffer. Another word with 
approximately the same meaning, "pity" . . . cornotes a 
certain condescention towards the sufferer. T o  take pity 
on a woman" means that we are better off than she, that we 
stmp to her levei, lower ourselv&. (20-1) 

The female poet-lovers of Rossetti's and Barrett Browning's sonnets do not wish to be 

subjugated in such a way; hence, they rework the convention of pity, leaving it out in 

place of fomis of love which connote a more balanced and equal relationship. In their 

creation of loving relationships-one characterized by the requited love of mamage, the 
- 

other by the distance which typically separate the lover and beloved in more traditional 

sonnet collections-in a typicaily male-dominateci genre, Barrett Browning and Rossetti- 

like Wroth before them-respond to and rework the genre, giving voice to female desire 



and p r o a g  that women are not passive abjects, but active agents who, lüce men. are 

capable of fashioning a self. 
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